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Abstract
With the Advanced LIGO and Virgo ground-based detectors consistently identifying more
compact binary coalesces, the need for fast, reliable, and unbiased parameter inference is
ever more vital. To that end, we introduce RIFT: an algorithm to perform Rapid parameter
inference on gravitational wave sources via Iterative FiTting. To demonstrate RIFT can
recover the correct parameters of coalescing compact binary systems, we compare results to
the well-tested LALInference parameter inference software. We provide several examples where
the unique speed and flexibility of RIFT enables otherwise intractable or awkward parameter
inference analyses, such as (a) adopting costly and novel models for outgoing gravitational
waves and (b) mixed-model result, each suitable to different parts of the compact binary
parameter space and allowing one to use more sophisticated approximations where valid but
still producing a complete posterior distribution. We also demonstrate how RIFT can be
applied specifically to binary neutron stars, both for parameter inference and direct constraints
on the nuclear equation of state.
We also show that two precessing models often used in inferring the properties of coalescing
black hole binaries disagree substantially when sources have modestly large spins and modest
mass ratios. We demonstrate these disagreements using standard figures of merit and the pa-
rameters inferred for some detections of binary black holes from O1 and O2. By comparing to
numerical relativity, we confirm these disagreements reflect systematic errors. We provide con-
crete examples to demonstrate that these systematic errors can significantly impact inferences
about astrophysically significant binary parameters.
In response to LIGO’s observation of GW170104, a series of full numerical simulations of
binary black holes were performed, each designed to replicate likely realizations of its dynamics
and radiation. These simulations have been performed at multiple resolutions and with two
independent techniques to solve Einstein’s equations. For both the nonprecessing and pre-
cessing simulations, we demonstrate the two techniques agree at a precision substantially in
excess of statistical uncertainties in current LIGO’s observations. Conversely, we demonstrate
v
that these full numerical solutions contain information which is not accurately captured with
the approximate phenomenological models. To quantify the impact of these differences on
parameter inference for GW170104 specifically, we compare the predictions of our simulations
and these approximate models to LIGO’s observations of GW170104.
Using one of the novel numerical relativity surrogate models, we also investigate the im-
portance of higher order modes when inferring the parameters of coalescing compact binaries.
We focus on examples relevant to the current three-detector network of observatories with
a detector-frame mass set to 120M and with signal amplitudes values that are consistent
with plausible candidates for the next few observing runs. We show that for such systems the
higher mode content will be important for interpreting coalescing binary black holes, reducing
systematic bias, and computing properties of the remnant object.
Using similar tools, we finally use RIFT to analyze many real data events. This includes the
loudest marginal intermediate mass binary black hole trigger from the 1st and 2nd Observing
Runs as well as a subset of the events from the first half of the 3rd Observing Run. This
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1.1 Example - Assessing differences between two NR simulations with
different parameters - I: Two representations of different aligned spin bina-
ries, RIT-1a and RIT-2, with mass ratios q = 1.22 and q = 2.0 respectively,
illustrating how dramatic differences propagate into our diagnostics. Left panel :
The strain along a line of sight inclined at ι = 0.785 and evaluated for a total
mass M = 70M. Right panel : The mismatch between synthetic data and can-
didate templates as a function of the template’s total mass. The black curve is
the null result (mismatch of one simulation with itself). The red curve shows
the mismatch between the two simulations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
xi
1.2 Example - Assessing differences between two NR simulations with
different parameters - II: Two representations of different aligned spin bi-
naries, RIT-1a and RIT-2, with mass ratios q = 1.22 and q = 2.0 respectively,
illustrating how dramatic differences propagate into our diagnostics. Left panel :
Points show the marginalized likelihood versus total mass calculated by apply-
ing the same template simulation to two different sources: itself in black and
the different simulation in red. RIght panel : The corresponding one-dimensional
posteriors pc(M) [Eq. (1.3.37)]. Both panels illustrate how an ill-suited simu-
lation with large mismatch (i.e., the red curve) correlates with a drastic shift
in parameters (here, total mass) relative to the true best-fit solution (here, the
black curve). Also, the ill-matched simulation cannot recover all the informa-
tion available to the true solution, so the peak lnLmarg for the red curve is
substantially lower (' 20) than the peak of the black curve. . . . . . . . . . . 17
2.1 Recovery of nonprecessing NR source with nonprecessing analyses.
This figure shows inferred posterior parameter distributions for RIT-1 in Table
2.1, generated using the corner package [8]. The top-left panel shows the one-
and two-dimensional marginal distributions for M, q, χeff ; the top-right panel
shows the one- and two-dimensional marginal distributions for χ1,z, χ2,z. The
bottom two panels show the cumulative distributions of parameters q and χeff .
In the two-dimensional plots, dotted contours are the 90% credible intervals for
the LI results using the IMRPhenomD and SEOBNRv4_ROM models, while
the three solid curves show RIFT results produced with IMRPhenomD (blue,
solid), SEOBNRv4_ROM (black, solid) and NRSur7dq2, restricted to aligned
spins and including all modes up to ` = 3 (green, solid). Both LI and RIFT pro-
duce comparable results when using IMRPhenomD or SEOBNRv4_ROM,
with statistical differences far smaller than model systematic effects (illustrated
here with NRSur7dq2). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
xii
2.2 Recovery of a precessing NR source with a precessing model. This
figure shows the results using source SEOB-1 in Table 2.1. The first group
of plots shows the PE results in the total mass (Mtot)-effective spin (χeff)-
mass ratio (q) parameter space (see Eq. 1.1.22 and Eq. 2.1.1 respectively).
The second group of plots shows inferences about the various spin components
χi,z, where the z axis convention is defined as parallel to the orbital angular
momentum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
2.3 Using sophisticated tidal waveforms to analyze tidal injections This
figure shows inferences about the Tidal-1 source Table 2.1, performed adopting
the spin prior in Eq. (2.6.16) with χmax = 0.05 . As in previous figures, the
one- and two-dimensional results show all possible one-dimensional posterior
distributions and two-dimensional 90% credible intervals for the total mass (M),
mass ratio (q), effective tidal deformability (Λ̃), and net effective spin (χeff). As
previously, dotted contours and curves correspond to LI results; solid curves
are produced with RIFT; and different colors correspond to different waveform
models: TaylorF2 is green, IMRPhenomD_NRTidal is blue, SEOBNRv4T
is red, and TEOBResumS is orange. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
2.4 Mixing models for a single analysis This figure shows the inferred parame-
ters for source RIT-2, in a format similar to Figure 2.1. The colored curves rep-
resent 90% credible intervals derived using IMRPhenomD (blue), NRSur7dq2
(green), and a mixture of models (red). In the mixture approach, we employ
NRSur7dq2 with modes up to `max = 2 in its region of validity (q > 0.5 and
|χi,z| < 0.8) and IMRPhenomD elsewhere. Points indicate the locations of
individual likelihood evaluations with the redder points representing a higher
likelihood and bluer points representing a lower likelihood. The grid was origi-
nally produced from a run using SEOBNRv4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
xiii
2.5 Different models on the same parameter grid This figure shows inferences
about RIT-2, described in Table 2.1. The contours, points, and curves used
in this figure are styled according to scheme described in Figure 2.1. Points
indicate the locations of individual likelihood evaluations with the redder points
representing a higher likelihood and bluer points representing a lower likelihood.
The grid was originally produced from a run using SEOBNRv4 i.e. the black
curve was produced by fitting these points. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
2.6 Systematic Differences between SEOBNRv4 and SEOBNRv4_ROM
- 1: This figure shows the 1D χeff distributions for analyses on RIT-1. The solid
and dotted lines represent analyses done with RIFT and LI respectively. The
dark red and red lines represent analyses run with SEOBNRv4_ROM and
SEOBNRv4 respectively. This figure shows a minor but significant differences
between these two models. By comparing the two different techniques with the
two different models, it’s clear that the differences are due to systematics be-
tween the two models and not differences in the PE techniques. See Table 2.2
for a point-by-point comparison of the 2 analyses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
2.7 Systematic Differences between SEOBNRv4 and SEOBNRv4_ROM
- 2: This figure shows the 2D χeff vs q distributions for analyses on RIT-2.
The dark red and red lines represent analyses run with SEOBNRv4_ROM
and SEOBNRv4 respectively. The left panel shows the lnL grid from the
SEOBNRv4 analysis, and the right panel shows the lnL grid from the SEOB-
NRv4_ROM analysis.The redder points represent a higher lnL and the bluer
points represent a lower lnL. By comparing these to grids, it is clear that the
discrepancy between the two analyses is evident in the lnL grids as well as in
the distributions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
xiv
2.8 Inferences about the equation of state: Colors indicate the marginalized
likelihood I(γ) versus the two parameters γ1, γ2 of the Lindblom et al spectral
EOS representation, applied to a binary neutron star source similar to Tidal-1.
For context, the thin gray lines show contours of constant radius of a 1.5 M
neutron star, according to this equation of state [R(m = 1.5M)]; the two heavy
black lines show contours of constant maximum mass for 2M) and 1.9M,
respectively. For the purposes of this proof-of-concept calculation, we explore
only these two variables, fixing the remaining spectral EOS parameters to γ3 =
γ4 = 0, po = 2.272×1033dyne/cm2, xmax = 7.25, and εo/c2 = 2.05×1014g/cm3.
The solid blue line shows the 90% credible interval on the inferred equation of
state, after restricting to a causal EOS and restricting the maximum mass to
be greater than 1.97M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
2.9 Reanalysis of GW150914: Aligned models - This figure shows the results
of a reanalysis of the first GW detection GW150914, using a prior where each
χi,z is a uniform random number and the assumption that both spins must be
parallel to the orbital angular momentum. The top two panels show one- and
two-dimensional marginal distributions in redshifted total massMtot, q, χeff and
in the components of each BH’s spin (χi,z) along the orbital angular momentum.
The bottom panel provides one-dimensional marginal cumulative distributions
for q and χeff , to highlight differences between different waveforms. Curves
are colored and styled following the convention adopted in previous figures; in
particular, the solid green lines to NRSur7dq2 with the spins restricted along
the orbital angular momentum with all modes up to `max = 3, and blue lines to
IMRPhenomD. The top right and hence bottom left panels show significant
differences between NRSur7dq2 and other approximations principally due to
the range of validity of the NRSur7dq2 model, which is valid only for q > 0.5
and |χi| < 0.8. Note that the RIFT_SEOBNRv3 run was run with a different
configuration than the other two analyses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
xv
2.10 Reanalysis of GW150914: Precessing models - This figure shows the re-
sults of a reanalysis of the first GW detection GW150914, using the volumetric
spin prior [Eq. (2.6.13)] and waveform models that allow for spin-orbit misalign-
ment. The top two panels show one- and two-dimensional marginal distributions
in redshifted total mass Mtot, q, χeff and in the components of each BH’s spin
along (χi,z) and perpendicular (χi,⊥) to the orbital angular momentum. The
bottom panel provides one-dimensional marginal cumulative distributions for
q and χeff , to highlight differences between different approaches. Curves are
colored and styled following the convention adopted in previous figures; in par-
ticular, black lines correspond to SEOBNRv3, solid green lines to NRSur7dq2
with fully precessing spins with all modes up to `max = 3, and blue lines to
IMRPhenomPv2. The top right panel shows significant differences between
NRSur7dq2 and other approximations principally due to the range of validity
of the NRSur7dq2 model, which is valid only for q > 0.5 and |χi| < 0.8. Note
that the SEOBNRv3 analysis was done with different settings; therefore, some
differences are expected. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
xvi
2.11 Prior recovery: Top-left panel : Comparison between analytic CDF predic-
tions (black, solid) for P (< χ1,z) based on Eq. (2.6.16) and the corresponding
empirical cumulative distribution of samples produced by CIP in two different
circumstances with L = 1 that should produce identical results. In this ex-
ample, we adopt χmax = 0.5. In this nonprecessing example, we request that
CIP draw each χi,z directly from this prior (red). Alternatively, we can pro-
duce the same distribution (red, dotted) by jointly drawing both χz,± from a
jointly uniform distribution, truncating to the desired range, then reweighting
to obtain the desired one-dimensional marginal distribution. Top-right panel :
In this precessing example, we request that CIP draw each χi uniformly over a
unit cube of edge length 2χmax; require that |χi| < χmax; then rescale weighted
Monte Carlo samples to obtain a uniform magnitude spin magnitude prior. The
red, blue, and green curves show the corresponding cumulative distributions for
χ1,z, χ1,y, χ1,x; all agree with the expected result. The corresponding dotted
curves show the results of a similar calculation, except that the aligned-spin
components χi,z were generated by drawing χz,± from a jointly uniform distri-
bution, solving for χi,z, and reweighting. Bottom-left panel : The distribution
of |χ1|, calculated using the two procedures adopted for the center panel. The
solid black line shows the expected distribution P (< χ1) = χ1/χmax, while the
solid and dotted blue lines show the results of the two procedures described
above. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
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2.12 Reliable reconstruction in three dimensions: Parameter inference of a
3 dimensional gaussian mixture model with 4 components, compared with the
analytic posterior distribution. Left panel : The marginal, 1-dimensional poste-
rior estimates extracted from a mixture of four randomly-centered 3-dimensional
gaussians. Solid lines show the cumulative 1d distributions for each of the three
dimensions; points show the estimated distributions from our code.The numbers
on the left provide an (approximate) KL divergence between each marginal 1d
distribution and the known 1d marginal distribution. The first number refers
to the first (blue) curve, and so forth (yellow, green, . . .). Right panel : The
90% credible interval derived from the exact (red) and approximate (black)
two-dimensional marginal distribution. The black curve is estimated based on
2000 samples drawn from the posterior distribution. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
2.13 Probability-probability plot: For a set of synthetic BBH signals analyzed
end-to-end with RIFT, a plot of P̂ (λk) versus k/n for k = 0 . . . 1 − 1/n, for
the parameters M (black) and q (blue). The dotted lines show the standard
2-standard-deviation credible intervals implied by the binomial distribution for
P̂ . Left panel : Analysis using SEOBNRv4 for synthetic sources and recovery.
Right panel : Analysis using SEOBNRv4HM for synthetic sources and recovery. 60
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3.1 Priors and the relative significance of large spins Left panel : For a syn-
thetic GW151226-like event (A2), the inferred cumulative posterior distribution
for |χ1| using a prior P (< |χi|) = χi (black) and P (< |χi|) = χ3i (red), for
i = 1, 2. For comparison, the two priors are indicated with dotted black and
red lines. The posterior probability that this synthetic event has two significant,
precessing spins depends on the prior. Right panel : Inferred cumulative poste-
rior distribution for φJL, the polar angle of L relative to J, for the volumetric
prior P (< |χi|) = χ3i . The solid blue line shows the results of repeating a full
PE calculation, including the modified prior. The dotted blue line shows the
estimated distribution calculated by weighting the posterior samples. This syn-
thetic event was generated with parameters similar to GW151226 and analyzed
with a PSD appropriate to GW150914, generated in the manner of [9]. . . . . 68
3.2 Model-model comparison on our synthetic GW170104-like event: Us-
ing posterior samples from our synthetic GW170104-like event (A1), we calcu-
late model-model inner products between IMRPhenomPv2 and SEOBNRv3
waveforms, maximized over t, φorb, and φJL. This analysis adopts the fiducial
(uniform) prior on spin magnitude. In the left panel is a cumulative histogram
of the maximized inner products. In the right panel the posterior samples are
plotted in terms of θJN, the inclination of the observer relative to the total
angular momentum, and a measure of the net binary BH spin. The color scale
indicates the maximized inner product, with the lowest values occurring for
large binary spins and preferentially near the orbital plane. The noise curve
used for these calculations was the same as used in Figure 3.1. . . . . . . . . . 71
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3.3 Model-model comparison on GW151226: As Figure 3.2 but for GW151226.
The intrinsic and extrinsic parameters used in this comparison are from LIGO’s
O1 posterior distribution. Frequent and significant disagreement is apparent.
IMRPhenomPv2 produces waveforms that are somewhat longer than SEOB-
NRv3 for these modest masses, leading to dephasing due to a slight difference
in the rate of frequency evolution integrating over such long waveforms. This
effect correlates strongly with the binary spin. The noise curve used for these
calculations was calculated from data near the time to GW151226. . . . . . . . 72
3.4 Model-model comparison on a synthetic GW151226-like event: As
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 but for a synthetic GW151226-like event (A2). As in Fig-
ure 3.2, the top and bottom panels show the results assuming a uniform and
volumetric spin prior, respectively. Adopting a volumetric spin prior noticably
increases the posterior support for large spins and hence the fraction of the pos-
terior associated with parameters where the two models disagree significantly.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
3.5 Biased parameter recovery with IMRPhenomPv2 I: SEOBNRv3
source (A2): Red dot shows the parameters of a synthetic coalescing binary,
whose radiation is modeled with SEOBNRv3. Binary parameters are drawn
from the posterior distribution of GW151226, and are summarized in Table 3.1
as source A2. The inclination of the orbital angular momentum relative to our
line of sight is θJN = 2.48. No synthetic noise is added to the signal. For this
source, the match between the detector response predicted using IMRPhe-
nomPv2 and SEOBNRv3 is 0.817 in Hanford, after maximizing in t, φorb, φJL.
Black curve shows the 90% confidence interval derived from a detailed parameter
inference calculation using the IMRPhenomPv2 approximation. Calculations
are performed using a network of detectors whose noise power spectra are iden-
tical to the estimates derived for GW150914 [10, 9], using frequencies above
20Hz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74
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3.6 Biased parameter recovery with IMRPhenomPv2 II: NR source:
Red dot shows the parameters of a synthetic coalescing binary, whose radiation
is modeled with a numerical relativity simulation SXS BBH:0165. All simu-
lated modes ` ≤ 8 are included in our synthetic signal. The detector response is
calculated assuming a signal at angle θJN = π/4, at a distance so the network
SNR is ∼10. No synthetic noise is added. The black curves show the 90% confi-
dence interval derived from a detailed parameter inference calculation using the
IMRPhenomPv2 approximation. Calculations are performed using a network
of detectors whose noise power spectra are identical to the estimates derived for
GW150914 [9]. Because the (2, 2) mode of this source starts at 27Hz, we only
use frequencies greater than 30Hz in our analysis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
3.7 The effect on inner product due to neglecting higher modes: Here we
generate a series of non-spinning waveforms with M = 80M and θJN = π/4
using an EOB model that includes higher modes, EOBNRv2HM, then use the
same parameters to generate waveforms with two models that do not include
these higher modes, one EOB and one phenomenological – SEOBNRv4 [11] and
IMRPhenomD [12]. Again we calculate the inner product maximized over φorb,
φJL, and t. As higher modes are most important for heavier and unequal mass
binaries, these large mismatches may be responsible for disagreements seen in
Figure 3.6. Conversely, higher modes are not significant for and not included in
models compared Figures 3.3 and 3.5, so are unlikely to be responsible for the
large discrepancies seen there. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
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3.8 Omitting higher modes: Unbiased parameter inference, despite a high
mismatch: Red dot shows the parameters of a synthetic nonprecessing bi-
nary, whose radiation is modeled with a numerical relativity simulation SXS
BBH:0112. All simulated modes ` ≤ 8 are included in our synthetic signal. The
detector response is calculated assuming a source with total mass 80M ori-
ented at angle θJN = π/4, at a distance so the network SNR is 20. No synthetic
noise is added. For this source, the best match with the IMRPhenomPv2 and
SEOBNRv3 approximations is ' 0.96. The black and red curves shows the
90% confidence interval derived from a detailed parameter inference calculation
using the IMRPhenomD and SEOBNRv4 approximations, respectively. Cal-
culations are performed using a network of detectors whose noise power spectra
are identical to the estimates derived for GW150914 [9]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
3.9 Parameter recovery with and without higher modes (assuming zero
spin): Red dot shows the parameters of a synthetic nonprecessing binary, gen-
erated as in Figure 3.8. The dark red contour shows inference using EOB-
NRv2HM (a nonspinning model including higher modes); the light red contour
shows parameter inferences drawn using SEOBNRv4, assuming both BHs have
zero spin. The former region is smaller than the latter, and more closely centered
on the true parameters. This figure illustrates the previously-appreciated fact
that inference including higher modes draws sharper conclusions with smaller
biases, using the examples previously used in this work. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79
3.10 For the three nonprecessing UIDs # 1,4,5 in Table 3.2, matches between SXS,
RIT, and SEOBNRv4 (2,2) modes as a function of fmin, using the H1 PSD
characterizing data near GW170104. We also compare with GT runs for UIDs
# 4,5. Compare to also to similar plots for GW150914 [13]. . . . . . . . . . . . 82
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3.11 For the two precessing UIDs#2,3 in Table 3.2, matches between SXS, RIT, and
SEOBNRv3 (2,2) modes as a function of fmin as a function of fmin, using the
H1 PSD characterizing data near GW170104. In this comparison, the (2, 2)
mode of all three simulations and SEOBNRv3 are extracted relative to the L̂
axis, identified from their common initial orbital parameters. While these frame
identifications are coordinate-dependent for precessing binaries – implying our
comparisons here could include both intrinsic disagreement and systematic error
due to (say) overall misalignment – the good agreement shown in Figure 1 of [3]
for the equally coordinate-dependent spins suggests that convention-dependent
sources contribute little to the mismatches illustrated here. . . . . . . . . . . . 83
3.12 The log-likelihood of the NQ50TH135 series [14] assuming a period of 2π versus
initial angle (top panel) and merger angle (bottom panel.) Data (red) and fits
(blue) are given in Table 3.5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86
3.13 Non-HM and HM runs for q=1 spin set, with SNR=30 and M=120:
The first five rows show the M, q, χeff , χ1z, χ2z one-dimensional marginal distri-
butions, where among this set of figures each column corresponds to a different
synthetic source recovered with either all `max = 5 modes (dashed line) or
`max = 2 modes (solid line). Our figures are organized such that the injected
spin is systematically increased from left to right, where the synthetic source
runs are ID2 (χeff = −.8), ID3 (χeff = −.5), ID4 (χeff = 0), ID5 (χeff = .5),
and ID6 (χeff = .8). In each figure’s title, we report the median value and the
90% confidence intervals of the marginalized 1D distribution for the `max = 2
(left) and `max = 5 (right) cases. A solid black vertical line denotes the true
parameter value. The final bottom row corresponds to the joint distributions
for q vs χeff , M vs χeff , and χ1,z vs χ2,z for all five injections. . . . . . . . . . . 95
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3.14 Non-HM and HM runs for q=4 spin set, with SNR=30 and M=120:
The first five rows show the M, q, χeff , χ1z, χ2z one-dimensional marginal distri-
butions, where among this set of figures each column corresponds to a different
synthetic source recovered with either all `max = 5 modes (dashed line) or
`max = 2 modes (solid line). Our figures are organized such that the injected
spin is systematically increased from left to right, where the synthetic source
runs are ID7 (χeff = −.8), ID8 (χeff = −.5), ID9 (χeff = 0), ID10 (χeff = .5),
and ID11 (χeff = .8). In each figure’s title, we report the median value and the
90% confidence intervals of the marginalized 1D distribution for the `max = 2
(left) and `max = 5 (right) cases. A solid black vertical line denotes the true
parameter value. The final bottom row corresponds to the joint distributions
for q vs χeff , M vs χeff , and χ1,z vs χ2,z for all five injections. . . . . . . . . . . 97
3.15 Non-HM and HM runs for q=7 spin set, with SNR=30 and M=120:
The first five rows show the M, q, χeff , χ1z, χ2z one-dimensional marginal distri-
butions, where among this set of figures each column corresponds to a different
synthetic source recovered with either all `max = 5 modes (dashed line) or
`max = 2 modes (solid line). Our figures are organized such that the injected
spin is systematically increased from left to right, where the synthetic source
runs are ID12 (χeff = −.8), ID13 (χeff = −.5), ID14 (χeff = 0), ID15 (χeff = .5),
and ID16 (χeff = .8). In each figure’s title, we report the median value and the
90% confidence intervals of the marginalized 1D distribution for the `max = 2
(left) and `max = 5 (right) cases. A solid black vertical line denotes the true
parameter value. The final bottom row corresponds to the joint distributions
for q vs χeff , M vs χeff , and χ1,z vs χ2,z for all five injections. . . . . . . . . . . 98
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3.16 Non-HM and HM runs for a q=1, M=120, and zero-spin source
(ID4), for different SNRs: The first five rows show the M, q, χeff , χ1z, χ2z
one-dimensional marginal distributions, where among this set of figures each
column corresponds to a different synthetic source recovered with either all
`max = 5 modes (dashed line) or `max = 2 modes (solid line). Our figures are
organized such that the signal’s network SNR is systematically varied as 10
(orange), 30 (green), and 70 (blue), corresponding to the left, middle, and right
columns, respectively. A solid black vertical line denotes the true parameter
value. The final bottom row corresponds to the joint distributions for q vs χeff ,
M vs χeff , and χ1,z vs χ2,z for all three injections. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
3.17 Non-HM and HM runs for a q=4, M=120, and χeff = -0.5 source
(ID8), for different SNRs: The first five rows show the M, q, χeff , χ1z, χ2z
one-dimensional marginal distributions, where among this set of figures each
column corresponds to a different synthetic source recovered with either all
`max = 5 modes (dashed line) or `max = 2 modes (solid line). Our figures are
organized such that the signal’s network SNR is systematically varied as 10
(orange), 30 (green), and 70 (blue), corresponding to the left, middle, and right
columns, respectively. A solid black vertical line denotes the true parameter
value. The final bottom row corresponds to the joint distributions for q vs χeff ,
M vs χeff , and χ1,z vs χ2,z for all three injections. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
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3.18 The importance of higher modes for loud signals: bias vs SNR: These
panels show the JSD vs SNR for source ID4 (left panel) and ID8 (right panel).
Different markers indicate which one-dimensional marginal distribution was
used to evaluate the JSD, which are depicted in Figures (3.16) and (3.17) for ID4
and ID8, respectively. The dashed horizontal blue line demarcates a commonly
used threshold for unacceptably large bias. Markers colored in red indicate that
the true value falls outside the 90% credible interval region for the `max = 2 case
(significant bias in the recovered parameter value), while those colored in green
indicate the opposite. For `max = 5, the true value is almost always within the
90% credible interval region except the parameter q in the q = 1 case, where the
true value lies at the edge; despite not being in the he 90% credible interval the
marginalized distribution for q obtains its maximum value at q = 1 (cf. row 2
of Figure 3.16). Markers in gray indicate the JSD for the final remnant masses
and spins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103
3.19 The effect of priors on spin measurability: Individual and effective spin
parameter recovery assuming two different priors, using synthetic datasets ID2
(q = 1, χeff = −.8) and ID6 (q = 1, χeff = .8) with SNR= 30. The dashed
curve represents the results using a prior that assumes uniform spin magnitudes
in χz (P1; uniform prior), and the dotted curve represents the results using a
prior that assumes uniform spin magnitudes in ~χ (P2; aligned spin z prior).
Despite the high value of SNR used here, we observe that the choice of prior
has a significant influence on the recovered posteriors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105
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3.20 Effect of higher-order modes on remnant values and IMR consistency
tests: These panels show marginal distributions for remnant properties of the
redshifted mass, Mf , and spin, af , for a non-spinning, q = 1 source (ID4; left
panels) and χeff = −0.5, q = 4 source (ID8; right panels). Our figures are
organized such that the signal’s network SNR is systematically varied as 10
(orange), 30 (green), and 70 (blue), corresponding to the left, middle, and right
columns of each panel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108
3.21 GW170729-like event: Posterior plots for the ID1 run: q = 2.267, M(M)
= 127.1, χ1z = 0.72, χ2z = 0.0, SNR= 30. The solid and dashed lines represent
the `max = 2 and `max = 5 runs respectively. When including HM, we are able
to improve the recovery of individual spin components. We also see a significant
shift in the q and χeff distributions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
3.22 Reanalysis of equal mass, zero spin, SNR= 10: This corner plot shows
the reanalyses of a equal mass, zero spin, SNR= 10 source using `max = 2
(black) and `max = 5 (blue) mode but only on a grid in mass parameters
(i.e. assuming zero spin). As first shown in Figure 3.16, there are noticeable
differences between the two different distributions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112
3.23 Marginalized posteriors for GW170502 using RIFT. Two-dimensional contours
enclose 90% of the distribution. The two colors refer the two waveform models
NRHybSur3dq8 (blue) and NRSur7dq4 (red). The solid lines refer to results
for including all the higher order modes in the waveform (NRHybSur3dq8 with
` ≤ 5 and NRSur7dq4 with ` ≤ 4), the dotted line restrict models to ` = 2.
The numbers quoted above each column are the median, with the 90% interval
obtained from NRHybSur3dq8 using all the available higher order modes. . . . . 114
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3.24 The six heaviest binary black hole mergers reported so far from the O1/O2
runs of Advanced LIGO/Virgo (2015-2017). The horizontal axis is the total
mass in the astrophysical source frame and vertical axis is their corresponding
luminosity distance. The contours refer to 90% confidence intervals and the
transparent dots show the spread of the posterior sample. With the the black
contour, we show the constraints on GW170502 using the NRHybSur3dq8 model
with all the available higher order modes. The blue contours show the three
heaviest confirmed binary black hole mergers – GW170729, GW170823 and
GW150914 – as reported in GWTC-1 [15]. In the orange and yellow contours,
we show candidate GW170817A and GW151205 found by independent teams
[16, 17]. The horizon distances for non-spinning, equal-mass binary black holes
(black curves) are computed at different S/N for a single detector Advanced
LIGO sensitivity during O2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116
3.25 Marginalized posteriors of the effective inspiral spin parameter χeff and effec-
tive precession spin parameter χp) for GW170502 using RIFT. Two-dimensional
contours show 90% intervals for NRSur7dq4 model (red line) and the prior dis-
tribution (black line). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117
3.26 Marginalized posteriors of inclination (ι) and luminosity distance (dL) for GW170502
using RIFT. Two-dimensional contours show 90% intervals for NRHybSur3dq8
model with (solid line) and without (dotted line) including higher order modes
of gravitational radiation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120
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4.1 GW190521g Binary Black Hole System: This figure shows corner plots
of both mass and spin parameters from different analyses of GW190521g. The
results include models SEOBNRv4PHM (red), NRSur7dq4 (black) with all
available modes, NR (green) including all `max ≤ 4, and a combined grid of of
the latter two results NR+NRSur7dq4 all done with RIFT. There are noticeable
differences between different waveforms. NR has support for lower transverse
spin magnitude configurations. This is most likely due to the fact that there
are not as many NR simulations with high transverse spins. See Section 4.2.6
for a more detailed description. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128
4.2 GW190425 binary neutron star candidate with a low spin prior I:
This figure shows panels of the 1D marginal distributions for the source frame
mass parameters from the different analyses of GW190425 using a low spin
prior limit (χi,z ∈ [−0.05, 0.05]). The results include models TEOBResumS
(blue) and SEOBNRv4T_surrogate (orange) done with RIFT and IMR-
PhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ (green) done with LALInference. The results
are largely consistent across all waveforms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131
4.3 GW190425 binary neutron star candidate with a low spin prior II:
This figure shows panels of the tidal parameters from the different analyses of
GW190425 using a low spin prior limit (χi,z ∈ [−0.05, 0.05]). The results in-
clude models TEOBResumS (blue) and SEOBNRv4T_surrogate (orange)
done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ (green) done with
LALInference. The results are largely consistent across all waveforms. . . . . . 132
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4.4 GW190425 binary neutron star candidate with a low spin prior III:
This figure shows panels of the 1D marginal distributions for the χeff , luminos-
ity distance (dL), and θjn parameters from the different analyses of GW190425
using a low spin prior limit (χi,z ∈ [−0.05, 0.05]). The results include mod-
els TEOBResumS (blue) and SEOBNRv4T_surrogate (orange) done with
RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ (green) done with LALInfer-
ence. The results are largely consistent across all waveforms. . . . . . . . . . . 133
4.5 GW190425 binary neutron star candidate with a high spin prior I:
This figure shows panels of the 1D marginal distributions for the source frame
mass parameters from the different analyses of GW190425 using a highest pos-
sible spin limit. The results include models TEOBResumS (blue) and SEOB-
NRv4T_surrogate (orange) done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ
(green) done with LALInference. The EOB models peak closer to equal mass
systems and omit a second peak at lower mass ratios compared to the IMR-
PhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ result. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 134
4.6 GW190425 Potential Binary Neutron Star System with a high spin
prior II: This figure shows panels of the tidal parameters from the differ-
ent analyses of GW190425 using a highest possible spin limit. The results
include models TEOBResumS (blue) and SEOBNRv4T_surrogate (or-
ange) done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ (green) done
with LALInference. The EOB models omit a secondary peak at higher Λ̃
compared to the IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ result. Note SEOB-
NRv4T_surrogate can only generate waveforms λi ≤ 5000. . . . . . . . . . 135
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4.7 GW190425 Binary Neutron Star System with a high spin prior III:
This figure shows panels of the 1D marginal distributions for the χeff , luminos-
ity distance (dL), and θjn parameters from the different analyses of GW190425
using a highest possible spin limit. The results include models TEOBResumS
(blue) and SEOBNRv4T_surrogate (orange) done with RIFT and IMR-
PhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ (green) done with LALInference. The EOB
models have a smaller secondary peak toward positive χeff ; luminosity distance
and θjn distributions are largely the same between waveforms. . . . . . . . . . 136
4.8 GW190513 Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the 1D
marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the different
analyses of GW190513. The results include models SEOBNRv4PHM (blue)
and SEOBNRv4P (green) done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange)
done with LALInference. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137
4.9 GW190513 Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of the
spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses of GW190513. The
results include models SEOBNRv4PHM (blue) with all available modes and
SEOBNRv4P (green) done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done
with LALInference. Noticeable differences between the two waveform families;
marginal differences in posteriors that includes and omits higher order modes. 138
4.10 GW190517 Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the 1D
marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the different
analyses of GW190517. The results include models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all
available modes and SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all available modes done
with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference. Marginal
differences between different waveforms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139
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4.11 GW190517 Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of
the spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses of GW190517.
The results include models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and
SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all available modes done with RIFT and IMR-
PhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference. Marginal differences between
different waveforms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140
4.12 GW190519 Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the dif-
ferent analyses of GW190519. The results include models NRSur7dq4 (blue)
with all available modes and SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all available modes
done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference. Sig-
nificant differences between different waveform families; significant differences
when including and omit higher order modes. See Figure 4.36 for a more de-
tailed comparison of the HOMs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141
4.13 GW190519 Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of the
spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses of GW190519. The
results include models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and SEOB-
NRv4PHM (green) with all available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhe-
nomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference. Significant differences between dif-
ferent waveform families; significant differences when including and omit higher
order modes. See Figure 4.36 for a more detailed comparison of the HOMs. . . 142
4.14 GW190521r Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the dif-
ferent analyses of GW190521r. The results include models NRSur7dq4 (blue)
with all available modes and SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all available modes
done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference. No-
ticeable differences between the different waveforms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143
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4.15 GW190521r Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of
the spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses of GW190521r.
The results include models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and
SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all available modes done with RIFT and IMR-
PhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference. Noticeable differences between
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Since its first detection on September 14, 2015 of gravitational waves (GW) from a binary black
hole (BBH) system [19], the LIGO-Virgo Collaboration (LVC) continued to search and infer
the properties of new GW sources. Over the upcoming years, the LIGO (Laser Interferometer
Gravitational Wave Observatory) [20] and Virgo observatories [21] will go through phases
of observation and maintenance. During these maintenance periods, the observatories will
have their sensitivity increase that will in turn increase the number of detections. Over the
coming years, hundreds more events will be confidently identified with proportionally more less-
confident candidates at the margins of the observatories sensitivities. These plethora of events
provide an opportunity and a challenge. On one hand, it will be essential to obtain reliable
and unbiased parameter estimation (PE). These will be vital to achieve the full potential of
high-precision tests of general relativity; constraints on nuclear matter; and inferences about
present-day populations and progenitor astrophysics. On the other hand, these results will be
stable only with a careful exploration of model systematics, which at present can be difficult
with conventional inference tools due to computational cost especially with low-mass systems.
My work presented in this dissertation builds off of previous work [22] by developing a
highly-parallelizable grid-based PE strategy. Using this strategy, each GW candidate is com-
pared to a grid of points in source parameter space producing a range of likelihood values.
After calculating a likelihood and marginalizing over the extrinsic parameters (lnLmarg), the
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continuous lnLmarg distribution can be constructed by interpolation. Using this continuous
lnLmarg distribution and assuming some prior, the posterior distribution for intrinsic param-
eters can be obtained, see [18] and Chapter 2 for more details.
In this chapter, I briefly review basic concepts of gravitational radiation and parameter
inference as well as describe the different waveform families and the corresponding models
used in this dissertation. I then briefly describe the previous studies that this work is derived
from and layout the organization of the rest of the dissertation.
1.1 Bayesian Inference of Gravitational Wave Sources
1.1.1 Bayesian Inference
Most codes use some variation of Bayesian Inference to estimate the properties of gravitational
wave sources, which can describe the probability density of some unknown parameter or de-
scribe the current knowledge of some given hypothesis [23, 18, 1, 22]. Given two hypotheses
about an observation A and B, the joint probability, the probability of both A and B being
true, is P (A,B). This joint probability can be expressed in terms of the conditional proba-
bility and the individual probability of the hypotheses. If P (B) is the individual probability
that B is true and P (A|B) is the conditional probability that A is true given B is true, the
joint probability can be defined as follows:
P (A,B) = P (B)P (A|B). (1.1.1)
Similarly if P (A) is the individual probability that A is true and P (B|A) is the conditional
probability that B is true given BA is true, the joint probability can be defined as follows:
P (A,B) = P (A)P (B|A). (1.1.2)
Setting Eq. 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 equal to each other and solving for one of the conditional proba-
bilities, we arrive a Bayes’ Theorem:
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P (A|B) = P (A)P (B|A)
P (B)
. (1.1.3)






In this equation, p(A|B) is considered the posterior probability density, p(B|A) is often
called the likelihood, p(A) is called the prior probability of A, and p(B) is often called the
evidence and is a normalization constant with the numerator as the integrand (Note that
since A and B are arbitrary hypotheses, one could also solve for p(B|A)). If we assume A are





If we define the H as the state of knowledge about an uncertain hypothesis with probability
P (H) ∈ [0, 1] and
∫




where p(~γ|d,H) describes the joint probability density of a multidimensional parameter space
that describes the knowledge of all parameters and their relationship.
A set of data dk(t) collected from a GW detector is typically decomposed into the inherent
noise of the detect and the signal of the GW:
dk(t) = hk(t) + nk(t). (1.1.7)
We define a weighted inner-product of two complex Fourier-domain functions ã(f), b̃(f) with
some weighting function S(f):

















If the detector noise is assuming to be Gaussian, one can write the probability of some set










where H0 indicates the hypothesis that the data is only Gaussian noise. With a GW signal
present, the data is the noise plus some response to the signal h(~γ). The probability of some










where H1 is the hypothesis that the data consists of Gaussian noise plus a signal. Using Eq.
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See [22] for more details. This shows how much more likely the observed data is under one
model over the other.
1.1.2 Gravitational Wave Parameters
For the purposes of this dissertation, we will emphasize the segregation of the GW parameters
~γ into its intrinsic parameters ~λ, which describe the fundamental properties of the binary, and
its extrinsic parameters ~θ, which describe it’s orientation and location in space and the time
it arrives at the detector:
~γ = ~λ+ ~θ (1.1.17)
The following list gives a brief description of the intrinsic parameters ~λ used to characterize
a GW signal:
• For our purposes, we will re-parameterize the individual masses m1 and m2 (where the
common convention m1 ≥ m2) into the chirp mass defined as:
M = (m1m2)3/5(m1 +m2)−1/5 (1.1.18)
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Other mass parameters that are also used in this dissertation are the total mass
M = m1 +m2 (1.1.20)
and mass ratio defined as either
q = m1/m2 or q = m2/m1 (1.1.21)
Note that in Chapters 2,4 and Sections 3.3, 3.5 defines q ≤ 1 or q = m2/m1 but Sections
3.2,3.4 defines q ≥ 1 or q = m1/m2.
• If the objects in the binary have any spin, it is useful to define the effective spin [24, 25,
26], which is a combination of the spin components along the orbital angular momentum,
in the following way,
χeff = ( ~S1/m1 + ~S2/m2) · L̂/M (1.1.22)
where ~S1 and ~S2 are the spin vectors of each object, related to the dimensionless spins




We will express the dimensionless spins in terms of cartesian components χi,x, χi,y, χi,z,
expressed relative to a frame with ẑ = L̂
• If the binary’s objects have any tides, we characterize the tidal deformability of each
compact object by a dimensionless parameter Λi, which is zero for black holes (BH).
The leading-order effects of tidal deformation enter into the gravitational wave signal
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In most cases of current astrophysical interest, Λ̃ can be weakly constrained and δΛ̃
cannot be constrained at all.
The following list gives a brief description of the extrinsic parameters ~θ used to characterize
a GW signal:
• tgeo is the time at which the coalescing point of the binary’s waveform arrives at the
geocenter of Earth.
• α and δ are the right ascension and declination.
• θJN is the inclination between the system’s total angular momentum with respect to the
line of sight of Earth.
– ι is the inclination between the system’s orbital angular momentum and the line of
sight of Earth. For non-precessing systems, this parameter is identical to θJN .
• dL is the luminosity distance.
• ψ is the polarization angle.
• φc is the orbital phase of the binary at coalescence.
1.2 Waveform Models
A number of waveform model families have been developed to emulate the outgoing gravita-
tional radiation from compact binary coalescences. These models can vary in the physics they
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simulate, the approximations assumed, the computational costs, the domain in which the wave-
forms are generated (time- or frequency-domain), and their parameter validity regions. These
models take input parameters ~γ and outputs the components of the strain in the kth detector
h+,k and h×,k (or for our purposes hlms). In the work presented here, we focus on 4 major
waveform families: the inspiral-merger-ringdown phenomenological models (IMRPhenom),
the effecive-one-body models (EOB), the numerical relativity simulations (NR), and the NR
surrogate models (NRSur).
The EOB approach models the inspiral and spin dynamics of coalescing binaries via an
ansatz for the two-body Hamiltonian [27], whose corresponding equations of motion are numer-
ically solved in the time domain. For nonprecessing binaries, outgoing gravitational radiation
during the inspiral phase is generated using an ansatz for resumming the post-Newtonian ex-
pressions for outgoing radiation including non-quasicircular corrections, for the leading-order
` = 2 subspace. For the merger phase of nonprecessing binaries, the gravitational radia-
tion is generated via a resummation of many quasinormal modes, with coefficients chosen to
ensure smoothness. The final BH’s mass and spin, as well as some parameters in the non-
precessing inspiral model, are generated via calibration to numerical relativity simulations of
BBH mergers. For precessing binaries, building off the post-Newtonian ansatz of separation
of timescales and orbit averaging [28, 29, 30, 31], gravitational radiation during the inspiral
is modeled as if from an instantaneously nonprecessing binary (with suitable nonprecessing
spins), in a frame in which the binary is not precessing [32, 33, 34]. During the merger, the
radiation is approximated using the same final BH state, with the same precession frequency.1
With well-specified initial data in the time domain, this method can be directly compared
to the trajectories [37] and radiation [11] of numerical BBH spacetimes. In this work we use
SEOBNRv4, a model for nonprecessing binaries [38]; SEOBNRv4_ROM, a fast surrogate
model for SEOBNRv4 [38]; and SEOBNRv4P (and the older version SEOBNRv3), a model
for precessing binaries [39, 11]. The non-precessing models only contain the dominant (2,2)
mode, and the precessing models include the (2,±2); (2,±1) modes in the co-precessing frame.
1This choice of merger phase behavior is known to be inconsistent with precessional dynamics during
merger [35, 36].
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For any higher order mode (HOM) analysis, we use either the nonspinning EOBNRv2HM
[40, 41] or the nonprecessing SEOBNRv4HM [42], which both include the modes: (2,±2); (2,±1);
(3,±3); (4,±4); (5,±5); or the fully precessing version SEOBNRv4PHM [43, 11] (which in-
cludes the same number of modes in the co-precessing frame).
The IMRPhenomPv2 model is a part of an approach that attempts to approximate the
leading-order gravitational wave radiation using phenomenological fits to the Fourier transform
of this radiation, computed from numerical relativity simulations and post-newtonian calcu-
lation [44, 45, 46]. Also using information about the final BH state, this phenomenological
frequency-domain approach matches standard approximations for the post-Newtonian gravita-
tional wave phase to an approximate, theoretically-motivated spectrum characterizing merger
and ringdown. For IMRPhenomPv2, precession is also incorporated by a “co-rotating frame”
ansatz, here implemented via a stationary-phase approximation to the time-domain rotation
operations performed for SEOBNRv3 and SEOBNRv4P. The IMRPhenomD model [12] is
the nonprecessing limit of IMRPhenomPv2 (both only contain the dominant (2,2) mode).
We leave the use of the more recently developed sophisticated models for future studies: IM-
RPhenomHM [47], IMRPhenomPv3 [48], IMRPhenomPv3HM [49], IMRPhenomXAS
[50],IMRPhenomXP [51, 52], and IMRPhenomXPHM [51, 52].
Surrogate models provide efficient and accurate representations of the gravitational wave
strain, by interpolating between evaluations of a costly reference model. They have been ap-
plied to long duration signals [53, 54], arbitrarily many harmonic modes [53, 55], spinning
binary systems [54, 56], and neutron star models with tidal effects [56]. We focus on the
NRSur that directly interpolates a large set of both precessing and non-precessing NR sim-
ulations. In this work, we use surrogates developed to reproduce multimodal radiation from
non-precessing [57] as well as precessing binary systems [58, 36, 59]. These surrogates are
demonstrably much more accurate in their domain of validity than the approximations de-
scribed above. While the non-precessing NRSur model NRHybSur3dq8, used in Section 3.4
and 3.5, is hybridized to allow for arbitrary long waveforms, the precessing surrogates NR-
Sur7dq2 [36], used in Chapter 2, and the update version NRSur7dq4, used in Section 3.5 and
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Chapter 4, have a finite duration of ∼ 20 cycles due to the same finite duration of the NR
simulations involved in the training set. Also due to the limited duration and parameter space
coverage, each of these surrogates have a limited range of validity. As the names suggest,
the mass ratio restrictions are q < 2 for NRSur7dq2, q < 4 for NRSur7dq4, and q < 8 for
NRHybSur3dq8. The spins of the individual black holes are restricted to |χi| < 0.8 for all
surrogates. These spins restrictions are eased to varying degrees in the different chapters to
follow. The precessing surrogates include all ` ≤ 4 modes, and the non-precessing surrogate
includes all ` ≤ 4 and (5,±5) modes except the (4,±1) and (4, 0) modes.
Models for binary neutron stars (BNS) account for the response of each neutron star’s
structure into their estimate for dynamics of and radiation during the inspiral and coales-
cence. Using frequency domain methods which generalize classic post-Newtonian calculations
[60, 61], Dietrich et al [62] introduced a simple way to add leading-order tidal effects to the
nonprecessing models described above. Recently Dietrich et al [63] implemented this effect into
SEOBNRv4_ROM and IMRPhenomD, which we denote by the postfix _NRTidal. These
_NRTidal approximations were developed and calibrated using an effective one body model
(TEOBResumS) that incorporates the effects of adiabatic tides and spin [64, 65]; see [63] and
references therein. Another model (SEOBNRv4T) and it’s frequency-domain surrogate model
(SEOBNRv4T_surrogate) approximates binary inspiral and neutron star dynamics by al-
lowing neutron stars to have both spin and dynamical tides [38, 66, 67, 68, 69]. As described
in part in [63], these approximations include tidal effects at differing levels of completeness.
For example, among the models described here only TEOBResumS and SEOBNRv4T in-
corporate the quadrupole-monopole interaction [70] into the dynamics; only TEOBResumS
includes higher modes into the outgoing radiation; and only SEOBNRv4T uses dynamic tides.
While none of these models can account for neutron star spins that are misaligned from the
orbital angular momentum, these models capture the leading-order features most relevant for
small neutron star (NS) spins.
In the 1970s and 1980s as the convention tools for studying relativity were reaching their
limit, scientist researched more modern ways to increase their understanding. One of these
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ways was solving for a numerical solution to Einstein’s equations using supercomputers. While
there were some initial challenges to the numerical evolution codes, the breakthroughs [71,
72, 73] in numerical relativity allowed for detailed predictions for the gravitational waves
from the late inspiral, plunge, merger and ringdown of black hole binary systems. Today,
there are a number of different NR groups that produce catalogs of different NR waveforms
[74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79]. These can be used not only for determining how the individual masses
and spins of the orbiting binary relate to the properties of the final remnant produced after
merger but also for direct comparison to the GW data for PE (see [18] and Section 1.3 for a
summary of that work).
The Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) group evolved the BBH data sets described
below using the LazEv [80] implementation of the moving puncture approach [72, 73]. The
LazEv code uses the EinsteinToolkit [81, 82] / Cactus [83] / Carpet [84] infrastructure.
Similarly, the Georgia Tech (GT) [75] simulations were obtained with the Maya code [85, 86,
87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92], which is also based on the BSSN formulation with moving punctures.
Finally, the Simulating eXtreme Spacetimes Collaboration (SXS) simulations are carried out
using the Spectral Einstein Code (SpEC) [93, 74, 78]. These codes were used to generated NR
follow up simulations in which the work Section 3.3 was apart of. While not emphasized here,
the larger NR catalogs are used in tandem with RIFT to analyze GW signals by comparing
directly to the data. See Section 4.2.6 and publications [18, 6, 7] for more details and examples.
1.3 Related Work
1.3.1 Efficiently evaluating the Likelihood
This section summarizes the methodology of segregating the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
to efficiently evaluate the likelihood first introduced by [22]. Reference that work for more a
more detailed description.
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1.3.1.1 Waveform Decomposition
The GW strain measured by the kth detector is given by
hk(t) = F+,k(δ, α, ψ)h+,k(t) + F×,k(δ, α, ψ)h×,k(t) (1.3.26)
where F+,k, F×,k are the antenna patterns of the detector and h+,k, h×,k are the two com-
ponents of the gravitational wave strain, evaluated at the kth detector. While the antenna
patterns depend only on the extrinsic sky location and polarization angle, the polarizations de-
pend on both intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. At leading order for inspiral-only waveforms,
the polarizations are described by the orbital phase and the post-Newtonian "velocity" param-
eters. These depend only on combinations of the masses of the binary. We can then assume
the functional form of a -2 spin-weighted spherical harmonic mode decomposition (denoted






ĥlm(M, η, tk; t)Y −2lm (ι,−φc) (1.3.27)
evaluated at some fixed distance Dref . If we define a complex-valued antenna pattern for each
detector as
Fk = F+,k + iF×,k, (1.3.28)
then we can re-express the measured strain in the kth detector as






ĥlm(M, η, tk; t)Y −2lm (ι,−φc). (1.3.29)
Besides tk, we have now fully separated the intrinsic parameter (entering only in ĥlm) from
the extrinsic parameters (entering only in Fk and Y −2lm ).
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1.3.1.2 Evaluating the Likelihood
Eq. 1.3.29 shows that we can take the observed strain from a detector and rewrite it into a
linear combination of a harmonic mode time series. As stated above, all the intrinsic parame-
ters are contained in ĥlm while all the extrinsic parameters (aside from tk) are contained in Fk
and Y −2lm . As shown in Eq, 1.1.14, the likelihood calculations only involve an inner product.
Because of this, we can pull these extrinsic-dependent coefficients outside the inner product in-
tegral. We can therefore calculate the inner products involving ĥlm and d once. We can then
calculate the likelihood for many different extrinsic parameters by simple re-evaluating the
coefficients and reconstructing the linear combination. To that end, we define the following:









~λ) = 〈hlm|hl′m′〉k, (1.3.31)
Vhlm,l′m′(
~λ) = 〈h∗lm|hl′m′〉k. (1.3.32)
If we plug Eq. 1.3.29 into Eq. 1.1.14, take the log and collect terms, we get the following:


































There are a couple things to note about Eq. 1.3.33. Firstly, the large computational cost
involved in evaluating Eq. 1.3.33 is dominated by the Qk,lm, Uhlm,l′m′ , Vhlm,l′m′ . This is where
the orbital dynamics, the hlm, the inner products, and the inverse Fourier transforms are all
calculated. Secondly, the cost of calculating the Fk and Y −2lm are much cheaper. Thirdly, we
can therefore efficiently evaluate the likelihood by calculating the Qk,lm, Uhlm,l′m′ , Vhlm,l′m′ at
a fixed intrinsic point and varying the extrinsic parameters. We therefore efficiently integrate
over the extrinsic parameters and obtain a marginalized likelihood over (and, by implication,
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Figure 1.1: Example - Assessing differences between two NR simulations with dif-
ferent parameters - I: Two representations of different aligned spin binaries, RIT-1a and
RIT-2, with mass ratios q = 1.22 and q = 2.0 respectively, illustrating how dramatic differ-
ences propagate into our diagnostics. Left panel : The strain along a line of sight inclined at
ι = 0.785 and evaluated for a total mass M = 70M. Right panel : The mismatch between
synthetic data and candidate templates as a function of the template’s total mass. The black
curve is the null result (mismatch of one simulation with itself). The red curve shows the
mismatch between the two simulations.
a posterior for) the intrinsic parameters. Another thing to note is that the computations
for each intrinsic point are completely independent from each other making the algorithm
highly-parallelizable. For more details, see [22].
1.3.2 Testing and Validating parameter inference using NR waveforms
Because RIFT can be applied to any waveform, including numerical relativity, RIFT can and
has been used to directly infer the parameters of GW sources by comparison to numerical
relativity simulations alone. This approach was the subject of my master’s thesis, which
both introduced the approach and validated it [94, 18]. This involved investigating multiple
potential sources of systematic error with multiple quantitative diagnostics. One of these
diagnostics is called the mismatch. This is calculated by the following equation:
M(h0, h) = 1− P (h0, h) (1.3.34)
where h and h0 are two complex GW strains that you wish to compare and the function P is




lnLsingle = −ρ2(1− P ), (1.3.35)




As Equation 1.3.35 implies, this is maximized over polarization angle and event time. Again
the 〈a|b〉 notation represents an inner product calculated by Equation 1.1.9. The mismatch
identifies differences between two waveforms. Figure 1.1 shows an example of this type of
comparison between two intrinsically different NR simulations (both systems’ total mass is
M = 70 solar masses M). The left panel shows the GW strain as a function of time. Just
by looking at this panel, one can see significant differences between the waveforms. This is
further shown in the right panel, which shows the the mismatch as a function of the total mass
of the system. The black curve shows the null result: one of the NR simulations compared
to itself. The red curve shows the comparison between the two simulations. While the mis-
match between the simulation and itself approaches zero as total mass approaches 70 M, the
minimum mismatch when comparing the two simulations is only ∼ 10−1.1. The total mass at
which the minimum mismatch is reach has also shift from the true total mass by ∼ 20 M.
This confirms what can already see by eye: that the two waveforms are intrinsically different.
This analysis can be applied on any potential error source in question.
Another diagnostic we used is the marginalized likelihood(lnLmarg(M)) for a single simu-
lation on some reference data (e.g., the simulation itself, or a signal with comparable physical
origin). This function enters naturally into our full parameter estimation calculation; there-
fore, it allows us to test all of the quantities that influence our principal result directly. Using
our example again, the left panel of Figure 1.2 shows the two lnLmarg(M) curves. The colors
here are similar to the colors in Figure 1.1; the black curve represents the comparison between
one of the simulations with itself, and the red curve represents the comparison between the
two different simulations. Not only do we see this shift in the total mass corresponding to the
highest lnLmarg, but we also notice that this max lnLmarg is lower than when comparing the
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ILE run (source/template) DKL
Sim1/Sim1 0.0
Sim1/Sim2 288.8
Table 1.1: KL Divergence between two PDFs: This table shows two KL Divergence
calculations between a PDF and itself as well as the two different PDFs.
simulation to itself. The lnLmarg can therefore be thought of as a quantity that measures the
similarity between the data and the template. To better quantify this result, we converted





For our example, this is illustrated in the right panel of Figure 1.2. The colors represent
the same as in the left panel. The peak mass shift is again visible as in the top panel. To
quantify this difference more, we calculate the KL Divergence: a measurement of the similarity










(x̄− x̄∗)2 + σ2∗
2σ2
. (1.3.38)
The KL Divergence of the null test and the two simulations can be found in Table 1.1.
In congruent with the previous diagnostics, the high KL Divergence value for the two PDFs
suggest that the two distributions are intrinsically different. While this was an extreme case,
these same diagnostics were used effectively to investigate potential sources of error. These
included the finite duration of NR waveforms, the Monte Carlo error, the extraction of the
NR waveforms, and the resolution of the NR waveforms. For more details, see [18].
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Figure 1.2: Example - Assessing differences between two NR simulations with dif-
ferent parameters - II: Two representations of different aligned spin binaries, RIT-1a and
RIT-2, with mass ratios q = 1.22 and q = 2.0 respectively, illustrating how dramatic differences
propagate into our diagnostics. Left panel : Points show the marginalized likelihood versus to-
tal mass calculated by applying the same template simulation to two different sources: itself
in black and the different simulation in red. RIght panel : The corresponding one-dimensional
posteriors pc(M) [Eq. (1.3.37)]. Both panels illustrate how an ill-suited simulation with large
mismatch (i.e., the red curve) correlates with a drastic shift in parameters (here, total mass)
relative to the true best-fit solution (here, the black curve). Also, the ill-matched simulation
cannot recover all the information available to the true solution, so the peak lnLmarg for the
red curve is substantially lower (' 20) than the peak of the black curve.
1.4 Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is a methods study focusing on
establishing and validating a novel PE algorithm. In this chapter, we demonstrate via some
anecdotal and systematic examples that the algorithm can infer the parameters of coalescing
compact binaries with speed and accuracy. We also include applications that the algorithm
is uniquely designed to perform. Chapter 3 is a collection of different studies I contributed to
focusing on the effects of HOM as well as waveform systematics between different waveform
models described in Section 1.2. In almost all studies, RIFT played a key role. Section 3.2 is a
study where we focus on the waveform systematics between two common precessing waveforms
and how they can affect are interpretation of real gravitational wave sources. Section 3.3
descriptions a NR follow up study based of the PE done for GW170104. In this project, we
demonstrate that the full numerical solution includes information not accurately captured in
the semi-analytical models. We quantify these differences by comparing the predictions of
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these simulations and the models to the observations of GW170104. Section 3.4 describes a
PE study where we evaluate the impact of HOM using a synthetic set of sources with a wide
range of parameter values. We then use the same model to recover these parameters multiple
times including different number of HOMs. Section 3.5 describes an analysis of the loudest
trigger in LIGO’s 2015-2017 data set. If real, the analysis from this trigger recovers a total
mass consistent with that of an intermediate mass BH. Chapter 4 describes the LVC work
analyzing some of the events from the first half of the 3rd Observing Run. Chapter 5 wraps
up this dissertation: summarizing the other chapters as well as discussing the impact this work
has had on the field. There is also a brief discussion of future projects derived from this work.
1.5 Acronyms
In this section, I summarize the acronyms used in this dissertation.
• RIFT: Rapid parameter inference on gravitational wave sources via Iterative FiTting
• GW(s): gravitational wave(s)
• BBH(s): binary black hole(s)
• LIGO: Laster Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory
• LVC: LIGO-Virgo Collaboration
• PE: parameter estimation
• BH(s): black hole(s)
• EOB: effective-one-body
• NR: numerical relativity
• NRSur: NR surrogate
• HOM(s): higher-order mode(s)
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• NS(s): neutron star(s)
• BNS(s): binary neutron star(s)
• RIT: Rochester Institute of Technology
• GT: Georgia Tech
• SXS: Simulation eXtreme Spacetimes Collaboration
• SpEC: Spectral Einstein Code
• LI: LALInference
• ILE: integrate likelihood over extrinsic
• CIP: construct intrinsic posterior
• GP: gaussian process
• PSD(s): power spectral density
• PDF: posterior density function
• CDF: cumulative density function
• MaP: maximum a posteriori
• SNR: signal-to-noise
• JSD: Jensen-Shannon divergence
• KL Divergence or KLD: Kullback-Leibler divergence




Rapid and accurate parameter
inference for coalescing, compact
binaries
In this chapter, we introduce the parameter inference technique that forms the foundation of
my dissertation work: RIFT.
• In Section 2.1, the methodology for each part of the code is explained.
• In Section 2.2, we briefly go over the models used in this chapter.
• Section 2.3 includes validation comparisons to the other standard PE tools.
• Section 2.4 describes a wide range of unique applications for which RIFT has a natural
affinity with Section 2.5 describing a reanalysis of GW150914.
The contents of this chapter are taken from [1].
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2.1 Parameter inference via iterative gaussian process fits
2.1.1 Coordinates and notation
For a detailed description of the parameters used in this chapter, see Section 1.1.2. For this
chapter, we define the mass ratio to be:
q = m2/m1,where m1 > m2. (2.1.1)
2.1.2 Marginalized likelihoods
ILE – a specific algorithm to “integrate over extrinsic parameters” – provides a straightforward
and efficient mechanism to compare any specific candidate gravitational wave source with real
or synthetic data [22, 9, 18, 95], by marginalizing the likelihood of the data over the seven
coordinates characterizing the spacetime coordinates and orientation of the binary relative to
the earth. Specifically the likelihood of the data given gaussian noise has the form (up to
normalization)




〈hk(λ, θ)− dk|hk(λ, θ)− dk〉k − 〈dk|dk〉k, (2.1.2)
where hk are the predicted response of the kth detector due to a source with parameters
(λ, θ) and dk are the detector data in each instrument k; λ denotes the combination of
redshifted mass Mz and the remaining parameters needed to uniquely specify the binary’s
dynamics; θ represents the seven extrinsic parameters (4 spacetime coordinates for the co-




∗b̃(f)/Sh,k(|f |) is an inner product implied by the kth detector’s noise
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via direct Monte Carlo integration, where p(θ) is uniform in 4-volume and source orientation.
To evaluate the likelihood in regions of high importance, we use an adaptive Monte Carlo as
described in [22]. As described in Pankow et al, this marginalized likelihood can be evaluated
efficiently because, having generated the dynamics and outgoing radiation in all possible di-
rections relative to the binary once and for all for fixed λ, the likelihood can be evaluated as
a function of θ at very low computational cost.






where prior p(λ) is the prior on intrinsic parameters like mass and spin. ILE itself will only
provide point estimates lnLmargα given proposed evaluation points λα, where α indexes the
points supplied to ILE, not the interpolated lnLmarg necessary to construct a full solution.
2.1.3 Gaussian process interpolation
Given some proposed training data {(λα, lnLmargα)}, we estimate lnLmarg via conventional
Gaussian Process (GP) interpolation [96] to produce a weakly nonparametric interpolation
and error estimate. Gaussian process interpolation has already been used in the field [97, 98,
95, 99, 100, 95], particularly to propagate uncertainties. [For brevity and to be consistent with
conventional notation, in this section we denote λα by x and lnLmargα by y.] In this approach,
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where α is an integer running over the number of training samples in (x∗, y∗) and where the
matrix K = k(xα, x′α) y∗. We employ a kernel function k(x, x′) which allows for uncertainty
in each estimated training point’s value y∗,α due to Monte Carlo integration, as well as a con-
ventional squared exponential kernel to allow for changes in the functions versus parameters:
k(x, x′) = σ2oe
−(x−x′)Q(x−x′)/2 + σ2nδx,x′ (2.1.8)
Following usual practice and to insure flexibility for generic sources, we optimize the hyper-
parameters σo, σn and the positive-definite symmetric matrix Q on our training data. We
perform all gaussian process interpolation with widely-available open-source software [101].
The computational cost of full-scale Gaussian process optimization and evaluation increases
rapidly with the dimensionD of the matrixK, asD3 andD2 respectively; for typical hardware,
we are presently limited to O(104) training points in 8 dimensions. In future work we will
employ other techniques like sparse approximations and multilayer (“pool-of-experts”) designs,
which can achieve comparable results with better scaling.
2.1.4 Flexible Monte Carlo generation of posterior samples
We use a single code (henceforth denoted by CIP) to Construct the Intrinsic Posterior distri-
bution, by loading training data {(λα, lnLmargα)}; fitting that data, using some coordinate
system X for {λ}; and then constructing samples from the posterior distribution via adaptive
Monte Carlo using another coordinate system Y with fiducial prior distributions p(y), employ-
ing the same adaptive Monte Carlo techniques described [22] and applied in ILE. When fitting
the likelihood, we employ coordinate systems well-adapted to the likelihood, which based on
many decades of theoretical and computational studies are likely to produce an approximately
gaussian likelihood in the limit of strong signals [e.g., coordinates aligned with a quadratic ap-
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proximation to the log-likelihood in the high- signal-to-noise (SNR) limit]. When performing
a Monte Carlo integral to construct a posterior distribution, however, we employ coordinates
Y that allow us to efficiently specify the priors in separable form and simultaneously sample
the parameter space thoroughly in the region with significant prior support. For example, we
often use the chirp mass M = (m1m2)3/5/(m1 + m2)1/5 as a sampling coordinate, to insure
our adaptive Monte Carlo method can efficiently identify the often exceptionally narrow region
ofM consistent with the posterior, particularly for binary neutron stars. In Appendix 2.6 we
describe the specific array of coordinate systems and priors we use.
As with ILE, the adaptive Monte Carlo produces a sequence of weighted points wk,λk
that fully characterize the posterior distribution, such that the integral of any function G(λ)





Specifically, relative to some reference prior pref(λ) identified during adaptive Monte Carlo inte-
gration, the samples λk are drawn from pref and the weights are wk = Lmarg(λk)p(λk)/pref(λk).
For example, any one-dimensional marginal distribution for a function g(λ) can be computed
via the corresponding weighted sum P (< G) = [
∑
k wkΘ(g(λk) − G)]/
∑
q wq, where Θ is
the Heavyside function. To improve compatibility with other codes’ output and to mini-
mize overhead – in practice, a set of weighted posterior samples often includes  108 points,
many with low weight – we then uniformly resample from the weighted posterior points, with
replacement. Specifically, after ordering the sequence wk so w1 ≤ w2 ≤ . . ., we draw N uni-
formly distributed random numbers uq and choose λq such that q is the largest number with∑
k≤q wk/
∑
k wk < uq.
Our adaptive Monte Carlo procedure currently requires separable priors, as described in
Appendix 2.6. We generate results for generic priors by reweighting the underlying weighted
samples produced above, before performing the draw-with-replacement procedure to generate
a fair sample from the target posterior. For example, if {(wk,λk)} are generated by the
procedure above with a prior pref(λ), then we generate posterior distributions suitable to a
prior p(λ) via reweighted samples {(wkp(λk)/pref(λk),λk)}, following the procedures outlined
above.
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2.1.5 Iterative procedure
The fitting and sampling procedures described above produce a proposed set of posterior sam-
ples B0 = {λk}, given training data A0 = {λα}. We then use ILE to evaluate lnLmarg on λk,
then perform the CIP procedure described in Section 2.1.3 (gaussian process interpolation)
and 2.1.4 (posterior generation) starting with revised training data A1 = A0∪B0 to produce a
new set of proposed samples B1. By repeating this process several times, we can validate and
refine our fit and hence posterior. To assess whether the fit and posterior have converged, we
use (all of) the one-dimensional marginal distributions, comparing the empirical cumulative
distributions in one iteration against the next using standard tools; see Appendix 2.7. As
described in Appendix 2.7, we tested this iterative fitting and posterior generation procedure
using synthetic likelihood functions lnLmarg for which the posterior distributions can be cal-
culated analytically. This procedure succeeds consistently for all dimensions we thoroughly
tested (d ≤ 6).
We extended the basic framework introduced above to make it more robust and efficient.
For example, the procedure above can break down if the training data doesn’t contain all of
the posterior (e.g., if the training data has a hard cutoff that the posterior doesn’t). To make
the process more robust against this possibility, we employ a dithering step. Specifically, given
(a subset of) Bk and its covariance Σ in the subset of parameters we choose to dither, we can
add random offsets ∆λk drawn from a multinormal distribution with covariance ε2Σ, where ε
is a factor controlling the amount of dithering. After removing samples which due to ∆λk are
no longer physical, we have a new set Ck. The iterative procedure uses both undithered and
dithered points, so A′k+1 = A
′
k∪Bk∪Ck. We typically employ a dithering factor ε ' 1. Second,
to make the process more efficient, we can (if needed) perform the first several iterations with
fewer and physically-motivated degrees of freedom: the map X(λ) used to perform the fit will
have fewer dimensions than λ. This approach may be required if the initial training set A0 is
too small to provide a useful fit in all dimensions of λ. If the likelihood can be approximated
at some level using only the variables in X – if only that subset of variables characterizes
the most easily measurable quantities – then these dimensionally-reduced iterations cause the
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remaining degrees of freedom to be efficiently and randomly explored. As a concrete example,
for massive BBHs like GW150914, even if precessing, the likelihood can be well approximated
using just M, η, χeff [9], though after more iterations our fitting procedure captures more
subtle features of the fit and hence posterior. After these first few seed iterations, we revert
back to the conventional approach described above.
Gaussian processes are expensive, with evaluation cost scaling as the number of points
squared. Before fitting, we always eliminated points whose marginalized likelihoods were
many orders of magnitude outside the expected support of the distribution (i.e., with lnL .
lnLmax − Fχ2d(0.9)/2 where χ2d(x) is the inverse-chisquared distribution with d degrees of
freedom, and F ' 10). In rare cases, even after this condition is applied, we iteratively
accumulate a number of points N greater than our computationally-tractable limit N∗. In
these cases, we randomly subdivide our training points into G equal-sized subgroups smaller
than N∗. In one approach, we repeat our analysis on each random subsample, constructing b =
1 . . . G gaussian-process approximations gb(λ) and posterior samples Ab, requiring consistency
between these outputs Ab. In another approach, we construct the posterior distribution using
the average ḡ(λ) ≡
∑
b g(λ)/G.
As in previous work [22, 9], we analyze data containing candidate signals starting with a
good approximation to (some of) that sources’ parameters, provided by the search algorithm
which flagged this stretch of data as a candidate binary coalescence. We use this information
to conservatively identify the initial grid A0 of test parameters to explore; see, e.g., [22] and
references therein.
2.1.6 Reconstructing source-frame binary masses
ILE compares waveforms with fixed detector-frame masses mi,z = mi(1 + z) to real and
synthetic observational data. As a result, the procedures described above (and in all previous
work) produce posterior distributions as a function ofMz = (m1+m2)(1+z) and dimensionless
intrinsic variables. We must perform some additional post-processing and analysis to recover
the distribution of the total source-frame mass M = (m1 +m2) and its joint distribution with
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all other intrinsic parameters.
The most straightforward and robust procedure to reconstruct the full, joint source-frame
posterior reprocesses the output of ILE from the final set of draws AN from the iterative
procedure described above. Each point λk ∈ AN is a fair draw from the posterior distribution,
by design. In the process of performing the Monte Carlo integral for lnLmarg for each λk, ILE
produces weighted posterior samples {wk,α, θk,α}, where α indexes the extrinsic > posterior
samples produced for each k, and where the parameters and where the parameters θk,α include
the distance and therefore redshift z. We generate the joint posterior distribution on source-
frame parameters by combining all ILE output samples and re-expressing all masses using a
suitable redshift. For example, we can generate the cumulative distribution of M via P (<
M) =
∑
k,αwk,αΘ(M −Mz,k/(1 + zk,α)).
2.1.7 Cost and speed comparison versus LALInference
The overall computational and wallclock time of a RIFT analysis depends on the total number
Neval of lnLmarg evaluations needed; the runtime time τeval per evaluation, on a single core; the
number of nodes Nclus available in a given computational cluster for this analysis, presumed
Nclus < Neval; the number of iterations Nit needed; and the worst-case runtime τfit for the
fit-plus-posterior code (CIP). The overall number of core-hours will be Nevalτeval +Nitτfit; the
wallclock run time will be Nitτfit + τevalNeval/Nclus.
The cost and wallclock run time for RIFT continues to evolve substantially due to ongoing
backend improvements. For example, a recent GPU-optimized version of RIFT code performs
likelihood evaluations in tens of seconds [102]. [The version employed by the LVC for published
work in O2 [103, 15] used an older code version, where typical single-job runtimes had τeval =
15 to 30 minutes, depending on the model and accuracy goal, on clusters with typically Nclus =
103 cores available for an analysis.] For the original GP implementation, the GP fitting code
could require as long as τfit ' 1 day×(Neval/104)3, which combined with GPmemory footprints
effectively introduces a limit of ' 104 evaluation points for the current GP implementation.
Most of this cost involves optimizing the likelihood versus hyperparameters; once a fit is
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produced and stored, we can rapidly and in parallel produce as many posterior samples as
needed. Because of the rapid increase in cost above Neval ' 104, we always cap the number of
points used in a fit to be smaller than 104, drawing those points at random from the set of points
with sufficiently high marginalized likelihood. Production-quality analysis of high-dimensional
models including tides or precession typically requires Neval ' 3× 104 marginalized likelihood
evaluations, performed via 5 to 10 iterations as needed depending on the novelty of the system.
Therefore, the computational cost for first-time calculations using the GPU version is usually
below Neval/120 . 250 core-hours, but the wallclock time is bounded above by Nfitτfit ' 5
days, dominated by GP fitting of the last few iterations. [Followup calculations or familiar
classes events generally require fewer iterations, as they can leverage previously-explored grids
or expertise with qualitatively similar posteriors, shifted to align with the current analysis. To
be maximally conservative, our discussion below adopts this worst-case scenario.] During these
5 days, RIFT and ILE have evaluated the marginalized likelihood Neval times. In our current
configuration, each marginalized likelihood is performed via a Monte Carlo integral with up to
2× 106 underlying likelihood evaluations, or 2Neval × 106 likelihood evaluations overall. This
computational and wallclock cost can be usefully compared with a LALInference (LI) [23]
analysis using SEOBNRv3 comparable to examples presented later. To provide an optimistic
example, after 10 days using 50 independent chains, a LI analysis performed 6 × 107 low-
temperature likelihood evaluations and expended roughly 14,000 core-hours to produce roughly
6× 103 samples, or roughly 60 times the overall computational cost to produce a comparable-
quality sample size to the worst-case RIFT analysis above. A more typical example expended
105 core-hours to produce only 103 samples. Our attempts to employ LI with SEOBNRv3
usually do not terminate cleanly with clear indications of convergence, so these estimates
likely understate the true cost needed for robust results. While recent optimized versions of
SEOBNRv3 are known to reduce its computational cost substantially [104], and an analytic
path forward exists for algorithmic changes to enable even more substantial speed improveents
for similar EOB models [105], RIFT likewise continues to undergo algorithmic improvements
which reduce its overall CPU and wallclock cost by orders of magnitude [102], and can be
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applied to any compact binary waveform approximation at any stage of development.
2.2 Models and sources in this work
In this work, we perform parameter inference with several standard approximations to the out-
going radiation of coalescing binaries, which fall in three families: EOB models [39, 106], specif-
ically SEOBNRv3, SEOBNRv4, and SEOBNRv4_ROM; phenomenological frequency-domain
inspiral and merger models, specifically using IMRPhenomD and IMRPhenomPv2 [46]; and
surrogate waveforms, directly interpolated from numerical relativity [55, 58, 36], specifically
using NRSur7dq2. See Section 1.2 for more details.
For most models, we employ lalsimulation implementations of these two approximations
[107], provided and maintained by their authors in the same form as used in LIGO’s O1 and
O2 investigations. For NR surrogate waveforms, we employ the software provided by the
authors [108]. We use the implementation of TEOBResumS provided by the authors [109],
restricting to ` = 2 modes for the outgoing radiation.
Rather than rely on one of these diverse approximations for our synthetic fiducial sources,
we instead almost always use the output of detailed simulations of Einstein’s equations, pro-
vided by the RIT and SXS group [76, 93, 74]. Table 2.1 provides the properties of our synthetic
sources. All of the synthetic sources have parameters qualitatively consistent with the observed
BBH population.
In our figure legends, we use a few abbreviations for these approximation names: IMR-
PhenomD will be denoted IMRD; IMRPhenomPv2 will be denoted IMRP; and NRSur7dq2
will be denoted NRSur.
2.3 Validation examples
In this section, we use both LI and RIFT to infer the parameters of three synthetic sources
provided in Table 2.1, using the models described in Section 2.2. First and foremost, we use
these examples to demonstrate both LI and RIFT produce equivalent results when used to
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ID Model/Numerical Relativity q M (M) χ1x χ1y χ1z χ2x χ2y χ2z λ1 λ2
RIT-1 RIT:D12_q1.00_a-0.25_-0.25_n100 1.00 80.0 0.0 0.0 0.250 0.0 0.0 -0.250 - -
SEOB-1 SEOBNRv3 0.814 110.0 0.09 0.06 0.32 0.27 0.21 -0.58 - -
RIT-2 RIT:De10_D10.97_q1.3333_a-0.6_-0.8_n100 0.750 80.0 0.0 0.0 -0.600 0.0 0.0 -0.800 - -
Tides-1 SEOBNRv4T 0.900 2.88 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 207 409
Table 2.1: Parameters of synthetic sources: This table shows the parameters of all the
synthetic sources (waveform approximant models and numerical relativity) used in this paper.
q is the mass ratio defined with q < 1 (see Eq. 2.1.1), M is the detector-frame total mass, and
χ∗ are the components of the normalized spins (see Eq. 1.1.23). All luminosity distances are
set such that the signal-to-noise ratio is around 20 (SNR∼20). Other extrinsic parameters are
the following: inclination angle from the line-of-sight is ι = π/4, right ascension is RA=0.57,
declination is DEC=0.1, and the polarization angle is ψ = π/4
analyze the same synthetic data with the same underlying model. To compactly characterize
both the analysis method and model, we will use a prefix of LI or RIFT and a postfix of the
model name; for example, a LI_SEOBNRv4_ROM analysis was performed with LI using
the nonprecessing model SEOBNRv4_ROM. We also use these examples as an opportunity
to further demonstrate how systematic differences between models can produce moderately
different conclusions about each binary’s properties. In that context, we emphasize the contrast
with other models and NRSur7dq2, which contains higher modes. As with previous analyses
with numerical relativity simulations [9] and keeping in mind finite model duration, we adopt
a minimum frequency of 30Hz for NRSur7dq2; however, we adopt a minimum frequency of
20Hz for our other analyses.
Each of the synthetic sources used in this work are created with the “zero noise realization”,
such that the synthetic detector data is exactly equal to the expected response due to our
synthetic source. For our BBH investigations, we assume gaussian detector noise in a two-
detector network, characterized by the same noise strain power spectrum adopted in our
analysis of GW150914 in this and prior work [9]. For our binary neutron star investigation,
we assume gaussian noise in a three-detector network (Hanford/Livingston/Virgo) operating
at design sensitivity. Each source has been scaled to have an SNR ∼ 20.
2.3.1 Aligned NR Source
The first synthetic source corresponds to the first row of Table 2.1 (RIT-1): an equal-mass
BBH with χ1,z = 1/4, χ2,z = −1/4 and M = 80M. For this analysis, we assume both spins
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are parallel to the orbital angular momentum, and adopt a uniform prior distribution in χi,z
from the maximum to minimum allowed by each approximation. Using RIFT, we estimate the
parameters with the following nonprecessing models: SEOBNRv4_ROM, IMRPhenomD,
and NRSur7dq2 with the latter using modes with ` ≤ 3 and restricting the spins to the
orbital angular momentum. Using LI, we estimate the parameters with the same two former
models SEOBNRv4_ROM and IMRPhenomD. Figure 2.1 shows our inferred 90% credible
intervals for several parameters for each of these algorithms and models, as well as associated
one-dimensional marginal posterior distributions.
First and foremost, Figure 2.1 demonstrates that LI and RIFT produce comparable results
when analyzing this data with SEOBNRv4_ROM (LI is dotted black, RIFT is solid black)
as well as with IMRPhenomD (LI is dotted blue, RIFT is solid blue). Second, due to
the well-known good agreement between the nonprecessing models SEOBNRv4_ROM and
IMRPhenomD for the (2,2) mode [110, 38], we find very consistent posterior distributions
for SEOBNRv4_ROM (black) and IMRPhenomD (blue). Finally and also as expected,
because these two models omit higher-order modes, an analysis with an NR surrogate model
which includes several higher-order modes (here, `max = 3) draws sharper conclusions about at
least one of the parameters: the binary mass ratio. [Conclusions about the other parameters
are not significantly impacted by including higher-order modes.] A similar result was found
with a reanalysis of GW150914 where the LVC compared the data directly to NR [9].
2.3.2 Precessing NR Source
To test our approach on a precessing source, we generated a synthetic precessing signal using
SEOB-1 from Table 2.1, corresponding to a comparable-mass system with modest spins per-
pendicular to the orbital plane. We adopt a volumetric prior on each BH’s spin; see Appendix
2.6.2. With as similar settings as possible, we again estimate the parameters with RIFT and
LI but this time using the precessing frequency-domain IMRPhenomPv2 model. Figures 2.2
shows our inferred 90% credible interval for the model for each PE technique, again with LI
represented with dotted lines and RIFT results with solid lines. As expected, the results from
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Figure 2.1: Recovery of nonprecessing NR source with nonprecessing analyses. This
figure shows inferred posterior parameter distributions for RIT-1 in Table 2.1, generated using
the corner package [8]. The top-left panel shows the one- and two-dimensional marginal
distributions for M, q, χeff ; the top-right panel shows the one- and two-dimensional marginal
distributions for χ1,z, χ2,z. The bottom two panels show the cumulative distributions of param-
eters q and χeff . In the two-dimensional plots, dotted contours are the 90% credible intervals for
the LI results using the IMRPhenomD and SEOBNRv4_ROM models, while the three solid
curves show RIFT results produced with IMRPhenomD (blue, solid), SEOBNRv4_ROM
(black, solid) and NRSur7dq2, restricted to aligned spins and including all modes up to ` = 3
(green, solid). Both LI and RIFT produce comparable results when using IMRPhenomD
or SEOBNRv4_ROM, with statistical differences far smaller than model systematic effects
(illustrated here with NRSur7dq2).
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Figure 2.2: Recovery of a precessing NR source with a precessing model. This figure
shows the results using source SEOB-1 in Table 2.1. The first group of plots shows the PE
results in the total mass (Mtot)-effective spin (χeff)-mass ratio (q) parameter space (see Eq.
1.1.22 and Eq. 2.1.1 respectively). The second group of plots shows inferences about the
various spin components χi,z, where the z axis convention is defined as parallel to the orbital
angular momentum.
the two different algorithms yield consistent results.
Looking at Figure 2.2 closely, one will notice that the true parameters, represented by
light blue lines/dots, lie outside some of the 90% CI. This could be due to known differences
between IMRPhenomPv2 (the template model) and SEOBNRv3 (the source model), for
example as demonstrated in [2]. While the results do not always recover the true parameters
of the source, it is encouraging that the two PE techniques are consistent with each other.
2.3.3 Binary neutron star
Due to their low mass, binary neutron stars produce exceptionally long inspirals in the sensi-
tive band of LIGO and Virgo. RIFT can not only efficiently analyze these signals, but do so
while using exceptionally costly source models like SEOBNRv4T and TEOBResumS, which
can require up to an hour to generate a signal. As a concrete example, Figure 2.3 presents
an analysis of synthetic data based on the Tidal-1 entry in Table 2.1. Firstly, the dotted
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and solid blue contours show 90% credible intervals and one- and two-dimensional marginal
distributions inferred from with LI and RIFT respectively, both using the IMRPhenomD
waveform model, modified to include tides [63] (also called IMRPhenomD_NRTidal); both
are consistent. Secondly, RIFT analyzed the data with the computationally expensive wave-
form models: SEOBNRv4T in red and TEOBResumS in orange. These again agree nicely
with the previously mentioned IMRPhenomD_NRTidal results as well as the LI-TaylorF2
in green. Using RIFT, we can not only recover the correct posterior, but we can do so with
more costly waveforms when analyzing a binary neutron star system.
2.4 Applications
2.4.1 Parameter inference via mixed models
Many approximations are well-suited only to certain parts of the parameter space, breaking
down for sufficiently extreme spins, mass ratio, or total mass. For example, NRSur7dq2 is only
suitable for mass ratios q > 0.5 and |χi| < 0.8. RIFT provides an almost-trivial mechanism to
flexibly explore parameter inferences that employ different approximations A,B in different
regions. Because the computational cost is dominated by ILE, once parameter inference is
performed using models A and B separately, we can reanalyze the data with different mixtures
of A and B with no additional overhead. For simplicity and to illustrate the method, we
will employ the most extreme and simple form of this approach, where the training pairs
(λk, lnLmarg(λ)k) used to produce a fit for lnLmarg(λ) are provided using model A when λk
is in some region V, but with model B everywhere outside V.
As a concrete and practical motivation for this strategy, Figures 2.1 and 2.5 (RIT-1 and
RIT-2 from Table 2.1 respectively) show analysis of synthetic NR sources with IMRPhenomD
and with NRSur7dq2, assuming a nonprecessing binary and adopting a uniform-χi,z prior on
the two BH spins. The hard limits on NRSur7dq2 both in mass ratio and particularly in
χi,z have a substantial impact on our conclusions about the binaries parameters especially
for systems with large |χeff |. Because constraints on χeff strongly correlate with information
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Figure 2.3: Using sophisticated tidal waveforms to analyze tidal injections This figure
shows inferences about the Tidal-1 source Table 2.1, performed adopting the spin prior in Eq.
(2.6.16) with χmax = 0.05 . As in previous figures, the one- and two-dimensional results show
all possible one-dimensional posterior distributions and two-dimensional 90% credible intervals
for the total mass (M), mass ratio (q), effective tidal deformability (Λ̃), and net effective spin
(χeff). As previously, dotted contours and curves correspond to LI results; solid curves are
produced with RIFT; and different colors correspond to different waveform models: TaylorF2




extracted about binary masses, this limitation is not academic, and can complicate attempts to
apply these kinds of parameter-limited waveforms to probe effects like waveform systematics.
Figure 2.4 shows an analysis of the same source (RIT-2) as Figure 2.5, using RIFT with
a mixed analysis that uses NRSur7dq2 with ` ≤ 2 modes in its domain of validity and IMR-
PhenomD elsewhere. As demonstrated by Figure 2.5, restricting parameter inference to the
domain of validity of NRSur7dq2 has a significant impact on the inferred source parameters.
By contrast, the mixed model result (represented by the red curve in Figure 2.4) agrees with
the full inferences adopted with IMRPhenomD (represented by the blue curve in Figure 2.4).
For the purposes of illustration we have intentionally selected a source both where the domain
of validity of NRSur7dq2 impacts multiple astrophysical inferences and where extending the
model produces comparable results. However, as also illustrated with Figure 2.5, even in this
extremely astrophysically pertinent example, these mixed models are being applied in a regime
where IMRPhenomD and SEOBNRv4_ROM disagree. In a subsequent investigation, we
will follow up this proof- of-concept example with a more detailed analysis of the advantages
and applications of this mixed-model strategy, particularly for assessing waveform systematics.
2.4.2 Investigating systematics
The method provides a particularly straightforward but powerful method to assess the impact
of systematics on posterior distributions. Simply put, if A and B are two models, we can use
precisely the same evaluation points λα to estimate the marginalized likelihoods according to
both models (lnLα(A) and lnLmargα(B)), and hence to estimate the corresponding posterior
distributions. In practice, we first generate a posterior distribution using the iterative pro-
cedure described above for model A (e.g., SEOBNRv4) and then, using all the test points
proposed during the iterative scheme, derive the corresponding posterior for model B. This
approach provides not only the posterior distributions but also the ingredients needed for a
detailed investigation into the origin of any discrepancies: the point-by-point differences be-
tween lnLmargα(A) and lnLmargα(B), as a function of model parameters. Once differences
are identified, the ability to quickly produce a single scalar diagnostic for model differences
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Figure 2.4: Mixing models for a single analysis This figure shows the inferred parameters
for source RIT-2, in a format similar to Figure 2.1. The colored curves represent 90% credible
intervals derived using IMRPhenomD (blue), NRSur7dq2 (green), and a mixture of models
(red). In the mixture approach, we employ NRSur7dq2 with modes up to `max = 2 in its
region of validity (q > 0.5 and |χi,z| < 0.8) and IMRPhenomD elsewhere. Points indicate
the locations of individual likelihood evaluations with the redder points representing a higher
likelihood and bluer points representing a lower likelihood. The grid was originally produced
from a run using SEOBNRv4.
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(lnLmarg) enables detailed and easily-understood diagnostics as users change one feature of
their calculation at a time (e.g., mode content; data conditioning or noise model).
Figure 2.5 shows a concrete illustration of this strategy, applied when interpreting the non-
precessing binary source model RIT-2. In this case, parameter inference was performed using
a fiducial model to generate a sequence of ever-finer evaluation grids. The net grid was then
applied to two other models, leading to different predictions. Because these models all rely
on the same input grid λα, we can directly diagnose which features drive differences in our
posterior distributions. For example, in this case (Figure 2.5) this strategy helps us assess the
relative role of restricted χi versus model differences such as higher modes in changing infer-
ences about χeff and henceM, q. In the previous example in particular (Figure 2.4), comparing
the green (NRSur7dq2) and red (mixed) posterior distributions to the blue (IMRPhenomD)
result, we see that the NRSur7dq2 posteriors are significantly impacted by the constraint that
|χi| < 0.8, a limit inherent in NRSur7dq2 . This limit strongly influences the χeff distribution
and, through correlations, the mass and mass ratio distribution. Once the domain of NR-
Sur7dq2 is modestly extended to cover the whole parameter space, we find the mixed result
(red) and IMRPhenomD result (blue) agree well with one another.
As another practical demonstration of this identical-grid strategy, we directly compare pa-
rameter inference using two nominally-equivalent models (SEOBNRv4 and SEOBNRv4_ROM)
using two of the previously-presented synthetic sources: RIT-1 and RIT-2. Figure 2.6 shows
our analysis of RIT-1, where the 1D χeff distribution from these analyses; the dark red and
red lines represent SEOBNRv4_ROM and SEOBNRv4 respectively. To demonstrate the
visually apparent discrepancies are solely attributed to differences between the two underlying
models, we repeated each analysis with LI; results are shown with dashed lines. Both RIFT
and LI produce equivalent answers using the same model, but the posterior inferences pro-
duced using the two models differ. Figure 2.7 shows a similar analysis for RIT-2 two panels
with the same 2D χeff vs q distributions but with different colored lnL grid. The dark red
and red distributions represent the analyses using SEOBNRv4_ROM and SEOBNRv4 re-
spectively. The left panel shows the lnL grid when running with SEOBNRv4, and the right
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Figure 2.5: Different models on the same parameter grid This figure shows inferences
about RIT-2, described in Table 2.1. The contours, points, and curves used in this figure are
styled according to scheme described in Figure 2.1. Points indicate the locations of individual
likelihood evaluations with the redder points representing a higher likelihood and bluer points
representing a lower likelihood. The grid was originally produced from a run using SEOBNRv4
i.e. the black curve was produced by fitting these points.
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m1 m2 χ1z χ2z χeff ∆ lnL lnLv4 lnLv4_ROM Match(v4, v4_ROM)
48.6 44.2 -0.01 -0.35 -0.17 5.98 154.2 160.2 0.997
47.3 44.1 -0.28 -0.15 -0.22 5.93 156.1 162.1 0.998
56.7 33.5 0.14 -0.95 -0.27 5.46 155.9 161.3 0.998
50.1 28.2 -0.80 -0.86 -0.82 5.45 158.2 163.6 0.998
50.3 39.1 -0.10 -0.59 -0.31 5.45 159.6 165.0 0.998
42.7 31.8 -0.99 -0.72 -0.88 5.40 162.1 167.5 0.998
48.9 39.7 -0.23 -0.27 -0.25 5.33 154.8 160.2 0.998
45.1 30.3 -0.89 -0.82 -0.86 5.29 161.4 166.7 0.998
58.0 37.4 -0.12 -0.30 -0.19 5.24 155.5 160.7 0.997
50.0 28.3 -0.85 -0.78 -0.82 5.11 158.6 163.7 0.998
Table 2.2: Parameter grids with largest ∆ lnL: This table shows the parameters, lnL,
∆ lnL, and the match between the two models at those points. The points are in order of
decreasing ∆ lnL. Even though these points have a significant ∆ lnL, the match for all the
points are relatively high.
panels shows the lnL grid when running with SEOBNRv4_ROM. In both cases, the color
scale indicates the value of lnL where the redder points represent high lnL and bluer represent
lower lnL. By comparing these two panels, one can not only again see differences between the
distributions but also differences between the underlying lnL values produced with these two
waveform approximations.
Because we used an identical grid with both approximations, we can examine the wave-
form parameters associated with the largest disagreements, illustrated in Table 2.2. This table
provides the two lnL values estimated with both waveforms, the difference ∆ lnL, and the
match between the two models for precisely these waveform parameters. Despite the low
amplitude, low mismatch, and short duration, these two analyses led to astrophysically no-
ticeably different conclusions about important parameters (e.g., mass ratio and χeff) which,
when biased, will impact population inferences. The detailed point-by-point analysis enabled
by our method let us quickly demonstrate the impact of model systematic error in a regime
where that systematic was previously presumed observationally irrelevant: a small systematic
mismatch (' 3 × 10−3), and sources and observing scenarios comparable to current observa-
tions. This example demonstrates the utility of our approach to identify sources of systematic
error in GW parameter inference.
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Figure 2.6: Systematic Differences between SEOBNRv4 and SEOBNRv4_ROM
- 1: This figure shows the 1D χeff distributions for analyses on RIT-1. The solid and dotted
lines represent analyses done with RIFT and LI respectively. The dark red and red lines
represent analyses run with SEOBNRv4_ROM and SEOBNRv4 respectively. This figure
shows a minor but significant differences between these two models. By comparing the two
different techniques with the two different models, it’s clear that the differences are due to
systematics between the two models and not differences in the PE techniques. See Table 2.2
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Figure 2.7: Systematic Differences between SEOBNRv4 and SEOBNRv4_ROM
- 2: This figure shows the 2D χeff vs q distributions for analyses on RIT-2. The dark red
and red lines represent analyses run with SEOBNRv4_ROM and SEOBNRv4 respectively.
The left panel shows the lnL grid from the SEOBNRv4 analysis, and the right panel shows
the lnL grid from the SEOBNRv4_ROM analysis.The redder points represent a higher lnL
and the bluer points represent a lower lnL. By comparing these to grids, it is clear that the
discrepancy between the two analyses is evident in the lnL grids as well as in the distributions.
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2.4.3 Astrophysical population inference
Since RIFT separates the process of estimating the likelihood and producing fair draws from
the posterior, it is ideally suited for astrophysical inference, where all events are reassessed
concurrently with different astrophysical priors. In this application, the ability to robustly
explore alternative priors is paramount, particularly when future observations may motivate
detailed reanalysis of earlier events. As described in Section 2.1 and Appendix 2.6, RIFT
can efficiently generate posterior distributions using any prior whatsoever, by performing a
suitable Monte Carlo.
In principle, other methods can also reanalyze existing results using alternative priors.
Notably, with a sufficiently large list of posterior samples performed using a prior without
compact support, the procedures described in Section 2.1 could produce weighted samples
suitable to any prior. However, as emphatically demonstrated by all of our figures (Figs
2.2) and by Williamson et. al. [2], a finite list of samples from our posterior distribution
with fiducial priors have compact support. For precessing binaries, previous analyses do not
sample extremal spin. By contrast, by preserving the full (marginalized) likelihood, RIFT
can evaluate the implications of a nearly arbitrarily extreme choice of prior, with minimal
additional computational cost. In related work [111], we employ this approach with RIFT
inputs for astrophysical inference.
2.4.4 Inferences about the nuclear equation of state
RIFT provides direct estimates of the (marginalized) likelihood lnLmarg(λ), allowing us to
carry out subsequent calculations which require it. As a concrete example, we can more effi-
ciently deduce the nuclear equation of state by post-processing generic calculations performed
by RIFT without added computational expense; see, e.g., the analysis performed [112].
Specifically, in Section 2.3.3 and Figure 2.3 we carried out model-independent inference of
binary neutron star masses, spins, and tidal deformabilities λ. Any proposed nuclear equation
of state imposes a specific relationship between the (source-frame) neutron star gravitational
masses mi and the tidal λ parameter (λ(mi) = λi). Imposing this relationship, we can re-
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peat our parameter inference both to draw tighter inferences about binary parameters and to
deduce how well the proposed equation of state matches the data, after marginalizing over
all other quantities. With RIFT, this reanalysis requires a particularly efficient re-use of the
marginalized likelihood lnLmarg(m1,z,m2,z, λ1, λ2, χ1, χ2) as a function of its parameters: the
redshifted detector-frame masses mi(1 + z) = mi,z; the two neutron star tidal deformabili-
ties λi; and the two neutron star spins χi ∈ [−χmax, χmax], assumed parallel to the orbital
angular momentum. Specifically, for each proposed equation of state, characterized by some
hyper-parameters γ, we evaluate the a quantity equivalent to the evidence
∫
dλLmarg(λ)p(λ)
appearing in Eq. (2.1.6):
I(γ) =
∫
dm1dm2dχ1dχ2p(χ1, χ2)dzp(z|m1,m2)Lmarg(m1(1 + z),m2(1 + z), λ1(m1|γ), λ2(m2|γ), χ1, χ2) (2.4.9)
where p(z) is the posterior redshift distribution given a source with masses m1,m2 was ob-
served, which can be efficiently extracted from RIFT or tightly constrained by electromag-
netic observations. Appendix 2.8 describes techniques to efficiently evaluate this expression
for generic observations. Just as with Lmarg and intrinsic binary parameters, we can evalu-
ate the marginalized likelihood I(γ) on a grid of equation of state parameters; interpolate;
and generate posterior distributions over those equation of state parameters, for one or more
events.
Figure 2.8 shows a concrete example of this procedure, applied to the spectral equation
of state parameterization introduced by Lindblom [113, 114] and to a synthetic binary NS
generated using the APR4 equation of state [115], as previously analyzed in Figure 2.3. For
this low-redshift source, similar to GW170817, we will assume the redshift is well-determined,
eliminating that factor in the integrand. [Equivalently, for this low-redshift source, the source-
frame and detector-frame masses are sufficiently similar that λ(m1,z|γ) ' λ(m1|γ) (i.e., the
data can’t discriminate between them) so the integral over redshift can be performed once and
for all, and all remaining expressions carried out using redshifted masses; see Appendix 2.8.]
As a concrete proof of concept, this figure shows the marginalized likelihood derived from this
single event as a function of two spectral equation of state parameters, as well as Bayesian
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inferences about those two equation of state parameters when holding others fixed. In this
analysis, we include only causal equations of state (v < c) and require a maximum neutron
star mass greater than 2M, motivated by measurements of PSRs 1614-2230 and J0348+0432
[116, 117]. More generally, other observational and theoretical constraints will provide a prior
p(γ) on the equation of state parameters. In terms of this prior, the marginal posterior distri-
bution on equation of state parameters is proportional to I(γ)p(γ), and the marginal posterior
distribution for any other expression of interest follows by either quadrature or use of weighted
samples, as before. As a concrete example, if γα are n representative EOS configurations from
the marginal posterior distribution and, for each α, we generate a Monte Carlo approximation
to Eq. (2.4.9) and retain the weighted samples (wk,α,λk,α) for k = 1 . . . N needed to evaluate
it, then the marginal distribution of Λ̃ [Eq. (1.1.24)] follows by Monte Carlo integration of the







By providing marginalized likelihoods I(γ), this approach to EOS inference enables the
same powerful embarassingly-parallel and postprocessing-dominated approach used by RIFT
itself. For example, we can combine inferences from multiple events by simply multiplying
the associated likelihood distributions [I(γ|d1)I(γ|d2) . . .]. The end-user is free to efficiently
adopt any prior of interest after the initial analysis; to assess whether choice of priors limits
or dominates their analysis; and to incrementally extend their parameter space exploration
with the minimum necessary computational expense. This approach is well-suited to rapidly-
converging and low-dimensional parameterizations like the spectral method shown in Figure
2.8. However, due to the remarkably low cost of all integrals involved and our reliance on
precomputed marginalized likelihoods, this approach can also be applied to assess generic
EOS parameterizations inside standard Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms. Though the
above discussion is written as if equation of state dependence enters only through the tidal
deformabilities λ, this procedure works when the underlying dynamics and radiation models
include additional multipolar couplings. While similar parameterized equations of state have
already been developed and used to infer the equation of state from individual binary NS GW
measurements [118], our approach will make the best use of multiple observations, as we don’t
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need additional infrastructure or approximations to estimate I(γ).
For low-redshift sources like GW170817 where λ(mz) ' λ(m) and hence where the redshift
distribution p(z|m1,m2) is not needed, and equivalently for sources with known host galaxy
redshifts, we have also explored an alternative approach to compute I(γ). In this approach,
we evaluate lnLmarg on a grid of mass and spin choices, using the specified EOS to determine
λi = λ(mi|γ). We then perform the usual RIFT approach to estimate lnLmarg and hence
to compute
∫
dλLmarg(λ)p(λ), a byproduct of the Monte Carlo integration procedures used
to generate our posterior distributions. While this approach can be useful for ranking the
relativity validity of a few EOS, its duplicative computations and omission of redshift make it
too burdensome for long-term use.
2.5 Analysis of a real event: GW150914
In this section, to describe one example of our method on real data, we analyze GW150914
with RIFT using several different approximate waveform models.1 The analyses presented
in this section were done with the C02 calibration frames with strain noise power spectral
densities (PSDs) estimated from data segments near each event, similar to the PSDs used
in [10]. As with all RIFT analyses, we assume zero calibration uncertainty. Gravitational
wave strain data identical to the inputs employed here are available from the LIGO Open
Science Center [119]. In these comparisons, we also employ different spin priors, such as the
volumetric spin prior [Eq. (2.6.13)], than those employed by Abbott et al. [19, 120] in the
original analysis of this event. Finally, to be consistent with previous analyses with numerical
relativity simulations [9] and keeping in mind finite model duration, when using NRSur7dq2
we adopt a minimum frequency of 30Hz; however, we adopt a minimum frequency of 20Hz for
our other analyses. The choice of lower cutoff frequency has little impact on our comparisons
[9].
Figure 2.9 shows our analyses of GW150914 with RIFT using nonprecessing waveform
models, all computed using a prior where that each χi,z is a uniform random number. As in
1Since our paper was submitted, RIFT was used in analysis of the GWTC-1 catalog.
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Figure 2.8: Inferences about the equation of state: Colors indicate the marginalized
likelihood I(γ) versus the two parameters γ1, γ2 of the Lindblom et al spectral EOS represen-
tation, applied to a binary neutron star source similar to Tidal-1. For context, the thin gray
lines show contours of constant radius of a 1.5 M neutron star, according to this equation of
state [R(m = 1.5M)]; the two heavy black lines show contours of constant maximum mass
for 2M) and 1.9M, respectively. For the purposes of this proof-of-concept calculation, we
explore only these two variables, fixing the remaining spectral EOS parameters to γ3 = γ4 = 0,
po = 2.272 × 1033dyne/cm2, xmax = 7.25, and εo/c2 = 2.05 × 1014g/cm3. The solid blue line
shows the 90% credible interval on the inferred equation of state, after restricting to a causal
EOS and restricting the maximum mass to be greater than 1.97M.
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previous result derived by directly comparing GW150914 to numerical solutions of Einstein’s
equations [9], we find that our posterior inferences derived a waveform model that includes
higher modes (here, NRSur7dq2 with ` ≤ 3) more sharply constrains some parameters like
the binary mass ratio q. However, our analysis and previous results [9] suggest that, in an
aligned-spin analysis of this event which adopts a prior not strongly disfavoring anti-aligned
spins, the posterior has substantial support outside of the domain of validity of NRSur7dq2.
As demonstrated previously in Figure 2.4, the domain of validity of NRSur7dq2 can impact
inferences if the posterior support extends to the edge of the model domain. In a companion
study devoted to direct comparison to numerical relativity solutions, we will more carefully
address differences between this result and the analysis presented in [9], using numerical rela-
tivity simulations to fill the gaps.
Next, to provide a comparison that allows for all spin degrees of freedom, we analyze
GW150914 with SEOBNRv3 [121], NRSur7dq2 (` ≤ 3), and IMRPhenomPv2. Figure 2.10
shows the 90% credible intervals for the RIFT_SEOBNRv3, RIFT_NRSur7dq2 (` ≤ 3),
and RIFT_IMRPhenomPv2 analyses in black, green, and blue, respectively. Note that the
SEOBNRv3 analysis was done with different settings; therefore, some differences are expected.
First and foremost, consistent with our and other prior work, we see differences between the
posterior inferences derived using different waveform approximations and assumptions, even for
sources like GW150914 with now-fiducial binary parameters and source amplitudes. Second,
consistent with an earlier investigation of GW150914 which directly compared it to numerical
relativity simulations [9], we see that including higher harmonics enables us to draw sharper
conclusions about binary parameters – here, the binary mass ratio. Our analysis differs from
that prior investigation work in two key ways: precessing inference and χ limits. While the
previous study [9] compared GW150914 to generic simulations, a posterior distribution was
estimated only on the basis of nonprecessing simulations; by contrast, our analysis employs
a fully precessing model. Conversely, our use of NRSur7dq2 is limited to |χi| < 0.8, which
directly constraints our ability to draw generic inferences about BH spins.
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Figure 2.9: Reanalysis of GW150914: Aligned models - This figure shows the results of
a reanalysis of the first GW detection GW150914, using a prior where each χi,z is a uniform
random number and the assumption that both spins must be parallel to the orbital angular
momentum. The top two panels show one- and two-dimensional marginal distributions in
redshifted total mass Mtot, q, χeff and in the components of each BH’s spin (χi,z) along the
orbital angular momentum. The bottom panel provides one-dimensional marginal cumulative
distributions for q and χeff , to highlight differences between different waveforms. Curves are
colored and styled following the convention adopted in previous figures; in particular, the
solid green lines to NRSur7dq2 with the spins restricted along the orbital angular momentum
with all modes up to `max = 3, and blue lines to IMRPhenomD. The top right and hence
bottom left panels show significant differences between NRSur7dq2 and other approximations
principally due to the range of validity of the NRSur7dq2 model, which is valid only for q > 0.5
and |χi| < 0.8. Note that the RIFT_SEOBNRv3 run was run with a different configuration
than the other two analyses.
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Figure 2.10: Reanalysis of GW150914: Precessing models - This figure shows the
results of a reanalysis of the first GW detection GW150914, using the volumetric spin prior
[Eq. (2.6.13)] and waveform models that allow for spin-orbit misalignment. The top two panels
show one- and two-dimensional marginal distributions in redshifted total massMtot, q, χeff and
in the components of each BH’s spin along (χi,z) and perpendicular (χi,⊥) to the orbital angular
momentum. The bottom panel provides one-dimensional marginal cumulative distributions for
q and χeff , to highlight differences between different approaches. Curves are colored and styled
following the convention adopted in previous figures; in particular, black lines correspond to
SEOBNRv3, solid green lines to NRSur7dq2 with fully precessing spins with all modes up to
`max = 3, and blue lines to IMRPhenomPv2. The top right panel shows significant differences
between NRSur7dq2 and other approximations principally due to the range of validity of the
NRSur7dq2 model, which is valid only for q > 0.5 and |χi| < 0.8. Note that the SEOBNRv3
analysis was done with different settings; therefore, some differences are expected.
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2.6 Appendix A: Coordinate systems and priors
In this appendix, we summarize the coordinate systems and priors adopted to perform the fit
and in particular carry out the Monte Carlo integration procedure for lnLmarg which produces
weighted posterior samples, as described in Section 2.1. The design structure of the adaptive
Monte Carlo integrator developed for ILE and re-used in our code drives several prior and
coordinate choices. At a very low level, the adaptive procedure assumes the initial true prior
p and (adapted) sampling prior ps are both separable: p(x1 . . . xn) = p(x1)p(x2) . . . p(xn) for
{x1 . . . xn} the coordinate system used to perform the Monte Carlo. Moreover, because the
adaptive procedure optimizes each sampling prior ps in one coordinate at a time, the overall
algorithm’s performance dramatically improves when the posterior is compatible with this
coordinate system (i.e., the posterior approximately fills a sub-hypercube of our computational
domain). Whenever we have confident reason to suspect a particular parameter does not
impact the posterior distribution whatsoever, we can analytically marginalize over superfluous
parameters and perform a fit which omits these parameters. Finally, we can explore alternative
priors by using weighted posterior samples, using the ratio of new prior relative to reference
prior in all coordinate dimensions.
2.6.1 Masses
We adopt a uniform prior over the (detector-frame) massesm1,m2 (withm1 ≥ m2), which can
be expressed in several equivalent coordinate systems by a suitable Jacobian transformation.
Following past practice, we nominally employ a triangular region with mi ≥ mmin and M =
m1 +m2 ≤Mtot,max; the prior is p(m1,m2) = 2/(Mmax−mmin)2, if both regionsm1 > m2 and
m1 < m2 are included in the integration, and twice that otherwise. In most cases, we perform
our underlying calculations in M, η coordinates, where M = (m1m2)3/5/(m1 + m2)1/5 and
η = m1m2/(m1 +m2)
2. In these coordinates, the prior can be represented as [22]
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As this prior diverges at η = 1/4, it is not well-suited to posterior distributions with significant
support very close to the equal mass line, like binary neutron stars. For such cases, we change
coordinates to δ =
√
1− 4η; the prior becomes













For confident detections, the mass posterior will not have significant support outside a
compact region. Because we can freely change the prior in regions far outside the posterior
and not impact results, we often adopt technically convenient boundaries. For example, rather
than transform the triangular region of permissible masses m1,m2 to a more complicated
boundary inM, η, we simply adopt suitable intervals inM and η which contain the posterior.
2.6.2 Spins
The spin degrees of freedom are characterized by the spin angular momenta Si or equivalently
their dimensionless spins χi/m2i . For most astrophysically relevant scenarios, the posterior
distribution strongly constrains χeff [Eq. (1.1.22)] but not the complementary combination of
aligned spins. Lacking a compelling astrophysically-motivated choice, several spin-dependent
priors have been adopted, which employ different numbers of spin degrees of freedom.
Volumetric spin prior (generic, cartesian): By default, we employ a prior which is uniform
in each component of the dimensionless spins χi in some hypercube: χi ∈ [−χmax, χmax].
After generating posterior samples, we then eliminate samples with either dimensionless spin
above our threshold (|χ| > χmax). Combined, our hypercube-plus-cut procedure produces an
effective prior that is uniform over the volume of a coordinate sphere of radius χmax:
pvol(χi, θi, φi) =
3
4πχ3max
χ2i sin θi (2.6.13)
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where χi, θi, φi are the spin vector’s polar coordinates relative to the orbital angular momentum
vector [122].
Beta function spin prior (precessing): More generally, we can adopt a Beta-distribution prior
on the spin magnitude
pβ(χi, θi, φi|p, q) =
Γ(2 + p+ q)
Γ(1 + a)Γ(1 + b)
χpi (χmax − χi)q
4πχp+q+1max
sin θi (2.6.14)
In this representation, the volumetric spin prior corresponds to p = 2, q = 0. The default prior
adopted by LIGO when inferring BH spins uses a uniform spin magnitude distribution [23],
corresponding to p = q = 0:




Aligned spin: When both spins must be parallel to the orbital angular momentum, by default
we employ a uniform prior on χi,z ∈ [−χmax, χmax]. To enable comparison to precessing LIGO




(− ln |χi,z/χmax|) (2.6.16)
which is equivalent to the uniform spin magnitude prior after marginalizing out other degrees
of freedom. To demonstrate that pzprior is the corresponding marginal distribution of Eq.
(2.6.15), we perform the marginal integral, for convenience denoting spin components for
convenience by x, y, z and χmax by R. The cumulative distribution P (< z) can be evaluated
by the following expression when z < 0:




















[z +R− z ln |z/R|] (2.6.19)
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and the result follows by differentiation.
Correlated, separable spin priors: In almost all cases, the posterior distribution tightly con-
strains χeff [Eq. (1.1.22)] but leaves the complementary degree of freedom almost completely
unconstrained. To accelerate sampling in the common case with m1 ' m2, we can adopt a
uniform spin prior in χz,± = (χ1,z ± χ2,z)/2, then eliminate samples which have χz,i other-
wise inconsistent with the limit imposed by χmax. This approach can be directly employed to
accelerate sampling with both the aligned uniform spin prior and the precessing volumetric
prior; results for non-separable priors follow by reweighting posterior samples.
Marginal prior for χeff (uniform): Because the individual spin components χi,z are rarely
observationally accessible, one can imagine marginalizing out the superfluous degree of free-









where for simplicity we adopt a uniform spin magnitude prior. This expression is not directly
applicable to our low-level Monte Carlo technique, as this spin prior depends on mass ratio.
Such an expression will however be a useful reference when we want to rescale posterior samples
to alternative prior distributions.
Reweighting is only successful if the posterior has broad support. For nonprecessing infer-
ence, while analyses performed with Eq. (2.6.16) generally have support concentrated near to
zero spin, an analysis with the uniform spin magnitude prior will have support generally for
all χi,z consistent with the likelihood. When constructing a fiducial marginal χeff distribution,
we therefore derive it under the assumption of uniformly distributed χi,z ∈ [−χmax, χmax]. In
the interests of clarity and without loss of generality – all results scale linearly with χmax – in
the derivation that follows we adopt χmax = 1.




= (a+ qb)/(1 + q) (2.6.21)
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which is χeff . The integrand and prior has four natural breakpoints at g(±1,±1), ordered
so g(−1,−1) ≤ g(−1, 1) ≤ g(1,−1) ≤ g(1, 1). Within each region, we can do the integral∫















[χ1,+ − χ1,−] (2.6.24)
where χ1,± are the largest and smallest allowed values of χ1 for a given choice of χeff . Looking
at the square, when χeff < g(−1, 1), we know χ1,− = −1 and when χeff > g(1,−1) we know
the upper bound is 1. Otherwise, we know χ1,± occurs when χ2 = ±1, implying
χ1,±(z) = ±q + z(1 + q) (2.6.25)
We find the following expression for our marginal prior




1− χ1,− z ∈ [g(1,−1), g(1, 1)]
χ1,+ − χ1,− = 2q z ∈ [g(−1, 1), g(1,−1)]
χ1,+ + 1 z ∈ [g(−1,−1), g(−1, 1)]
(2.6.26)
2.6.3 Tides
The tidal deformability of each compact binary can be characterized by a dimensionless pa-
rameter Λi, which is zero for BHs. By default, we adopt a uniform prior on Λi ∈ [0,Λmax].
The leading-order effects of tidal deformation enter into the gravitational wave signal via
two quantities Λ̃, δΛ̃ [Eq. 1.1.24] In most cases of current astrophysical interest, Λ̃ can be
weakly constrained and δΛ̃ cannot be constrained at all.
Because of the constraint that Λi ≥ 0, a corner in tidal parameter space, the marginal
distribution of Λ̃, δΛ̃ near Λ̃ ' 0 increases linearly with Λ̃. To more transparently reflect
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the astrophysical significance of the posterior distribution of Λ̃, it is helpful to adopt a prior
corresponding to a uniform distribution of Λ̃. Once again, such an alternative prior depends
on binary mass ratios and therefore is useful only for post-processing and reweighting, not
as part of our initial Monte Carlo analysis which requires separable priors. The underlying
calculation of the marginal prior on Λ̃ follows exactly like the calculation for χeff above.
2.6.4 Prior recovery
When L is constant, our likelihood fitting and posterior generation code (CIP) must recover
the desired input priors. As described in the text, these priors can be applied in two ways:
at the lowest level, when performing the Monte Carlo integral itself; and by reweighting.
Reweighting is frequently applied to achieve the spin priors preferred by the LVC (i.e., uniform
in spin magnitude). Figure 2.11 demonstrates that CIP recovers the desired spin prior when
operating in configurations needed to reproduce fiducial LVC results. In this figure, the settings
adopted for CIP were chosen to produce Monte Carlo errors only marginally larger than the
linewidths used in our figure, for presentation purposes.
2.7 Appendix B: Supplementary validation studies of iterative
posterior generation
In this section we describe systematic tests of the general algorithm and specific implementa-
tion described in Section 2.1 to reconstruct the posterior distribution by means of iteratively
fitting the likelihood distribution, then drawing candidate points from the posterior distribu-
tion.
In the first set of controlled tests, we generate synthetic likelihood function on a hypercube
x ∈ [−1, 1]d and a gaussian mixture model:







where wk are weights with
∑
k wk = 1. We drew random weights; random gaussian centers
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Figure 2.11: Prior recovery: Top-left panel : Comparison between analytic CDF predictions
(black, solid) for P (< χ1,z) based on Eq. (2.6.16) and the corresponding empirical cumulative
distribution of samples produced by CIP in two different circumstances with L = 1 that
should produce identical results. In this example, we adopt χmax = 0.5. In this nonprecessing
example, we request that CIP draw each χi,z directly from this prior (red). Alternatively,
we can produce the same distribution (red, dotted) by jointly drawing both χz,± from a
jointly uniform distribution, truncating to the desired range, then reweighting to obtain the
desired one-dimensional marginal distribution. Top-right panel : In this precessing example,
we request that CIP draw each χi uniformly over a unit cube of edge length 2χmax; require
that |χi| < χmax; then rescale weighted Monte Carlo samples to obtain a uniform magnitude
spin magnitude prior. The red, blue, and green curves show the corresponding cumulative
distributions for χ1,z, χ1,y, χ1,x; all agree with the expected result. The corresponding dotted
curves show the results of a similar calculation, except that the aligned-spin components χi,z
were generated by drawing χz,± from a jointly uniform distribution, solving for χi,z, and
reweighting. Bottom-left panel : The distribution of |χ1|, calculated using the two procedures
adopted for the center panel. The solid black line shows the expected distribution P (< χ1) =
χ1/χmax, while the solid and dotted blue lines show the results of the two procedures described
above.
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Figure 2.12: Reliable reconstruction in three dimensions: Parameter inference of a 3
dimensional gaussian mixture model with 4 components, compared with the analytic posterior
distribution. Left panel : The marginal, 1-dimensional posterior estimates extracted from a
mixture of four randomly-centered 3-dimensional gaussians. Solid lines show the cumulative
1d distributions for each of the three dimensions; points show the estimated distributions
from our code.The numbers on the left provide an (approximate) KL divergence between each
marginal 1d distribution and the known 1d marginal distribution. The first number refers to
the first (blue) curve, and so forth (yellow, green, . . .). Right panel : The 90% credible interval
derived from the exact (red) and approximate (black) two-dimensional marginal distribution.
The black curve is estimated based on 2000 samples drawn from the posterior distribution.
µk in the hypercube [−0.6, 0.7]/
√
d; and for convenience fixed σ = 0.1. We drew initial points
randomly from the hypercube, seeded by a few points from the true posterior distribution,
then applied our iterative code, iterating five times. Figure 2.12 shows an example of the
output of our code, compared to the analytic one- and two-dimensional posterior distributions
for a generic three-dimensional and four-component gaussian mixture model. A fairly accurate
reconstruction will have DKL . 2×10−2. For arbitrary gaussian mixture models in dimensions
d ≤ 6, we confirmed our approach consistently reproduces one- and two-dimensional posterior
marginal distributions, with small error.
In the second test, we generate three sets of probability-probability plots (usually denoted
PP plot), to assess the end-to-end performance of all aspects our method. Specifically, we
generate many synthetic signals for 3-detector networks, with masses drawn uniformly in mi
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Figure 2.13: Probability-probability plot: For a set of synthetic BBH signals analyzed
end-to-end with RIFT, a plot of P̂ (λk) versus k/n for k = 0 . . . 1 − 1/n, for the parameters
M (black) and q (blue). The dotted lines show the standard 2-standard-deviation credible
intervals implied by the binomial distribution for P̂ . Left panel : Analysis using SEOBNRv4
for synthetic sources and recovery. Right panel : Analysis using SEOBNRv4HM for synthetic
sources and recovery.
in the region bounded by M/M ∈ [30, 60] and η ∈ [0.2, 1/4] and with extrinsic parameters
drawn uniformly from the priors described earlier, except that source distances are drawn
between 1.5Gpc and 5Gpc. For simplicity, all of our synthetic sources have zero spin. (For
complete reproducibility, we use SEOBNRv4 and SEOBNRv4HM, starting the signal evolution at
8Hz but the likelihood integration at 20Hz, performing all analysis with 4096Hz timeseries
in Gaussian noise with known PSDs. For the first pair of tests, for each synthetic event and
for each interferometer, the same noise realization is used for both waveform approximations.
Differences between the analyses therefore arise solely due to waveform systematics.) Using
RIFT on each source k, with true parameters λk, we estimate the fraction of the posterior
distributions which is below the true source value λk,α [P̂k,α(< λk,α)] for each intrinsic param-
eter α, again assuming all sources have zero spin. After reindexing the sources so P̂k,α(λk,α)
increases with k for some fixed α, Figure 2.13 shows a plot of k/N versus P̂k(λk,α) for both
mass parameters. The recovered probability distribution is consistent with P (< p) = p, as
expected.
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In Section 2.4.4 we described a simple integral over source intrinsic parameters and redshift
[Eq. (2.4.9)] to assess the compatibility with a given observation and a proposed equation
of state, characterized by hyper-parameters γ which determine a relationship between tidal
deformability λ and source-frame NS gravitational mass m: λ = λ(m|γ). Because GW mea-
surements naturally very tightly constrain the redshifted chirp mass Mz = M(1 + z) to a
characteristic range of scale σMz , the integrand is nearly zero except for a very narrow range
ofMz centered onMz,∗. Additionally, to an excellent approximation the integrand does not
depend on δΛ̃, and the function λ(m) is effectively constant when the mass changes by of order















dMML(M, η, Λ̃)dχ1dχ2p(χ1, χ2) (2.8.29)
where Λ̃∗(η, z) follows by evaluating λi(mi) using the masses mi derived from η and the ap-
propriate source-frame chirp massMz,∗/(1+z), and where p(z|Mz,∗) is the fully marginalized
distance distribution implied by this observation for a source with detector-frame chirp mass
Mz,∗. Following Eq. (2.6.11), changing coordinates to δ rather than η removes the integrable
singularity at η = 1/4 and makes numerical methods more robust.
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Chapter 3
Testing of the impact of higher order
modes and waveform systematics
3.1 Preamble
This chapter is a collection of different results and papers I have contributed to that investi-
gates the impact HOMs or waveform systematics. While these were not projects I lead, my
intellectual contribution was an important ingredient in allowing them to move forward. This
chapter is summarized as the following:
• In Section 3.2, we show waveform systematics can play a significant role in two common
precessing models. We demonstrate these systematic disagreements impact the ability
to acquire accurate inferences about binary parameters. We confirm these errors to be
systematic by comparing to NR waveforms. The work for this section was published in
[2].
• In [3], we developed NR simulations based on the inferred parameters from analyses
using semi-analytical models. In Section 3.3 (which is work published in [3]), we show
via mismatch calculations that waveform systematics exist between the semi-analytical
models and the newly developed NR simulations. We demonstrate through likelihood
calculations that the peak likelihoods for the NR simulations and semi-analytical models
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lie in different parts of parameter space.
• In Section 3.4, we show the impact of HOMs through parameter inference of a plethora
of synthetic sources. Through synthetic examples, we not only show that inclusion of
HOMs significantly deviates from the non-HOM result but also that the HOM robustly
recovers the source parameters. The work for this section was published in [4].
• In Section 3.5, we assess the impact of HOMs on the loudest trigger, 170502, from LIGO’s
2015-2017 data. While the trigger has marginal significance, we found a noticeable
difference between the HOM and non-HOM analyses. The work for this section has
been accepted to Astrophysical Journal[5].
3.2 Systematic challenges for future gravitational wave mea-
surements of precessing binary black holes
In this section, we demonstrate by example several systematic issues which can complicate the
interpretation of rapidly-spinning and precessing binaries. First, we provide one of the first
systematic head-to-head comparisons of these models for precessing, coalescing binaries, using
physically equivalent parameters for both waveforms; see also [58, 36]. We show that the two
models disagree frequently for precessing systems, including parameters within the posterior
distributions of gravitational wave events like GW151226 and GW170104. We focus on these
two events since their posteriors are considerably different from one another, but each has simi-
larities with other detected BBH mergers; GW151226 is similar to GW170608, and GW170104
is broadly similar to both GW170814 and GW150914. Our study differs from several previ-
ous investigations of waveform fidelity [124, 125, 110] by focusing on precessing systems and
observationally-motivated parameters. The two models principally disagree when the spins
are both large and precessing. GW measurements like LIGO’s have not strongly prescribed
whether such strongly-precessing systems are consistent with any individual observation. Us-
ing concrete examples, we remind the reader that the posterior distributions for BH spins can
depend significantly on the assumed prior distributions, particularly since these distributions
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ID Model/Numerical Relativity q M (M) χ1x χ1y χ1z χ2x χ2y χ2z
A1 SEOBNRv3 1.91 60.0 -0.390 0.552 -0.346 0.174 -0.079 -0.052
A2 SEOBNRv3 3.01 26.5 0.951 -0.115 0.124 0.510 0.298 0.760
SXS:BBH:0165 Numerical Relativity 6.00 80.0 -0.058 0.776 -0.470 0.076 -0.172 -0.234
SXS:BBH:0112 Numerical Relativity 5.00 80.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 3.1: Parameters of synthetic sources: This table shows the parameters of all the
synthetic sources (waveform approximant models and numerical relativity) used in this paper.
q is the mass ratio defined with q > 1, M is the total mass, and χ∗ are the components of the
normalized spins.
are often broad and nongaussian [126, 127, 128]. One astrophysically plausible prior distribu-
tion is significant BH natal spin (e.g., as motivated by some X-ray observations) and random
BH spin-orbit alignment (e.g., as implied by dynamical formation scenarios). We show that,
if these prior assumptions are adopted, the posterior distribution is dominated by parameters
for which the models disagree even more frequently.
We perform parameter estimation on synthetic signals to demonstrate quantitatively that
these disagreements lead to biases in, and different conclusions about, astrophysically relevant
quantities. These synthetic signals have parameters and detector configurations consistent
with observed events. Extending the study of [129], which focused on weakly precessing sys-
tems, we show that inferences about GW sources derived using the conventional configuration
can frequently be biased, particularly in certain regions of the parameter space and about
observationally-relevant pairs of parameters. We show that the conclusions reached can be
strongly dependent on the model used. We point out that extensive followup studies – using
multiple models and numerical relativity – were performed on GW150914 [120, 9, 129] and
GW170104 [130, 3], producing good agreement across multiple independent calculations.
In Section 3.2.1 we compare the predictions of two models for the radiation emitted by
gravitational waves from precessing BBHs. To make our discussion extremely concrete and
observationally relevant, we perform these comparisons on parameters drawn from LIGO’s
inferences about GW151226, and from our inferences about synthetic events designed to mimic
GW170104 and GW151226. Under the conventional assumptions used in this analysis, we
find the two models disagree, principally when the inferred binary parameters involve large
precessing spins. Because the relative probability of large and precessing spins depends on our
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prior assumptions, we then repeat these comparison again, adopting prior assumptions that
do not disfavor BBHs with two significant, precessing spins. To illustrate the implications of
these disagreements, in Section 3.2.2, we perform several proof-of-concept parameter inference
calculations using synthetic gravitational wave signals. Again, using parameters consistent
with real observations (i.e., drawn from observed posterior distributions of observed BBH
mergers), we show that parameter inferences performed with the two models can disagree
substantially about astrophysically relevant correlated parameters, like the mass and spin of
the most massive BH. To highlight the fact that these disagreements occur frequently, not
merely for systems viewed in rare edge-on lines of sight, we choose synthetic binaries which
are inclined by π/4 to the line of sight. In Section 3.2.3, we discuss how our results extend
the broadening appreciation of potential sources of systematic error in gravitational wave
measurements.
3.2.1 Models for compact binary coalescence disagree
3.2.1.1 Models for radiation from binary black holes
When inferring properties of coalescing BBHs [120, 121, 10, 130], LIGO has so far favored
two approximate models for their gravitational radiation: an EOB model, denoted SEOB-
NRv3 [39, 106], and a phenomenological frequency-domain inspiral and merger model, denoted
IMRPhenomPv2 [46], see Section 1.2 for more details.
We make use of the lalsimulation implementations of these two approximations, provided
and maintained by their authors in the same form as used in LIGO’s O1 and O2 investigations.
The coalescence time and orientation (i.e., Euler angles) of a binary are irrelevant for the
inference of intrinsic parameters from gravitational wave data. As a result, and following
custom in stationary-phase calculations, the IMRPhenomPv2 model does not calibrate the
reference phases and time. This makes easy head-to-head comparison with time-domain cal-
culations somewhat more difficult. Specifically, two different sets of parameters are needed to
generate the same gravitational radiation in SEOBNRv3 and IMRPhenomPv2, connected
by (a) a change in the overall orbital phase φorb; (b) a change in the precession phase of
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the orbital angular momentum φJL; and (c) a change in the overall coalescence time t. In
the approximations adopted by IMRPhenomPv2, these time and phase shifts do not qual-
itatively change the underlying binary or its overall orientation-dependent emission, just our
perspective on it.
3.2.1.2 Binary black hole observations and model-based inference
BBH parameters are inferred through the use of Bayesian analysis with standard Monte Carlo
techniques; see, e.g., [120, 23] and references therein.
For any BBH event, fully characterized by parameters x, we can compute the (Gaussian)
likelihood function p(d|x) for detector network data d containing a signal by using waveform
models and an estimate of the (approximately Gaussian) detector noise on short timescales
(see, e.g., [23, 120, 9] and references therein). In this expression x is shorthand for the set of 15
parameters needed to fully specify a quasicircular BBH. The posterior probability distribution
is therefore p(x|d) ∝ p(d|x)p(x), where p(x) is the prior probability of finding a BBH merger
with different masses, spins, and orientations somewhere in the universe. LIGO–Virgo analyses
have adopted a fiducial prior pref(x) that is uniform in orientation, in comoving volume, in
mass, in spin direction (on the sphere), and, importantly for us, in spin magnitude [23, 120].
Using standard Bayesian tools [120, 23], one can produce a sequence of independent, iden-
tically distributed samples xn,s (s = 1, 2, . . . , S) from the posterior distribution p(x|d) for
each event n; that is, each xn,s is drawn from a distribution proportional to p(dn|xn)pref(xn).
Typical calculations of this type provide . 104 samples [120, 23] from which the posterior
probability distribution is inferred.
Quite clearly the choice of prior pref directly influences the posterior, most significantly
for parameters not well constrained by the data (e.g., due to weak dependence or strong
degeneracies). As a concrete example, in the left panel of Figure 3.1 we show the cumulative
distribution of χ1,z, the component of the primary BH’s dimensionless spin in the z-direction,
for a synthetic source similar to GW151226. The black curve corresponds to results evaluated
using the fiducial prior, where χ1, χ2 are distributed independently and uniformly. The red
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Figure 3.1: Priors and the relative significance of large spins Left panel : For a synthetic
GW151226-like event (A2), the inferred cumulative posterior distribution for |χ1| using a
prior P (< |χi|) = χi (black) and P (< |χi|) = χ3i (red), for i = 1, 2. For comparison, the
two priors are indicated with dotted black and red lines. The posterior probability that this
synthetic event has two significant, precessing spins depends on the prior. Right panel : Inferred
cumulative posterior distribution for φJL, the polar angle of L relative to J, for the volumetric
prior P (< |χi|) = χ3i . The solid blue line shows the results of repeating a full PE calculation,
including the modified prior. The dotted blue line shows the estimated distribution calculated
by weighting the posterior samples. This synthetic event was generated with parameters
similar to GW151226 and analyzed with a PSD appropriate to GW150914, generated in the
manner of [9].
curve is computed by drawing χ1 from the cumulative distribution P (< χ1) = χ31, and similarly
for χ2. Henceforth we denote this the volumetric (spin) prior.
In the context of systematic errors and astrophysical measurements of BBHs, the choice
of prior is important. Within the context of a specific astrophysical scenario or question of
interest, a prior favoring large spins (or significant precession) can be appropriate. As we show
later, these changes in prior can significantly increase the posterior probability of the region
where model disagreement is substantial (e.g., large transverse spins, high mass ratio, and long
signals).
When assessing the impact of modified priors, we exercise an abundance of caution and
replicate the Bayesian inference calculations in full. In principle, with sufficiently many sam-
ples, we could estimate the posterior distribution for any prior p(x) by using weighted samples.
For example, we could estimate P (< X) according to the modified prior p(x) via the weighted
empirical cumulative distribution P̂ (< X) =
∑
k Θ(X−Xk)p(xk)/(Npref(xk)). The approach
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of reweighted posterior samples is widely proposed in hierarchical model selection [131, 132]. In
practice, however, this method is reliable if and only if xk cover the parameter space completely
and sufficiently densely. In our specific circumstances, the fiducial prior pref(x) associates sub-
stantial prior weight near χ1, χ2 ' 0 and little probability to configurations with two large
spins. As a result, rescaling from the fiducial to the volumetric prior can introduce biases
into astrophysical conclusions. As a concrete example, the right panel of Figure 3.1 shows the
cumulative distribution of φJL, the polar angle of L relative to J. The solid line shows the
result of a full calculation with the volumetric prior. The dotted line shows the result derived
using reweighted posterior samples, starting from the fiducial uniform-magnitude prior. While
the two distributions are approximately consistent in extent, the two disagree in details. If
used uncritically in (hierarchical) model selection, reweighted posterior samples could lead to
biased conclusions about model inference, and (in the context of our study) to biased conclu-
sions about the relative impact of model-model systematics. Of course, a careful treatment of
reweighted posterior systematics would identify this potential problem, and the need for more
samples to insure a reliable answer in any reweighted application (i.e., the expected variance
of the Monte Carlo integral estimate for P̂ is large, because p/pref is often large).
3.2.1.3 Model-model comparisons
To quantify the difference between two predicted gravitational waves from the same binary
with the same spacetime coordinates and location, we use a standard data-analysis-motivated
figure of merit: the mismatch. Like other figures of merit, the mismatch is calculated using







where Sn(|f |) is the noise PSD of a fiducial detector, fmin is a chosen lower frequency cut-off
(typically a few tens of Hz), and the integral includes both positive and negative frequen-
cies. Usually these comparisons also involve parameterized signals a(λ, θ) and b(λ′, θ′), with
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where Θ denotes the names of the parameters in θ over which we maximize. Maximization is
asymmetric; we change the parameters of only one of the two signals, effectively considering
the other as “the source”. When the signals a and b are real-valued single-detector response
timeseries and when Θ includes only t and φorb, this expression is known as the match.
In our comparisons, we fix one of the two timeseries a generated by model A, as if it was
some known detector response (e.g., from another model’s prediction). The other timeseries is
a predicted single-detector response b = ReF ∗h where F is a complex-valued antenna response
function and h is the gravitational wave strain. Ideally, we should evaluate b using model B
and precisely the same intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, calculating the faithfulness [133].
The precessing models considered in this work have different time and phase conventions.
In order to specify the astrophysically equivalent binary to some configuration as evolved by
SEOBNRv3, we need to adopt different t, φorb, and φJL. Reconciling the phase conventions
adopted by these models is far beyond the scope of this work. However, we can find the
most optimistic possible answer by maximizing the inner product over t, φorb, and φJL, using
differential evolution [134] to evolve towards the best-fitting signal. In other words, we use a
figure of merit
〈a|b〉t,φorb,φJL . (3.2.3)
Note that, since our gravitational wave signals include higher modes, we do not simply max-
imize the match over φJL, as this would neglect the contibution to the inner product from
these higher modes.
3.2.1.4 Comparison on posterior distributions
To investigate systematic errors in observationally relevant regions of parameter space,we
perform model-model comparisons using samples drawn from the posterior parameter dis-
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Figure 3.2: Model-model comparison on our synthetic GW170104-like event: Using
posterior samples from our synthetic GW170104-like event (A1), we calculate model-model
inner products between IMRPhenomPv2 and SEOBNRv3 waveforms, maximized over t,
φorb, and φJL. This analysis adopts the fiducial (uniform) prior on spin magnitude. In the
left panel is a cumulative histogram of the maximized inner products. In the right panel the
posterior samples are plotted in terms of θJN, the inclination of the observer relative to the
total angular momentum, and a measure of the net binary BH spin. The color scale indicates
the maximized inner product, with the lowest values occurring for large binary spins and
preferentially near the orbital plane. The noise curve used for these calculations was the same
as used in Figure 3.1.
tributions for several of LIGO’s detections to date, as well as for synthetic sources. Unless
otherwise noted, these comparisons are performed on the expected Hanford detector response.
Figure 3.2 illustrates our comparisons for our synthetic GW170104-like event (A1 in Ta-
ble 3.1), using the fiducial spin prior. For the short waveforms needed to explain this signal,
disagreement between the models is primarily associated with higher levels of precession,
viewed in an orientation near the orbital plane where the effects of precession dominate.
Since lower mass systems take longer to evolve from some lower frequency to the merger,
waveforms drawn from the posterior of GW151226 are significantly longer in duration. The
two waveform models have significantly greater opportunity to dephase, leading to lower inner
products. Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of these mismatches. The disagreement is sig-
nificant over a larger portion of the parameter space than for our GW170104-like event, and
is less strongly correlated with the orbital inclination θJN. It is clear that the spins play a
leading role in producing these differences.
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Figure 3.3: Model-model comparison on GW151226: As Figure 3.2 but for GW151226.
The intrinsic and extrinsic parameters used in this comparison are from LIGO’s O1 posterior
distribution. Frequent and significant disagreement is apparent. IMRPhenomPv2 produces
waveforms that are somewhat longer than SEOBNRv3 for these modest masses, leading to
dephasing due to a slight difference in the rate of frequency evolution integrating over such
long waveforms. This effect correlates strongly with the binary spin. The noise curve used for
these calculations was calculated from data near the time to GW151226.
In Figure 3.4 we show two results for a synthetic GW151226-like event (A2 in Table 3.1),
one that adopts a uniform spin prior, and the other the volumetric spin prior. As in Figure
3.3 we see that more moderate-to-highly spinning systems in the posteriors show a greater
degree of diagreement between the models. The volumetric spin prior increases the support
for large spins, and so increases the proportion of the posterior where model disagreement is
significant.
3.2.2 Examples of biased inference of BH parameters
To illustrate the discrepancies in inferred parameters which such disagreements can cause,
we select points with significant differences and generate the associated waveforms with one
model, before running the full parameter estimation analysis on these waveforms using the
other model. We do not add any simulated instrumental noise to the model signal in this
process.
In these demonstrations of the practical differences between models from each other and
from numerical relativity, we use the same parameter estimation techniques and models ap-
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Figure 3.4: Model-model comparison on a synthetic GW151226-like event: As
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 but for a synthetic GW151226-like event (A2). As in Figure 3.2, the top
and bottom panels show the results assuming a uniform and volumetric spin prior, respectively.
Adopting a volumetric spin prior noticably increases the posterior support for large spins and
hence the fraction of the posterior associated with parameters where the two models disagree
significantly.
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Figure 3.5: Biased parameter recovery with IMRPhenomPv2 I: SEOBNRv3
source (A2): Red dot shows the parameters of a synthetic coalescing binary, whose radi-
ation is modeled with SEOBNRv3. Binary parameters are drawn from the posterior distri-
bution of GW151226, and are summarized in Table 3.1 as source A2. The inclination of the
orbital angular momentum relative to our line of sight is θJN = 2.48. No synthetic noise is
added to the signal. For this source, the match between the detector response predicted us-
ing IMRPhenomPv2 and SEOBNRv3 is 0.817 in Hanford, after maximizing in t, φorb, φJL.
Black curve shows the 90% confidence interval derived from a detailed parameter inference
calculation using the IMRPhenomPv2 approximation. Calculations are performed using
a network of detectors whose noise power spectra are identical to the estimates derived for
GW150914 [10, 9], using frequencies above 20Hz.
plied by LIGO to infer the parameters of the first two observed BBHs [23, 120, 10]. Figures 3.5
and 3.6 show concrete examples of biased parameter inference. In Figure 3.5, the red dot shows
the parameters of a synthetic signal, generated with SEOBNRv3 using intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters corresponding to a sample point in the posterior distribution for GW151226 that
showed significant mismatch between waveform models. The binary parameters chosen corre-
spond to a configuration where the models disagree (i.e., low inner product); see Figure 3.3.
Our synthetic data contains only the expected detector response (the “zero noise” realization),
which we interpret in the context of synthetic off-source noise with the observed frequency-
dependent form.1 The black curves show the 90% posterior confidence intervals, derived using
the lalinference parameter inference engine. In Figure 3.6, we generate a synthetic source
signal from a numerical relativity simulation produced by the SXS collaboration [74], using
an extension to LIGO’s infrastructure to designed for this purpose [140, 141]. This figure
1A commonly-used technique to investigate the implications of parameter inference [135, 136, 137, 138, 139,
95], the use of the “zero noise” realization allows us to compute trivially-reproducible posteriors which are
centered on the true parameters yet also have the same structure (e.g., width and correlations) as would be
expected from any realization of detector noise.
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Figure 3.6: Biased parameter recovery with IMRPhenomPv2 II: NR source: Red
dot shows the parameters of a synthetic coalescing binary, whose radiation is modeled with a
numerical relativity simulation SXS BBH:0165. All simulated modes ` ≤ 8 are included in our
synthetic signal. The detector response is calculated assuming a signal at angle θJN = π/4,
at a distance so the network SNR is ∼10. No synthetic noise is added. The black curves show
the 90% confidence interval derived from a detailed parameter inference calculation using the
IMRPhenomPv2 approximation. Calculations are performed using a network of detectors
whose noise power spectra are identical to the estimates derived for GW150914 [9]. Because
the (2, 2) mode of this source starts at 27Hz, we only use frequencies greater than 30Hz in our
analysis.
demonstrates by concrete example that the two models’ disagreement can propagate into bi-
ased inference about astrophysically important binary parameters, even now in a regime of
low signal amplitude and large statistical error.
3.2.3 Discussion
3.2.3.1 Mismatch does not imply bias: Examples with high mass ratio and zero
spin
Due to their neglect of higher-order modes, the two models disagree significantly with numer-
ical relativity at high mass ratio, even in the absence of spin. Several previous studies have
demonstrated these modes have a significant impact on the match [142, 143, 144, 145]. For
example, Figure 3.7 illustrates the mismatch introduced due to the neglect of higher order
modes for non-spinning systems of varying mass ratios, with total masses M = 80M and
inclinations θJN = π/4.
A large mismatch, however, does not imply a large bias. As an example, Figure 3.8 shows
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Figure 3.7: The effect on inner product due to neglecting higher modes: Here
we generate a series of non-spinning waveforms with M = 80M and θJN = π/4 using an
EOB model that includes higher modes, EOBNRv2HM, then use the same parameters to
generate waveforms with two models that do not include these higher modes, one EOB and
one phenomenological – SEOBNRv4 [11] and IMRPhenomD [12]. Again we calculate the
inner product maximized over φorb, φJL, and t. As higher modes are most important for heavier
and unequal mass binaries, these large mismatches may be responsible for disagreements seen
in Figure 3.6. Conversely, higher modes are not significant for and not included in models
compared Figures 3.3 and 3.5, so are unlikely to be responsible for the large discrepancies seen
there.
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two sets of inferences for a signal generated from a numerical relativity simulation. This had
significant mismatch with both models used to perform these inferences when evaluated at the
exact binary parameters of the simulation, except t, φorb, and φJL, which again are maximized
over. Despite this discrepancy, the two models draw qualitatively similar conclusions.
Another reason for mismatch that may not result in large bias is the presence of higher
modes. Models which omit or include higher harmonics can often disagree substantially when
judged by mismatch. In the limit of a long signal, the different harmonics have distinct time-
frequency trajectories and transfer information with minimal cross-contamination [146, 147,
148]. As a result, an analysis using only one mode will find similar best-fitting parameters to
one using multiple higher modes, but with a wider posterior due to neglected information. At
higher mass and near the end of the merger, however, multiple modes are both significant and,
due to their brevity, harder to distinguish. Using a simple matched-based analysis applied to
hybridized nonprecessing multimodal numerical relativity simulations, [144] argued that for
moderate-mass binaries, inferences based on the leading-order quadrupolar model alone would
not be significantly biased, compared to the (large) statistical error expected at modest SNR;
see the right panel of their Figure 1. For nonprecessing zero-spin binaries, we confirm by
example that inferences about the binary are not biased. Figure 3.9 shows the posterior distri-
butions inferred using two EOB models, one including higher-order modes (EOBNRv2HM),
and the other omitting them (SEOBNRv4). The synthesised signal is a nonprecessing bi-
nary with q = 5 and M = 80M, generated via numerical relativity (i.e., a signal including
higher order modes). Due to model limitations, these inferences are performed assuming both
BHs have zero spin. This figure shows that both sets of parameter inferences are consistent
with the true binary parameters used, and that inferences constructed with higher modes (via
EOBNRv2HM) are both sharper and less biased than inferences that omit higher modes (via
SEOBNRv4).
A large mismatch does imply, however, that the analysis is not using all available informa-
tion. For example, searches for gravitational waves which neglect higher modes cannot fully
capture all available signal power and a priori are somewhat less sensitive [149, 144, 143, 145];
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Figure 3.8: Omitting higher modes: Unbiased parameter inference, despite a high
mismatch: Red dot shows the parameters of a synthetic nonprecessing binary, whose radiation
is modeled with a numerical relativity simulation SXS BBH:0112. All simulated modes ` ≤ 8
are included in our synthetic signal. The detector response is calculated assuming a source
with total mass 80M oriented at angle θJN = π/4, at a distance so the network SNR is 20.
No synthetic noise is added. For this source, the best match with the IMRPhenomPv2 and
SEOBNRv3 approximations is ' 0.96. The black and red curves shows the 90% confidence
interval derived from a detailed parameter inference calculation using the IMRPhenomD
and SEOBNRv4 approximations, respectively. Calculations are performed using a network of
detectors whose noise power spectra are identical to the estimates derived for GW150914 [9].
but cf. [150]. Parameter inference calculations that use higher modes are well-known to be
more discriminating about binary parameters [151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 155, 135, 136, 95]. Even
for short signals associated with heavy BBHs, analyses with higher modes can draw tigher in-
ferences about binary parameters [136, 95, 9], depending on the source; see, e.g., Figure 3.8.
3.2.3.2 Marginal distributions, degeneracy, and biases
Fortunately or not, nature and LIGO’s instruments have conspired to produce short GW sig-
nals with modest amplitude to date. As illustrated by LIGO’s results [10, 130] and our Figure
3.5, when using current methods (e.g., IMRPhenomPv2 and SEOBNRv3), the inferred pos-
terior distributions for most parameters are quite broad, dominated by substantial statistical
error. Inferences about individual parameters are also protected by strong degeneracies in
these approximate models (e.g., in the neglect of higher-order modes) and in the physics of
binary mergers (e.g., in the dependence of merger trajectories on net aligned spin). For ex-
ample, the rightmost panel of Figure 3.5 shows the posterior distribution in mass ratio, q,






· L̂M [25, 26]; the joint posterior is tightly correlated
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Figure 3.9: Parameter recovery with and without higher modes (assuming zero
spin): Red dot shows the parameters of a synthetic nonprecessing binary, generated as in
Figure 3.8. The dark red contour shows inference using EOBNRv2HM (a nonspinning model
including higher modes); the light red contour shows parameter inferences drawn using SEOB-
NRv4, assuming both BHs have zero spin. The former region is smaller than the latter, and
more closely centered on the true parameters. This figure illustrates the previously-appreciated
fact that inference including higher modes draws sharper conclusions with smaller biases, using
the examples previously used in this work.
(and strongly biased), but the individual marginal distributions for q and χeff are broad and
contain the true parameters.
In principle, inference with higher modes and precession can more efficiently extract infor-
mation from and produce significantly narrower posteriors for BBH mergers; see, e.g., [136, 95]
as well as our Figure 3.9. Proof-of-concept new models containing these modes for precessing
binaries have only recently been introduced [58, 36], and have not yet been extensively applied
to parameter inference.
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Run Mtotal/M fref [Hz] q = m2/m1 χ1 χ2 GWCycles Approximant
#1 58.49 24 0.8514 ( 0, 0, 0.7343) ( 0, 0, -0.8278) 31.1 SEOBNRv4
#2 58.72 24 0.5246 ( 0.1607, -0.1023, -0.0529 ) ( -0.3623, 0.5679, -0.3474 ) 17.1 SEOBNRv3
#3 62.13 20 0.4850 ( 0.0835, -0.4013, -0.3036 ) ( -0.3813, 0.7479, -0.1021 ) 24.9 IMRPhenomPv2
#4 53.46 20 0.7147 ( 0, 0, 0.2205) ( 0, 0, -0.7110) 28.2 SEOBNRv4
#5 59.11 20 0.4300 ( 0, 0, -0.3634) ( 0, 0, -0.1256) 27.3 IMRPhenomD
Table 3.2: Numerical simulations follow-up Parameter Table (as estimated by the quoted
approximant). The two runs started at 24Hz provided a fast response set of simulations while
the following ones, starting at 20Hz, cover the low frequency sensitivity band. We also report
the gravitational wave cycles from those frequencies to merger in the simulations.
3.3 Targeted numerical simulations of binary black holes for
GW170104
This work was part of a larger project where NR follow up simulations were done based off the
inference using models that was published in [3]. In this section we focus on the systematic
study done comparing the NR follow up simulations and models at the same parameters.
3.3.1 Simulations of GW170104
We extracted the maximum a posteriori (MaP) parameters from (preliminary) Bayesian pos-
terior inferences performed by the LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Collaboration,
using different waveform models [130, 23]. This point parameter estimate is one of a few
well-motivated and somewhat different choices for followup parameters; however, we estimate
that the specific choice we adopt will not significantly change our principal results. Table 3.2
shows parameters simulated with numerical relativity. The first two simulations have been
started at a reference frequency of 24Hz (at the quoted total masses) in order to provide a fast
response nonprecessing and precessing simulation to be ready to preliminarily compare with
observations within 2 weeks (for the low resolution runs). The following three simulations have
started from 20Hz to cover the complete nominal low frequency sensitivity band of LIGO.




1) are specified in a frame where (i) L̂ = (0, 0, 1), i.e. the
Newtonian orbital angular momentum is along the z-axis. (ii) the vector n̂ pointing from m2
to m1 is the x-axis, (1,0,0). Note that the orientation of n̂ is essentially undetermined by PE
methods, so the choice (ii) is meant to break this degeneracy to arrive at concrete parameters.
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In other words, the spin-components given below are those consistent with Eqs. (43) of Ref.
[140]. For more specifics about the development of the NR simulations, see [3]
3.3.1.1 Outgoing radiation very similar for different NR methods
Following previous (targeted to GW150914) studies [13] as well as in Section 3.2, we compare
the outgoing radiation mode by mode, using an observationally-driven measure: the overlap
or match. The black and grey lines in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the match between the two
simulations’ (RIT-SXS and RIT-GT respectively) (2,2) modes, as a function of the minimum
frequency used in the match. In this calculation, we use a detector noise power spectrum
appropriate to GW170104, and a total mass M = as given in Table 3.2. By increasing
the minimum frequency, we increasingly omit the earliest times in the signal, first eliminating
transient startup effects associated due to finite duration and eventually comparing principally
the merger signals from the two black holes. For comparison, the red, blue, and yellow lines
show the corresponding matches between RIT, SXS, and GT simulations respectively and ef-
fective one body models with identical parameters (faithfulness study). In Figure 3.10, which
illustrates only nonprecessing simulations, these comparisons are made to the nonprecessing
model SEOBNRv4 [11]. In Figure 3.11, which targets the two precessing UIDs, we instead
compare to SEOBNRv3, which approximates some precession effects. For both nonprecessing
and precessing simulations, these figures show that the different NR groups’ simulations pro-
duce similar radiation, with mismatches ≤ 10−3 even at the longest durations considered. By
contrast, comparisons with SEOBNRv4 and SEOBNRv3 show that these models do not repli-
cate our simulations’ results, particularly for precessing binaries. To see a further breakdown
of a mode-to-mode comparison between the different simulations, see [3].
3.3.2 Likelihood of NR and models
For any proposed coalescing binary, characterized by its outgoing radiation as a function of all
directions, we can compute a single quantity to assess its potential similarity to GW170104,
accounting for all possible ways of orienting the source and placing it in the universe: the
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Figure 3.10: For the three nonprecessing UIDs # 1,4,5 in Table 3.2, matches between SXS,
RIT, and SEOBNRv4 (2,2) modes as a function of fmin, using the H1 PSD characterizing data
near GW170104. We also compare with GT runs for UIDs # 4,5. Compare to also to similar
plots for GW150914 [13].
UID lnL(RIT) lnL(SXS) lnL(GT) lnL(SEOB) Model
N100 N118 N140 L3 M120 (at NR)
#1 60.4 61.0 61.0 60.9 - 62.7 v4
#2 61.0 60.9 60.6 60.9 - 61.4 v3
#3 60.4 60.5 60.7 60.7 - 60.4 v3
#4 60.6 60.7 60.8 60.3 60.4 62.2 v4
#5 60.0 60.0 60.1 60.0 59.8 61.2 v4
Table 3.3: Marginalized likelihood of the data: This table shows the results for the 5
simulations when directly compared to the data. For these results, we use the same PSD
adopted in all other calculations, with fmin = 30Hz (i.e. low-frequency cutoff). The first
column is the UID. The second column is the estimated peak log marginalized likelihood
lnL, maximized over binary total mass, for the NR followup simulation. The third column
is the corresponding log marginalized likelihood, using exactly the same intrinsic parameters
(e.g., masses and spins) as maximize the likelihood in the second column, evaluated using a
phenomenological approximate model instead of numerical relativity. The fourth column is
the specific model used: either SEOBNRv3 (for precessing simulations) or SEOBNRv4 (for
nonprecessing simulations). To see more on this parameter estimation method, see [9, 18].
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Figure 3.11: For the two precessing UIDs#2,3 in Table 3.2, matches between SXS, RIT, and
SEOBNRv3 (2,2) modes as a function of fmin as a function of fmin, using the H1 PSD char-
acterizing data near GW170104. In this comparison, the (2, 2) mode of all three simulations
and SEOBNRv3 are extracted relative to the L̂ axis, identified from their common initial
orbital parameters. While these frame identifications are coordinate-dependent for precess-
ing binaries – implying our comparisons here could include both intrinsic disagreement and
systematic error due to (say) overall misalignment – the good agreement shown in Figure 1
of [3] for the equally coordinate-dependent spins suggests that convention-dependent sources
contribute little to the mismatches illustrated here.
NR Label Sim. ID q = m2m1 χ1 χ2 lnL lnL(SEOB) Model
Group (at NR)
RIT a d0_D10.52_q1.3333_a-0.25_n100 0.7500 ( 0, 0, 0 ) ( 0, 0, -0.25 ) 63.0 62.5 v4
GT b (0.0,1.15) 0.8696 ( 0, 0, 0 ) ( 0, 0, 0 ) 62.2 61.5 v4
RIT c q50_a0_a8_th_135_ph_30 0.5000 ( 0, 0, 0 ) ( 0.490, 0.283, -0.566 ) 62.5 60.7 v3
BAM d BAM150914:24 0.8912 ( -0.278, -0.605, -0.085 ) ( 0.151, 0.396, 0.017 ) 62.7 61.0 v3
SXS e SXS:BBH:0052 0.3333 ( 0.001, 0.008, -0.499 ) ( 0.494, 0.073, 0.001 ) 62.3 60.4 v3
Table 3.4: Marginalized likelihood of the data: Selected other simulations: This
table shows the results for several other simulations that particularly match the data well and
the SEOB model results at those parameter points. These simulations are part of the top 15
simulations in lnL. When comparing the NR lnL values here to the ones in Table 3.3, one
can see these to be generally higher i.e. better match the data. When comparing the NR lnL
values to the SEOB at the same points, one sees a consistent lower SEOB lnL value This
implies that these points were not picked for NR Followup due to the lower SEOB lnL value.
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marginalized likelihood (lnLmarg) [22, 9, 18]. To provide a sense of scale, the distribution of
lnLmarg over the posterior distribution including all intrinsic parameters is roughly universal
[9], approximately distributed as lnLmarg,max − χ2/2 where χ2 has d degrees of freedom (i.e.,
a mean value of lnLmarg,max− d/2, and its 90% credible interval is lnLmarg ≥ lnL− x, where
x = 3.89 and x = 6.68 for d = 4 and d = 8, respectively). For each UID and for each proposed
total mass M , direct comparison of our simulations to the data allows us to compute a single
number measuring the quality of fit: the marginalized likelihood Lmarg. The maximum value of
this function (here denoted by L) therefore measures the overall quality of fit. Table 3.3 shows
lnL for the five UIDs simulated here. For comparison, the last column shows L calculated
using an approximate model for the radiation from a coalescing binary. Obviously, if these
approximate models and our simulations agree, then we should find the same result for lnL at
the same parameters. Finally, for context, the peak value of lnL computed using SEOBNRv3
with generic parameters is 63.3. If our simulation parameters are well-chosen (and if both
our simulations and these models are close to true solutions of Einstein’s equations), then this
peak value should be in good agreement with the lnL evaluated using our simulations.
First and foremost, up to Monte Carlo and fitting error, the marginalized likelihoods calcu-
lated with NR agree with each other comparing different resolutions and different approaches
to solve the BBH problem, as required given the high degree of similarity between the un-
derlying simulations. Second, the marginalized likelihoods computed at these proposed points
are substantially below the largest L found with approximate models like SEOBNRv3, except
for UID3. The exception here is due to the differences between the precessing models (lnL
was calculated with SEOB but the parameters were suggested with IMRPhenomPv2), see
Appendix B from [3]. Likewise, the binary parameters at which the peak value of L occurs
for SEOBNRv3 are substantially different from any of the proposed parameters explored here.
This discrepancy suggests that the model-based procedure that we adopted to target our fol-
lowup simulations was not effective at finding the most likely parameters, as measured with
lnL. The poor performance of our targeted followup cannot simply reflect sampling error;
even though the likelihood surface is nearly flat near the peak, so small errors are amplified
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in parameter space, this near-flatness also insures that systematic offsets should produce a
small change in lnL, if the underlying waveform calculations agree, see Appendix B from [3].
Instead, we suspect the biases in L arise because the models only approximate the correct
solution of Einstein’s equations. Third, we confirm our hypothesis in Table 3.4 simply by
demonstrating that other simulations (not performed in followup) fit the data substantially
better than our targeted parameters.
φ φmerger lnL Mz/M
0 0 62.3 54.9
30 19.5 62.5 55.2
60 34.8 62.2 54.1
90 56.5 62.5 54.4
120 98.5 61.6 54.1
150 146.5 60.6 54.5
210 194.7 59.3 55.1
310 294.0 60.4 54.6
A B C RMS
1.23± 0.21 −0.75± 0.15 61.1± 0.15 0.38
Amerger Bmerger Cmerger RMSmerger
1.08± 0.18 −0.47± 0.19 61.1± 0.15 0.37
Table 3.5: The log-likelihood of the NQ50TH135 series [14]. Fittings of the form lnL =
Asin(π/180φ+B) + C is also given for both the initial φ and φmerger.
On the one hand, NR followup simulations guided by the models (as displayed in Table 3.3)
leads to lower marginalized likelihoods (lnL). Conversely, other simulations shown in Table
3.4 produce higher lnL, at points in parameter space where the models predict lower lnL.
This discrepancy suggest the two processes (lnL evaluated with NR and with the models)
favor different regions of parameter space. In particular, Table 3.4, which has one of the
largest values of lnL among all of the (roughly two thousand) simulations available to us,
shows that the top precessing simulation is q50_a0_a8_th_135_ph_30. This simulation has
a mass ratio of 1:2, i.e. q=1/2, where the smaller hole is nonspinning and the larger hole is
spinning with an intrinsic spin magnitude of 0.8 and pointing initially in a direction downwards
with respect to the orbital angular momentum (θ=135 degrees) and an angle of 30 degrees
from the line joining the two black holes (φ=30 degrees). This simulation belongs to a family
of 6 simulations performed in Ref. [14] labeled as NQ50TH135PH[0,30,60,90,120,150]. Those
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Figure 3.12: The log-likelihood of the NQ50TH135 series [14] assuming a period of 2π versus
initial angle (top panel) and merger angle (bottom panel.) Data (red) and fits (blue) are given
in Table 3.5.
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runs, supplemented by two control runs with angles φ = 200, 310 we performed for this work
originally from [3] are displayed in Figure 3.12 versus the lnL for this GW170104 event. The
lower panels plots all those simulation with respect to their φ-angle at merger as defined in
Ref. [14] and given in Table XXI in that paper. The continuous curve provide a fit (detailed
in Table 3.5) for such values as reference and an estimate of the maximum value located near
the phi=30 simulation. For a further discussion on how this sensitivity to the orientation can
be used more broadly with similar simulations, see [3]
3.4 Impact of subdominant modes on the interpretation of gravitational-
wave signals from heavy binary black hole systems
3.4.1 Gravitational Wave Model
For a discussion of the parameters that described a GW, see Section 1.1.2. As is discussed in
Section 1.3.1.1, it is common practice to introduce a complex gravitational-wave strain






h`m(t− tc;~λ)−2Y`m(ι, φc, ) , (3.4.4)
which is subsequently decomposed into a basis of spin-weighted spherical harmonics −2Y`m.
Here ~λ ≡ (q,M, χ1z, χ2z) is used to denote the signal’s dependence on the intrinsic parameters,
ι is the inclination angle between the orbital angular momentum of the binary and line-of-
sight to the detector, tc is the coalescence time, and φc is the orbital phase at coalescence.
Most gravitational waveform models make predictions for the modes h`m(t), from which the




F+ (ra, dec, ψ)h+(t; tc, ι, φc, ~λ)+
1
r
F× (ra, dec, ψ)h×(t; tc, ι, φc, ~λ) , (3.4.5)
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is readily assembled. The signal’s dependence on four additional extrinsic parameters are the
polarization angle (ψ), the luminosity distance to the source’s center-of-mass (r), and sky
location determined by the right ascension (ra) and declination (dec). The antenna patterns
F(+,×) project the GW’s +- and ×-polarization states, h(+,×), into the detector’s frame. We
shall use ~Λ ≡ (ra, dec, ψ, r, tc, ι, φc, ~λ) to denote the signal’s dependence on all 11 parameters
defining the problem.
Until recently, all spinning IMR models had set h`m = 0 except for the dominant h2,±2
quadrupole modes. The expectation had been that higher modes won’t substantially affect
parameter inference for the O2 gravitational-wave observations, which are characterized by
low SNRs and mostly face-on events of near-equal mass [156, 142, 129].
Over the past year or so, three new aligned-spin IMR models have been built to include non-
quadropole modes: (i) a phenomenological frequency-domain model, IMRPhenomHM [47],
includes the (`, |m|) = (2, 2), (3, 3), (4, 4), (2, 1), (3, 2), (4, 3) modes; (ii) an effective-one-body
time-domain model, SEOBNRv4HM [42], includes a similar set of (`, |m|) = (2, 2), (3, 3), (4, 4),
(5, 5), (2, 1) modes; (iii) a time-domain surrogate model for hybridized nonprecessing numerical
relativity waveforms, NRHybSur3dq8 [57], includes all of the ` ≤ 4 and (5, 5) spin-weighted
spherical harmonic modes but not the (4, 1) or (4, 0) modes.
Our study will use NRHybSur3dq8 as it both includes the most modes and is expected
to be more accurate when evaluated within its training region (cf. Fig 6 from Ref. [57]) of
mass ratio q ≤ 8, and |χ1z|, |χ2z| ≤ 0.8. For the 20 Hz starting frequency considered here, this
model is valid for the entire LIGO band for stellar mass binaries with total masses as low as
2.25M. We evaluate the model through the Python package GWSurrogate 2 [158, 53]. The
GWSurrogate package provides direct access to the GW’s harmonic modes h`m(t) appearing
in the sum (3.4.4).
By comparing to NR, Ref. [57] has computed the NRHybSur3dq8 model’s mismatches
(averaged over many points on the sky) as a function of total mass using the Advanced LIGO
design sensitivity noise curve. For the 120M total mass systems predominantly used in
2We use GWsurrogate version 0.9.{4,5}, which exactly agrees with the lalsimulation [157] implementation
of the NRHybSur3dq8 model.
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our studies, the single-detector mismatches have a median value of 1 × 10−5. A sufficient
condition for two waveform models (in this case NR and NRHybSur3dq8) to be considered




where M is the mismatch and ρ is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Here D is an unknown
constant that is sometimes associated with the number of model parameters [162], with D = 4
for our spinning BBHmodel. Furthermore, if the likelihood can be approximated by a Gaussian
then an expression for D can be obtained in terms of a chi-squared distribution with 4 degrees
of freedom [163]. Using this value for D and a typical mismatch value quoted above, we find
that the NRHybSur3dq8 model will give robust parameter estimates so long as ρ . 450. Even
using pessimistic values (D = 1 and the 95th percentile of mismatch errors 7× 10−5) we find
that NR and our model will be indistinguishable according to Eq. (3.4.6) so long as ρ . 85.
For context, we note that in the first and second observing runs most BBH signals had a
network SNR of about 15 and spanning a range of 10 to 30. In the upcoming observing run we
would expect typical BBH SNRs to be between 10 and roughly 40, based on the cumulative
distribution of the loudest SNR ρ among n identified events ([1 − (ρ/10)3]n using a fiducial
value n = 30). We caution the reader that in practice the condition in Eq. (3.4.6) should
only be taken as a rough estimate. For instance, it features an unknown constant D while
the NR waveforms themselves have small, systematic sources of error that would prevent any
model to claim indistinguishability from general relativity beyond estimates of this systematic
error [78]. Finally, the definition of “indistinguishable" is not synonymous with “identical
posterior distributions". Indeed, Figure 3.16 shows that even for simple systems at low SNR,
which easily satisfy Eq. (3.4.6), there can be noticeable discrepancies between the recovered
posteriors. For example, using a single interferometer the mismatch between `max = 5 and
`max = 2 models for a non-spinning, equal-mass system is 0.0021, and so Eq. (3.4.6) is satisfied
at SNRs less than 30.
Due to the absence of higher-mode models for spinning BBH systems until recently, previ-
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ous parameter-inference studies that have focused on the information content available higher
modes have either used quadrupole-only (recovery) models or leveraged the Fisher matrix
framework. For high-accuracy, high-SNR scenarios involving the 3-detector network neither of
these are fully sufficient. For example, with the quadrupole-only model the reference (“true")
posterior will not be possible to compute in principle. Additionally, some of these models
may have modeling errors in the dominant mode that could become noticeable at high SNR
[164, 2, 165].
3.4.2 Bayesian Inference
See [22, 102, 1] papers, Chapter 2, and Section 1.3 for technical details of the PE used in this
section. To achieve rapid turnaround times, we use the new GPU-accelerated implementation
of ILE [102]. Working on the CARNiE cluster, which includes 15 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU-
enabled nodes, our current configuration completes each of the binary black hole analyses
presented in this work in about 15 to 20 hours. When using all 15 GPUs, a single ILE step
for an SNR=30 case takes about 1 hour to finish.
Following the RIFT algorithm [1], we iteratively construct an approximation to the like-
lihood by generating and drawing from approximate posterior distributions, until our poste-
rior distribution converges. At each iteration, the likelihood is approximated using Gaussian
process regression with a squared-exponential kernel, with hyperparameters tuned to the like-
lihood evaluations available at that iteration. In this work, we present PE result from sources
listed in Table 3.6. All synthetic datasets use PSDs generated from data near GW170814 [166],
when all three detectors were operational, and are created with zero noise realizations. Specif-
ically the synthetic detector data is exactly equal to the expected response due to our GW
source. Since detector noise is assumed to be colored Gaussian noise with zero mean, using
zero noise with the likelihood defined in Eq. 2.1.2 makes our analysis equivalent to an average
over an ensemble of analyses which use infinitely many noise realizations [129]. For all runs,
fmin and fmax from Eq. 1.1.9 are 20 Hz and 2000 Hz, respectively.
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3.4.3 Intrinsic-parameter biases
Each synthetic dataset includes an injected signal from the expected response at each detector
due to our GW source using the NRHybSur3dq8 model and including all of the surrogate’s
available `max = 5 modes (this model only include the (5,5) and excludes the (4,±1) and (4,0)
modes). The model generates a waveform such that the instantaneous initial frequency of
the (2, 2) mode has a frequency of 8 Hz, which ensures the (5, 5) mode’s instantaneous initial
frequency is out-of-band. We taper the beginning and end portions of the waveform to avoid
artificial oscillations in the Fourier domain. In particular, since NR waveforms (and therefore
the NRHybSur3dq8 model) do not go to zero by the end of the simulation, we have found it
necessary to taper the last portion of the ringdown signal.
We adopt conventional mass and distance priors, uniform in detector-frame mass and in
the cube of the luminosity distance. For our nonprecessing spins, we adopt a uniform prior
for χi,z ∈ [−0.9, 0.9]. Section 3.4.4.1 considers the effect of using an alternative spin prior in
the context of high SNR events.
Each of the following subsections describe a set of related runs, varying one of the problems’
parameters at a time. For each source configuration, we present parameter estimates recovered
using all of the available higher modes `max = 5 (we may sometimes refer to this as the “true" or
reference posterior) and compare with posteriors recovered using the same model restricted to
only the `max = 2 modes (using |m| = {2, 1}). In Sections 3.4.3.1 (q = 1), 3.4.3.2 (q = 4), and
3.4.3.3 (q = 7) we vary the spin configurations of χ1z = χ2z = {−0.8,−0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 0.8} while
keeping the network SNR fixed at 30 3. For this sequence of runs, our choice of inclination
angle, ι = 3π/4, is neither face-on nor edge-on, but rather constitutes a “general" configuration.
In Section 3.4.3.4 we consider varying the SNR to explore its effect on marginalized posterior
distributions.
It is known that the contribution of subdominant modes towards the signal’s power in-
creases as the inclination angle is increased from a face-on (ι = 0) to an edge-on (ι = π/2)
3Given a fixed starting frequency, systems with their BH component spins (anti-)aligned with the orbital
angular momentum will be (shorter) longer. As a result, to achieve a fixed SNR the spin (anti-)aligned systems
must be place located (closer) farther as compared to a reference non-spinning system.
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ID# ι q M (M) χ1z χ2z SNR
1 π/4 2.267 127.1 0.72 0.0 30
2 3π/4 1.00 120.0 -0.80 -0.80 30
3 3π/4 1.00 120.0 -0.50 -0.50 30
4 3π/4 1.00 120.0 0.0 0.0 10,30,70
5 3π/4 1.00 120.0 0.50 0.50 30
6 3π/4 1.00 120.0 0.80 0.80 30
7 3π/4 4.00 120.0 -0.8 -0.8 30
8 3π/4 4.00 120.0 -0.5 -0.5 10,30,70
9 3π/4 4.00 120.0 0.0 0.0 30
10 3π/4 4.00 120.0 0.5 0.5 30
11 3π/4 4.00 120.0 0.8 0.8 30
12 3π/4 7.00 120.0 -0.8 -0.8 30
13 3π/4 7.00 120.0 -0.5 -0.5 30
14 3π/4 7.00 120.0 0.0 0.0 30
15 3π/4 7.00 120.0 0.5 0.5 30
16 3π/4 7.00 120.0 0.8 0.8 30
Table 3.6: Parameters of synthetic sources: This table shows the parameters of all the
synthetic sources used in this paper. ι is the inclination angle between the line of sight of the
observer and the total angular momentum vector, q is the mass ratio defined with q > 1 (see
Eq. 1.1.21), M is the detector-frame total mass, and χ∗ are the components of the normalized
spins (see Eq. 1.1.23). As we use a non-precessing model, we set all of the in-plane spin
components to 0. All luminosity distances are set such that the network signal-to-noise ratio
achieves the value specified under the SNR column. For example, in our q = 7 sequence the
most extreme values of spin, χeff = −0.8 and χeff = 0.8, are located at 181.4720 Mpc and
452.5185 Mpc, respectively. This large discrepancy in distance is due to the orbital hangup
effect and is explained in greater detail in Figure 11 of [4]. Other extrinsic parameters are
fixed to the following values: right ascension is RA=0.0, declination is DEC=1.5707963, and
the polarization angle is ψ = π/4.
configuration. As such, we expect our observed biases to be larger (smaller) when compared
to a face-on (edge-on) system at the same network SNR value. This general expectation was
recently confirmed by Kalaghatgi et al. [167], where the importance of subdominant modes for
non-spinning systems was quantified by systematically varying the inclination angle across a
range of values. In our study we have instead fixed the inclination angle to a value typical of
an O2 event [15] while systematically exploring the impact due to spin. As such our results
are complementary to those of Ref. [167].
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3.4.3.1 q=1
We first look at a set of equal mass runs with the different spin configurations mentioned above.
It is well known that the relative power of subdominant harmonic modes are minimized for
equal mass BBH systems, so these cases are expected to minimize bias. Previous studies [156,
142, 144, 129] have either found negligible bias (for face-on systems), small bias (for edge-on
systems), or quoted results averaged over the source orientation where again only very small
biases were found. At the time of these studies [156, 142, 144, 129], however, there were no
recovery models for near-equal mass spinning BBH systems including subdominant modes so
these results were only suggestive. Here we confirm the general expectation of smaller bias at
q = 1, while also making more precise the nature of the bias by comparing the true posterior
to the approximate one found with `max = 2 modes only. For example, in all cases the true
posterior’s peak is located at q = 1, while some of the biased posteriors have a non-negligible
offset often peaking closer to q ∼ 1.25. From Figure 3.13 we also observe noticeable shifts in
the posteriors 90% confidence region for anti-aligned configurations.
Figure 3.13 shows the posterior distributions of the intrinsic parameters for all the different
spin configurations. The solid lines represent runs that were done with `max = 2 modes, and
the dashed lines represent runs that include all available `max = 5. For each run, there is some
degree of difference between the `max = 2 and `max = 5 runs. As anticipated by Ref. [144],
which used a non-Bayesian approach and a single detector, this discrepancy between the two
distributions become more extreme as the spins increase toward negative spin. For example,
for negative spins there are noticeable shifts in the M vs χeff posteriors. We emphasize that
even for the simplest case (equal mass and zero spin), differences between the two results are
visible. Although parameter recovery is not biased in the sense that all of the injection values
lie within their 90% confidence regions, it is also clear from the figure that the median recovered
using all subdominant modes is almost always closer to the injection value. This is contrary to
the general expectation that subdominant modes are largely irrelevant for equal-mass systems
[156, 142, 129]. Section 3.4.3.4 explores how different network SNRs affect the bias for these
systems; Appendix 3.4.5 follows up on the curious differences seen in the simplest case of zero
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We next increase our set of sources to q = 4, a configuration that is most relevant to
GW190412-like events. Similar to the q = 1 case, as far as we are aware, the existing litera-
ture for parameter estimation is comprised of results for non-spinning recovery models [156],
results for near-equal mass without multi-mode recovery models [129], or Fisher matrix-based
studies [142, 144]. None of those studies consider the 3-detector network configuration and a
multi-modal recovery model with fully Bayesian inference. At larger mass ratios, our study
confirms the general expectations described in Ref. [144], although the observed bias is often
even larger than expected; compare to the typical errors indicated by corresponding green,
red, and blue curves in Figure 6 of Ref. [144] for our fiducial mass. We also are able to more
carefully quantify the nature of the bias by comparing to the true posteriors. In particular,
similar to the q = 1 systems just considered, neglecting subdominant modes consistently shifts
the posterior towards more extreme anti-aligned spin configurations with lighter total mass.
Figure 3.14 shows the posterior distributions for χeff vs q and χeff vsM for all the different
spin configurations. The solid lines again represent runs that were done with `max = 2 modes,
and the dashed lines represent runs that include all available `max = 5. Similar to Section
3.4.3.1, we again see that the differences become more extreme as the spins increase toward
negative spin. Comparing the same spin configures between q = 1 and q = 4 runs, it is
clear that increasing the mass ratio dramatically increases the bias between the non-HM and
HM runs. In particular, there are now many cases where parameter estimates recovered with
`max = 2 modes do not lie within their 90% confidence regions. Looking at the two-dimensional
posteriors, for example, shows many cases where either the `max = 2 posterior either does not
contain the injection value or it is noticeably shifted from the true posterior. By comparison,
in almost all of the `max = 5 cases, the marginal posteriors almost perfectly peak at the true
parameters. One notable exception is the χeff = −0.8 case (the purple distributions in Figure
3.14) where the true parameters seem to lie just inside the 90% confidence region. We suspect
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Figure 3.13: Non-HM and HM runs for q=1 spin set, with SNR=30 and M=120:
The first five rows show the M, q, χeff , χ1z, χ2z one-dimensional marginal distributions, where
among this set of figures each column corresponds to a different synthetic source recovered
with either all `max = 5 modes (dashed line) or `max = 2 modes (solid line). Our figures are
organized such that the injected spin is systematically increased from left to right, where the
synthetic source runs are ID2 (χeff = −.8), ID3 (χeff = −.5), ID4 (χeff = 0), ID5 (χeff = .5),
and ID6 (χeff = .8). In each figure’s title, we report the median value and the 90% confidence
intervals of the marginalized 1D distribution for the `max = 2 (left) and `max = 5 (right) cases.
A solid black vertical line denotes the true parameter value. The final bottom row corresponds
to the joint distributions for q vs χeff , M vs χeff , and χ1,z vs χ2,z for all five injections.
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this is due to a combination of (i) the injection being very close to the boundaries of the
prior and (ii) the posterior for a χeff = −0.8 injection is much wider than the corresponding
χeff = 0.8 value, which does not show this unexpected behavior.
3.4.3.3 q=7
Finally, we analyze sources with q = 7. Figure 3.15 shows the posterior distributions of the
intrinsic parameters for all the different spin configurations. The solid lines again represent
runs that were done with `max = 2 modes, and the dashed lines represent runs that include
all available `max = 5. As expected and consistent with the trend seen in the previous two
subsections, we see substantial biases are often introduced inM, q and χeff if higher modes are
omitted, especially for systems with large negative spin. Only the higher-mode model is able
to make reliable parameter estimates, except for the large, positive spin configurations where a
quadrupole-only model continues to do reasonably well. In some cases the the biased posterior
doesn’t even overlap with the true one, which would be problematic for likelihood-reweighting
techniques [168], which require similar posterior distributions.
Somewhat unexpectedly, however, is that the χ1 = χ2 = 0.8 system’s posterior shows
almost no effect from neglecting subdominant modes; any effect that is present is smaller
than the corresponding equal-mass system with χ1 = χ2 = −0.8. We believe this can be
explained by the orbital hangup effect [169], whereby given two otherwise identical systems
the one with larger aligned spin will experience more orbits before merger. Consequently,
the χ1 = χ2 = 0.8 configuration will have more in-band cycles, and subdominant modes are
known to be suppressed during the inspiral phase. We briefly elaborate on this effect in the
conclusions.
3.4.3.4 Effect of Network SNR on Biases
In the previous subsections, it was shown that a significant bias exists at SNR=30, even for
the simplest systems. This subsection is dedicated to investigating how the SNR affects the
bias. Here we use all the different SNR runs from ID4 and ID8 in Table 3.6. Figures 3.16
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Figure 3.14: Non-HM and HM runs for q=4 spin set, with SNR=30 and M=120:
The first five rows show the M, q, χeff , χ1z, χ2z one-dimensional marginal distributions, where
among this set of figures each column corresponds to a different synthetic source recovered
with either all `max = 5 modes (dashed line) or `max = 2 modes (solid line). Our figures are
organized such that the injected spin is systematically increased from left to right, where the
synthetic source runs are ID7 (χeff = −.8), ID8 (χeff = −.5), ID9 (χeff = 0), ID10 (χeff = .5),
and ID11 (χeff = .8). In each figure’s title, we report the median value and the 90% confidence
intervals of the marginalized 1D distribution for the `max = 2 (left) and `max = 5 (right) cases.
A solid black vertical line denotes the true parameter value. The final bottom row corresponds
to the joint distributions for q vs χeff , M vs χeff , and χ1,z vs χ2,z for all five injections.
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Figure 3.15: Non-HM and HM runs for q=7 spin set, with SNR=30 and M=120:
The first five rows show the M, q, χeff , χ1z, χ2z one-dimensional marginal distributions, where
among this set of figures each column corresponds to a different synthetic source recovered
with either all `max = 5 modes (dashed line) or `max = 2 modes (solid line). Our figures
are organized such that the injected spin is systematically increased from left to right, where
the synthetic source runs are ID12 (χeff = −.8), ID13 (χeff = −.5), ID14 (χeff = 0), ID15
(χeff = .5), and ID16 (χeff = .8). In each figure’s title, we report the median value and
the 90% confidence intervals of the marginalized 1D distribution for the `max = 2 (left) and
`max = 5 (right) cases. A solid black vertical line denotes the true parameter value. The final
bottom row corresponds to the joint distributions for q vs χeff , M vs χeff , and χ1,z vs χ2,z for
all five injections.
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and 3.17 show the posterior distributions for ID4 and ID8 respectively. As the SNR increases,
the posteriors become more precise for both the non-HM and HM results (i.e., the statistical
errors get smaller). However, the HM results converge on the true parameters while the non-
HM results converge to a point offset from the true parameter (i.e., the systematic errors
remain the same size and will dominate the statistical uncertainties). As GW detectors get
more sensitive, the need for HM will become paramount even for the simplest of events. More
sensitive detectors will potentially bring into view more exotic configurations at low SNRs
which can also be problematic. For example, the weakest q = 4, χeff = −0.5 system has
noticeable bias. This could be anticipated by noting that the mismatch between `max = 5 and
`max = 2 models at this injection value is 0.06989 and so Eq. (3.4.6) is not satisfied.
One particularly challenging configuration was the loudest q = 4, χeff = −0.5 system shown
in Figure 3.17 (solid blue). In particular, the posterior recovered with the `max = 2 model
shows evidence for a secondary peak widely separated from the primary one. We checked this
unexpected feature by directly comparing the values of the likelihood in a small neighborhood
around both peaks. The presence of these two widely-separated peaks proved to be challenging
for the current implementation of the ILE/RIFT algorithm, which uses a single interpolant of
the log-likelihood surface. As a result, running this case took a significantly longer time while
also achieving a comparatively lower accuracy, where the accuracy is quantified by the effective
number of adaptive Monte Carlo samples. This case underscores that for high SNR events
the omission of subdominant modes can introduce highly complex likelihood surfaces, and
prove challenging to explore accurately. Within the RIFT framework, a recently implemented
Gaussian Mixture Model sampler is expected to more efficiently sample from complicated
likelihood surfaces. This case also demonstrates how incorrect models can accidentally yield
good recovery of some parameters: the marginalized posterior for χ2 (solid blue curve) looks
remarkably accurate around the primary peak despite the joint posterior (bottom right panel)
being nowhere near the true value.
To quantify the bias between the non-HM and HM runs, we consider two commonly used
measures of bias: (i) classifying the recovery of a particular parameter as biased if the injected
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Figure 3.16: Non-HM and HM runs for a q=1, M=120, and zero-spin source (ID4),
for different SNRs: The first five rows show theM, q, χeff , χ1z, χ2z one-dimensional marginal
distributions, where among this set of figures each column corresponds to a different synthetic
source recovered with either all `max = 5 modes (dashed line) or `max = 2 modes (solid line).
Our figures are organized such that the signal’s network SNR is systematically varied as 10
(orange), 30 (green), and 70 (blue), corresponding to the left, middle, and right columns,
respectively. A solid black vertical line denotes the true parameter value. The final bottom
row corresponds to the joint distributions for q vs χeff , M vs χeff , and χ1,z vs χ2,z for all three
injections.
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Figure 3.17: Non-HM and HM runs for a q=4, M=120, and χeff = -0.5 source
(ID8), for different SNRs: The first five rows show the M, q, χeff , χ1z, χ2z one-dimensional
marginal distributions, where among this set of figures each column corresponds to a different
synthetic source recovered with either all `max = 5 modes (dashed line) or `max = 2 modes
(solid line). Our figures are organized such that the signal’s network SNR is systematically
varied as 10 (orange), 30 (green), and 70 (blue), corresponding to the left, middle, and right
columns, respectively. A solid black vertical line denotes the true parameter value. The final
bottom row corresponds to the joint distributions for q vs χeff , M vs χeff , and χ1,z vs χ2,z for
all three injections.
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parameter value is outside of the 90% confidence region and (ii) the Jensen-Shannon divergence
(JSD) between the different parameter distributions. Given two probability distributions p(x)
and g(x), the JSD is defined as




DKL(p | s) +DKL(g | s)
)
, (3.4.7)
where s = 1/2(p+ g) and








is the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) between the distributions p and g, measured in bits.
For context, this is the same calculation the LVC performed in [15] to quantify the agreement
between different models. When measured in bits, the JSD is bounded below by 0. For a sense
of scale, the KL divergence between two one-dimensional Gaussians with identical standard
deviations but differing means µ1, µ2 is (µ1 − µ2)2/2σ2 ln 2; inverting, JSD = 0.2 corresponds
to µ1 − µ2 ' 0.5σ.
Figure 3.18 shows the JSD vs SNR and the simple “bias classifier" for both the ID4 and
ID8 runs, respectively. Following the discussion in the LSC’s recently published Gravitational-
Wave Transient Catalog [15] (cf. Appendix 2.B), we consider two marginalized posteriors to be
sufficiently different (i.e. biased) if the JSD is greater than ≈ 0.15. This number corresponds to
a SNR ' 30 for non-spinning, equal-mass binaries; SNR ' 10 at q = 4 and χ1z = χ2z = −0.5.
Since subdominant modes become more important at larger mass ratios and more negative
values of χeff , the quoted SNRs provide convenient lower bounds for similar systems. For
example, we expect HMs will also affect the posterior for systems with SNRs ≥ 30 and q > 1,
χeff ≤ 0 (similar to ID4); for systems with SNRs ≥ 10 and q > 4, χeff ≤ −0.5 (similar to ID8).
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Figure 3.18: The importance of higher modes for loud signals: bias vs SNR: These
panels show the JSD vs SNR for source ID4 (left panel) and ID8 (right panel). Different
markers indicate which one-dimensional marginal distribution was used to evaluate the JSD,
which are depicted in Figures (3.16) and (3.17) for ID4 and ID8, respectively. The dashed hor-
izontal blue line demarcates a commonly used threshold for unacceptably large bias. Markers
colored in red indicate that the true value falls outside the 90% credible interval region for the
`max = 2 case (significant bias in the recovered parameter value), while those colored in green
indicate the opposite. For `max = 5, the true value is almost always within the 90% credible
interval region except the parameter q in the q = 1 case, where the true value lies at the edge;
despite not being in the he 90% credible interval the marginalized distribution for q obtains
its maximum value at q = 1 (cf. row 2 of Figure 3.16). Markers in gray indicate the JSD for
the final remnant masses and spins.
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3.4.4 Discussion
3.4.4.1 Effect of Different Spin Priors
Besides the impact of sub-dominant modes, the ability to accurately measure the spin pa-
rameters is also influenced by the choice in spin prior [170], which is not well-informed by
astrophysical observations or source population models. In our study, we have used a prior
which is uniform in χz (P1). However, many of the LVC’s analysis assume a prior that is
uniform in spin magnitude, |~χ|, and on the 2-sphere, which, for our non-precessing model,
would induce a prior by projection of ~χ along the orbital angular momentum vector (P2).
When assuming this spin prior, the peak of the PDF of the individual component spins will
strongly favor zero. To see how these two significantly different priors affect the ability to
measure the spins, we compare posteriors for two runs ID2 and ID6 with SNR= 30 assuming
the two different priors. Figure 3.19 shows the individual χ∗z spins as well as the effective spin
χeff for each spin prior. Despite using a strong source, all spin parameters are significantly
perturbed by the prior choice, similar to results found in previous work [170].
3.4.4.2 Consequences of biases for remnant properties and consistency tests
Using the posterior distributions of the BBH system’s component masses and spins one can
compute the remnant mass, Mf , and spin, af of the final (merged) black hole. The values
of (Mf , af ) are interesting in their own right as they can be used to infer a population of
astrophysical compact objects that formed through the merger of a BBH system. Another use
of (Mf , af ) is to test the consistency of general relativity by predicting these remnant values
found from (i) the post-merger portion of the signal which is described by a ringdown signal
characterized entirely by (Mf , af ) and (ii) the inspiral portion of the signal where we compute
the BBH system’s component values and, using numerical relativity, arrive at an alternative
estimate of (Mf , af ). If general relativity correctly describes the system’s entire evolution, we
should expect the remnant values found through each to be mutually consistent [171]. A closely
related test uses the remnant values computed with the inspiral-only portion of the signal to
infer the expected quasi-normal mode (QNM) of ringdown signal, and then comparing this
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Figure 3.19: The effect of priors on spin measurability: Individual and effective spin
parameter recovery assuming two different priors, using synthetic datasets ID2 (q = 1, χeff =
−.8) and ID6 (q = 1, χeff = .8) with SNR= 30. The dashed curve represents the results using
a prior that assumes uniform spin magnitudes in χz (P1; uniform prior), and the dotted curve
represents the results using a prior that assumes uniform spin magnitudes in ~χ (P2; aligned
spin z prior). Despite the high value of SNR used here, we observe that the choice of prior
has a significant influence on the recovered posteriors.
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predicted QNM spectrum with the QNMs estimated directly from the ringdown-only portion
of the data [171]. A different, but related, set of tests of the no-hair theorem also benefit from
the inclusion of both higher harmonics and as well as quasinormal mode overtones [172].
All of these studies require accurate measurement of the system’s remnant masses and
spins. For example, unacceptably large bias in these quantities could provide misleading
evidence for failed GR consistency tests, unless the quadrupole-only pre-merger and post-
merger models make a serendipitously incorrect inference of the remnant properties (i.e., both
models are incorrect but in a consistent manner).
In this subsection we explore bias in the remnant properties implied by the posterior
distributions computed in Section 3.4.3 as the SNR increases. We compute the remnant mass
and spin magnitude by evaluating the high-accuracy fitting formula provided by the surfinBH
Python package [173] on the posteriors computed using `max = 5 and `max = 2 recovery
waveform models.
As the first example, where we expect minimal bias, we consider the q = 1, zero-spin source
system (ID4) whose posterior distributions for SNRs= {10, 30, 70} are reported in Figure 3.16
from which we compute remnant posteriors in Figure 3.20 (left set of figures). While the
true remnant values are contained within all of the joint posteriors’s 90% credible region, we
begin to see modest bias indicating impact from the higher-modes when the signal’s strength
reaches an SNR value of 70. This is quantified in Figure 3.18 which shows the Jensen-Shannon
divergence for Mf and af are 0.24 and 0.17, respectively. For context, values above 0.15 are
typically considered to reflect non-negligible bias [15]. At all values of the SNR, we find the
`max = 5 posterior more tightly constrains the true values.
Figure 3.20 also shows a similar sequence for the q = 4, χeff = -0.5 source (ID8) where
now the true remnant values are no longer contained within the 90% credible intervals by
SNR=30. As seen from Figure 3.18, the JS divergence is already close to, or greater than,
0.15 at SNR=10. This suggests that higher modes are very important when estimating the
remnant values from such systems, and neglecting them would incorrectly lead to a failure
of the IMR consistency test for essentially any event we might conceivably observe similar to
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ID8.
3.4.4.3 Consequences of biases on population reconstruction
In a second and more qualitative example of the impact of parameter biases due to neglect
of physics, we consider astrophysical inference for the mass, mass ratio and spin distribution
of coalescing BHs. For example, consider an SNR=30, zero-spin BBH event with q = 4. As
illustrated by the green curves in Figure 3.14, inferences which neglect HMs would deduce
negative effective spin (and a more extreme mass ratio). A single source with definitively
negative χeff would be interpreted as a strong indication for dynamical formation in samples
of less than several hundred mergers. Such biased inferences for high-amplitude sources could
thus be misinterpreted to support qualitatively different formation channels (e.g., dynamical
formation) than supported by the true parameters, which are well-characterized by multimodal
PE.
More typically, parameter biases due to model incompleteness enter more insidiously into
astrophysical inference, since population inference relies on combining information from mul-
tiple sources and since systematic biases impact all sources at a similar level. Following [111],
we estimate that parameter biases ∆x = xtrue − xmedian will be significant for a population
of N sources if the bias can be identified in the population mean by stacking observations:






N where σstat and σastro are the statistical error
in x and the width of the astrophysical distribution of x, respectively. In terms of the JSD
we anticipate that systematic differences in waveforms must produce a change in posteriors
less than JSD = 0.15/N to have no effect on population inference. Our examples show that
even for zero-spin (but unequal-mass) binaries, inferences about the mass ratio, total mass,
and effective spin in moderate-SNR sources can be significantly biased by the lack of HOMs.
If a population of unequal mass-ratio binaries exist and has a spin distribution qualitatively
similar to the seemingly low-spin BH population identified in O2, even inferences drawn from
a handful of observations could be noticeably biased about BH masses and spins.
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Figure 3.20: Effect of higher-order modes on remnant values and IMR consistency
tests: These panels show marginal distributions for remnant properties of the redshifted mass,
Mf , and spin, af , for a non-spinning, q = 1 source (ID4; left panels) and χeff = −0.5, q = 4
source (ID8; right panels). Our figures are organized such that the signal’s network SNR
is systematically varied as 10 (orange), 30 (green), and 70 (blue), corresponding to the left,
middle, and right columns of each panel.
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3.4.4.4 A GW170729-like source
While much of our focus has been on fiducial BBH systems, it is also interesting to consider
sources that are similar to events from the most recent observing run. In this subsection, we
analyze a synthetic source that has parameters (cf. ID1 in Table 3.6) similar to GW170729,
one of the more interesting events from O2. As mentioned in [15] and [167], the SNR of
GW170729 was ∼ 12. However, to better highlight the importance of HMs for this event, we
instead consider a GW170729-like event located at a distance such that the SNR is 30. For
consistency with other synthetic events analyzed throughout this paper, we set χeff = 0.5 as
its true value, which is near the upper end of the 90% credible interval t [174]. Note that
although χeff = 0.5, we now have χ1z 6= χ2z = 0. We continue using a uniform spin magnitude
in χz as our spin prior.
Figure 3.21 shows the posterior distributions for the runs that include only `max = 2 (solid
lines) and include all the `max = 5 (dashed lines). As with all the results in Section 3.4.3, we
see a significant bias between the two runs in all the parameters. For example, we see that the
`max = 5 model does a much better job at recovering the individual spin components as well as
placing somewhat tighter constraints on the spin of the larger BH, χ1z. Interestingly, we see
a similar shift in q and χeff that was observed in a recent re-analysis of the actual GW170729
event [174]. As our detectors continue to get more sensitive, we will increasingly see events
with parameter and SNR values similar to the synthetic source ID1 considered here.
3.4.4.5 Measuring individual black hole spins
It is well known that while individual spins are difficult to measure, the effective spin parame-
ter, χeff , is much better constrained. A recent study [175] systematically explored this question
in the context of a single gravitational-wave detector by using the quadrapole-only SEOBNRv2
model [54, 39]. The general conclusion of this work (see Figures 1 and 4 of Ref. [175]) is that
individual spins are poorly constrained. For equal-mass systems, it was found that the spin
measurements are constrained only by the Kerr limit and so only near-extremal spins can be
constrained as the posterior will run up against the prior. Furthermore, as the mass ratio
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Figure 3.21: GW170729-like event: Posterior plots for the ID1 run: q = 2.267, M(M) =
127.1, χ1z = 0.72, χ2z = 0.0, SNR= 30. The solid and dashed lines represent the `max = 2
and `max = 5 runs respectively. When including HM, we are able to improve the recovery of
individual spin components. We also see a significant shift in the q and χeff distributions.
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increases, the spin of the larger blackhole is better constrained while the smaller black hole’s
spin remains unconstrained. Finally, this general picture remains unchanged across a wide
range of total masses, including the values we have focused on in our paper.
In this subsection, we revisit the results from Section 3.4.3 but now briefly comment on
our ability to measure the individual component spins using the full three-detector network
with a our multi-mode recovery model.
Unfortunately, as anticipated in Ref. [175], the inclusion of subdominant modes does not
qualitatively change the situation. This is visually and quantitatively evident for equal mass
(cf. Figure 3.13), q = 4 (cf. Figure 3.14), and q = 7 (cf. Figure 3.15) systems, all of which
have a network SNR of 30. Here we see that while the inclusion of subdominant modes
(dashed lines) dramatically reduces the bias in recovering χeff , χ1, and χ2, the size of the 90%
confidence intervals (shown in the figure’s title) are mostly unaffected. A similar conclusion
can be reached by comparing the joint distributions for χ1 vs χ2 (bottom right panels in
Figures 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15) recovered with `max = 2 and `max = 5 recovery models.
Thus we conclude that, at least for the configurations considered here, including subdom-
inant modes in our waveform recovery model will reduce bias in the both the effective spin
and individual spin components, but does relatively little to better constrain them.
3.4.5 Appendix: Follow up on the significance of higher modes for equal
mass, zero spin, SNR= 10 case
As pointed out in Sections 3.4.3.4, there seems to be significant differences between the `max =
5 and `max = 2 runs for the equal mass, zero spin, SNR= 10 case, which runs contrary to
several previous studies that had implied that HM would have minimal impact at low SNR
for comparable-mass binaries.
To better understand our results, we perform a complementary analysis under the as-
sumption of zero spin (i.e. lay out a grid only in Mtot, q), allowing us to directly evaluate the
marginal likelihood versus the two remaining binary parameters. Figure 3.22 shows the results
of both the `max = 5 and `max = 2 results. We continue to observe notable differences between
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Figure 3.22: Reanalysis of equal mass, zero spin, SNR= 10: This corner plot shows the
reanalyses of a equal mass, zero spin, SNR= 10 source using `max = 2 (black) and `max = 5
(blue) mode but only on a grid in mass parameters (i.e. assuming zero spin). As first shown
in Figure 3.16, there are noticeable differences between the two different distributions.
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3.5. Inferring parameters of the loudest intermediate mass black hole trigger in
LIGO’s O1/O2 data
the two posteriors even when restricted to two dimensions (i.e. only mass parameters). It is
certainly surprising to see any difference given that this is a low SNR, equal mass event. One
possibility is that due to the broadness of the posterior in mass ratio, a significant fraction of
the posterior needs to be evaluated at values of q & 2 where higher modes begin to play an
increasingly important role.
3.5 Inferring parameters of the loudest intermediate mass black
hole trigger in LIGO’s O1/O2 data
In this work (see also related paper [5]), we reanalyzed the loudest intermediate mass binary
black hole trigger from LVC’s O1/O2 data. In particular we again use RIFT concurrently NR
simulation-based waveform models that includes radiated higher order modes (`, |m|) beyond
the dominant (2, 2) mode [57, 176]. These higher order modes are critical for analysis of such
massive binary black hole mergers [177]. In particular, we use the two waveform models: (i)
NRHybSur3dq8, which is our preferred model in this study [57], and (ii) NRSur7dq4, which
we utilized for additional checks (i.e. information about transverse spins) [176]. While both
models are tuned directly to NR simulations, Model (i) includes hybridized waveforms that
are valid up to a mass ratio m2/m1 ≥ 1/8 and for binary black holes with aligned spins
|χ1z,2z| ≤ 0.8 (in dimensionless units) but extrapolates well to |χ1z,2z| ≤ 0.9 while Model (ii)
does not include hybridized waveforms but is valid up to mass-ratio m2/m1 ≥ 1/4 and for
binary black holes with generic spin orientation that captures the spin-orbit precession with
the same spin magnitude restrictions. In context of GW170502, the specific advantage of
using these two models is the inclusion of the radiated higher order modes up to ` ≤ 4 and
(`, |m|) = (5, 5) (the latter only for Model (i)).
Along with GW170817A [16] and GW151205 [17], the candidate GW170502 adds to an
emerging population of high mass binary analyzed in the open data era. All of these open-data
events have similar statistical significance, i.e., they will be considered marginal candidates in
comparison to the confirmed LIGO-Virgo events. However, no such triggers in gravitational
wave astronomy are unique, meaning if we see it once, we will see something similar again;
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Figure 3.23: Marginalized posteriors for GW170502 using RIFT. Two-dimensional contours
enclose 90% of the distribution. The two colors refer the two waveform models NRHybSur3dq8
(blue) and NRSur7dq4 (red). The solid lines refer to results for including all the higher order
modes in the waveform (NRHybSur3dq8 with ` ≤ 5 and NRSur7dq4 with ` ≤ 4), the dotted line
restrict models to ` = 2. The numbers quoted above each column are the median, with the
90% interval obtained from NRHybSur3dq8 using all the available higher order modes.
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LIGO’s O1/O2 data
Waveform Model NRHybSur3dq8 (aligned spins) NRSur7dq4 (precessing spins)
Radiated Modes (`,m) ` ≤ 4, (5, 5) ` = 2 ` ≤ 4 ` = 2
















































Effective precession spin, χp - - 0.60+0.24−0.32 0.62
+0.23
−0.32







Table 3.7: Parameters of GW170502 for the two waveform models and different combinations
of modes discussed in this study.
and, therefore the purpose of this study is not to make new statements on the detection
confidence of GW170502 itself, the event rate limit of candidates like it, or its particular
implications for the black hole population. Further, the probability of astrophysical origin for
such triggers is subject to change with better sensitivity of LIGO/Virgo detectors. Therefore,
our goal is to demonstrate the power of a new machinery that allows us to infer the properties of
intermediate mass black hole candidates (& 100 M) in the current generation of gravitational-
wave detectors.
To test the impact of higher order modes, we conduct a separate estimation only including
the dominant ` = 2 modes as well as runs that including all higher order modes with both
NRHybSur3dq8 and NRSur7dq4 models (see Figure 3.23 and Table 3.7). We adopt the con-
ventional mass and distance priors for our Advanced LIGO/Virgo data analysis: a uniform
mass density in the dtector frame and uniform un the cube of the luminosity distance with a
maximum distance of 30000 Mpc. For our aligned spin analyses, we adopt a uniform prior for
χi,z ∈ [−0.9, 0.9], where χi,z is the component of the black hole spins aligned with the angular
momentum, and assume there is no in-plane spins components. For the precessing analyses,
we adopt a spin prior where the spin vectors are uniformly distributed within the unit sphere
for χi ∈ [−0.9, 0.9].
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Figure 3.24: The six heaviest binary black hole mergers reported so far from the O1/O2 runs of
Advanced LIGO/Virgo (2015-2017). The horizontal axis is the total mass in the astrophysical
source frame and vertical axis is their corresponding luminosity distance. The contours refer
to 90% confidence intervals and the transparent dots show the spread of the posterior sample.
With the the black contour, we show the constraints on GW170502 using the NRHybSur3dq8
model with all the available higher order modes. The blue contours show the three heaviest
confirmed binary black hole mergers – GW170729, GW170823 and GW150914 – as reported
in GWTC-1 [15]. In the orange and yellow contours, we show candidate GW170817A and
GW151205 found by independent teams [16, 17]. The horizon distances for non-spinning,
equal-mass binary black holes (black curves) are computed at different S/N for a single detector
Advanced LIGO sensitivity during O2.
3.5.1 Results & Discussion
Masses By using all the available HOMs in the NRHybSur3dq8 waveform model, we find that
GW170502 corresponds to a total binary mass in the source frame of M srctot = 157
+55
−41 M with
90% confidence interval. This makes the trigger heavier than all previous sources in the first
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Figure 3.25: Marginalized posteriors of the effective inspiral spin parameter χeff and effective
precession spin parameter χp) for GW170502 using RIFT. Two-dimensional contours show 90%
intervals for NRSur7dq4 model (red line) and the prior distribution (black line).
and second observing runs of Advanced LIGO (see Figure 3.24). The corresponding redshift
and luminosity distance is constrained to z = 1.37+0.93−0.64 and dL = 10
+8.9
−5.4 Gpc, which makes it
potentially the farthest GW source. The observed trigger, therefore, was strongly redshifted,
and the detector frame mass was about ∼ 3 times heavier. The primary BH mass in the source
frame was constrained to msrc1 = 94
+44





the constraints on mass ratio are usually not as stringent with such massive binaries, we find
that both waveform models put GW170502 at q = m2/m1 & 1/4 within 90% confidence.
At the total mass of GW170502, the sensitivity of Advanced LIGO detectors in O2 at the
detection threshold (S/N = 8) was up to ∼8 Gpc. Considering this trigger was sub-threshold
with a network S/N ∼ 6, it is reasonable that LIGO Livingston (the more sensitive detector)
must have recorded S/N & 6/
√
2 ∼ 4. This suggests GW170502 was well within the horizon
volume (see Figure 3.24).
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Waveform Model NRHybSur3dq8 NRSur7dq4
Radiated Modes ` ≤ 4, (5, 5) ` = 2 ` ≤ 4 ` = 2
χeff < −0.1 6.0% 5.9% 9.4% 9.3%
−0.1 < χeff < 0.1 7.4% 7.8% 15.9% 18.3%
0.1 < χeff 86.6% 86.3% 74.7% 72.4%
Table 3.8: Probability from the posterior of each model and mode combination for value of
χeff in the specified bounds.
Spins For such a heavy binary, only the merger is essentially recorded in the LIGO frequency
band. Therefore, the individual BH spins and their evolution remain ill-constrained. We,
therefore, focus on constraining the effective inspiral spins, χeff , the net component of mass-
weighted spins projected on the orbital angular momentum axis (for definition, see [26]). For
GW170502, we constrain χeff = 0.49+0.31−0.63 with 90% confidence. The median and upper-bounds
of χeff are higher than reported earlier for this trigger (see Appendix-D of [178]). It is also
significantly higher than all the BBH mergers of GWTC-1 (see Table III of [15]). For our
preferred model NRHybSur3dq8, we find that the Bayes’ Factor (B) has a mild preference for
spinning BHs over non-spinning (log10 B = 0.46).
Furthermore, Table 3.8 shows that in our preferred model, 86.6% of the posterior lies
within the region 0.1 < χeff . When taken with the fraction that lies below χeff = −0.1, we
find that over 90% of the posterior lies outside the region −0.1 < χeff < 0.1, thus adding a
strong support for a conclusion of non-zero effective inspiral spin. To investigate if the BH
spins of GW170502 have components in the orbital plane, we measured the effective precession
spin parameter χp [179]. In Figure 3.25, we compare the constraints on the effective precession
and inspiral parameter (χp vs χeff) for the fully precessing spin model NRSur7dq4. Similar to
the aligned-spin model, we find χeff consistently peaks at a positive value even if the model
allows generic spin orientations. We calculate the Bayes’ Factor B between precessing and
aligned spin assumptions to be log10 B = −0.68 (disfavoring precession moderately) for the
NRSur7dq4 model, see Table 3.9. However, we gain no new information about χp and the
spin-orbit precession of GW170502.
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Model NRHybSur3dq8 NRSur7dq4
log10 B (HOM) -0.03 0.00
log10 B (spinning) 0.46 0.05
log10 B (precession) - -0.68
Table 3.9: Bayes’ Factors between: HOMs vs non-HOMs, non-preecssion vs zero spin and
precessing spin vs non-precession
Impact of Higher Order Modes The dominant mode of gravitational radiation, (2, 2),
radiates primarily in the direction of net angular momentum, while the HOMs carry radiation
from off-axis asymmetry. Including the latter in the GW models breaks degeneracy on the
extrinsic (particularly inclination angle, ι) as well as intrinsic binary parameters (particularly
mass ratio, q). For the NRHybSur3dq8 model, we find that including HOMs narrows our
estimate of the inclination angle of GW170502 by ∼25%, and more strongly excludes edge-on
configurations (see Figure 3.26). While the ` = 2 modes hinted at a low probability for an
edge-on orientation (ι ∼ 90◦), including ` ≤ 5 completely rules it out within 90% confidence
intervals; in fact, this analysis suggests that the binary is close to face-on. Since face-on
configurations are more easily detected, the HOMs pushed the distance of GW170502 out
by ∼10%. This increase in distance (redshift) directly translates into a lower mass for the
BHs. For comparison, the median value of the primary BH mass using NRHybSur3dq8 is
msrc1 = 94 M for ` ≤ 5, while msrc1 = 104 M for the ` = 2 case.
While the inclusion of HOMs have a significant impact on the posteriors of GW170502, we
do not find compelling evidence for their presence in the data. To quantify this, we computed
the Bayes’ Factor (B) between the ` = 2 and ` ≤ 5 (` ≤ 4) case for both the waveform
models. As stated in Table 3.9, we find log10 B to be -0.03 and 0.00 for the NRHybSur3dq8 and
NRSur7dq4 signal models respectively.
Discussion Our study demonstrates the necessary combination of parameter inference and
waveform modeling techniques to constrain IMBH binary mergers. We apply this machinery
to GW170502, the heaviest and loudest BBH trigger found in Advanced LIGO between 2015-
2017. Using the most sophisticated GW models, we find that the primary and secondary BH
masses of this trigger would correspond to ∼90 M and ∼ 60 M. While not reflected in the
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Figure 3.26: Marginalized posteriors of inclination (ι) and luminosity distance (dL) for
GW170502 using RIFT. Two-dimensional contours show 90% intervals for NRHybSur3dq8 model
with (solid line) and without (dotted line) including higher order modes of gravitational radi-
ation.
Bayes’ Factors, there is noticeable shift in the posteriors using the HOMs and ` = 2 modes.
It narrows the constraints on inclination and distance, thus reducing the uncertainty in BH
masses.
In the next era of GW astronomy, GW170502-like events would be detected in mutliband
network of earth-based detectors and space missions such as LISA and the deci-Hz Observatory
[180, 181, 182]. This will increase the detection confidence of such sub-threshold triggers, and
substantially improve the constraints on the masses and spins of the two BHs [183, 184]. For
a future study, we will extend our machinery to explore the impact on parameter estimation
of using fully general relativistic simulations of BBH coalescence.
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4.1 Preamble
In the previous chapter, we demonstrated that the impact of waveform and HOM systematics
can have a major impact on the parameters recovered. This can in turn affect other analysis
dependent on accurate PE such as tests of general relativity, constraints on nuclear matter,
and population inference. In this chapter, we now demonstrate how these systematics can
impact analysis of real GW data. All the work presented here will eventually be published in
exceptional event papers [185, 6] or in the O3a Catalog paper in the near future [7]. Below is
a list summarizing all the results contained in this chapter:
• I analyzed a subset of the events detected in the first half of O3 with 15 binary black hole
candidates and one binary neutron star candidate: GW190425, GW190513, GW190517,
GW190519, GW190521g, GW190521r, GW190602, GW190620, GW190630, GW190701,
GW190706, GW190719, GW190828j, GW190828`, GW190909, GW190929 (see Figures
4.2-4.35)
• These results were run multiple times with different waveform models; the models that
were used in this chapter include: SEOBNRv4P, SEOBNRv4PHM, TEOBResumS,
SEOBNRv4T_surrogate, NR and NRSur7dq4; see Section 1.2
• These models were individually ran multiple times with varying degrees of HOMs.
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SEOBNRv4P and SEOBNRv4PHM were used on all the events, TEOBResumS and
SEOBNRv4T_surrogate were used for GW190425 with a low spin and high spin
prior. NRSur7dq4 was used on all the high mass events with one `max = 2 analysis and
one HOM analysis. NR was used only on GW190521g.
• The GW190521g analyses, which appeared in part in [6], includes SEOBNRv4PHM,
NRSur7dq4, and NR compared directly to the data (see Section 1.3.2 for a brief summary
and see [18] for a more detail description and validation)
• To quantify the information gained when including precession or HOMs, I calculated
the Bayes Factors for all the binary BHs. GW190519 had the highest Bayes Factor
when including HOMs with ∼ 15, and GW190521g had the highest Bayes Factor when
including precession with ∼ 4.4. See Table 4.2.
• As shown in Chapter 3, the impact of waveform and HOM systematics is significant
in many of the results presented here. Waveform systematics had the biggest impact
on GW190521r with a JSD between IMRPhenomPv2 and SEOBNRv4P χeff distri-
butions of ∼ 0.106 (see Figure 4.37). HOM systematics had the biggest impact on
GW190519 with a Bayes Factor of ∼ 15 and favored more asymmetric mass ratios, edge
on orientations, lower spins, and smaller distances.
I emphasize that while the results presented are the analyses I did personally with RIFT,
many more analyses were done with RIFT on other events that will appear in [7]. All the
SEOBNRv4P, SEOBNRv4PHM, TEOBResumS, SEOBNRv4T_surrogate, and NR-
Sur7dq4 results in this chapter are runs I did; however, all the IMRPhenomPv2 and IM-
RPhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ results presented in Figures 4.2-4.35 are done by the LVC
for the O3a Catalog paper [7]. I do not claim these results as my own, but merely use them
as a comparison for my own results.
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In this section, I present 16 PE analyses done using RIFT on a subset of the first half of events
in the LVC’s 3rd observing Run. In general, we assume a low-frequency cutoff of fmin = 20Hz;
however, we use a fmin = 11Hz for GW190521g and fmin = 19.4Hz for GW190425. The fmax was
chosen depending on on the size of the PSDs generated for each event, either 255.75, 511.75, or
1023.75 Hz while the sample rate was defaulted to srate = 4096Hz. These PSDs characterizing
the noise at the times of each of the events was generated by BayesWave using the segment
length of data used in the inference [186, 187]. For most of the events, we analyzed 4 seconds
of data. For GW190630, GW190828` and the SEOBNRv4PHM run for GW190521g, we
analyzed 8 seconds of data. As with the priors in [185, 6, 7], we assuming uniform priors in
spin magnitudes and in the cube of the luminosity distance. For the mass parameters, the
prior is uniform in the detector-frame. For a more detailed description on of data handling,
searches, PE settings, etc., please see GWTC-2 [7].
4.2.1 Masses
The list of candidates presented in Table 4.1 includes a wide range of total masses. The
most massive binaries with their median total mass M source > 100M in decreasing order
are: GW190521g given in the detector frame total mass Mdet (though it is still highest in






115.1+17.9−15.0; NRSur7dq4 all modes: 111.2
+20.3
−15.4), GW190519 (SEOBNRv4PHM: 105.8
+13.7
−12.7;
NRSur7dq4 all modes: 101.1+16.5−13.9), and GW190706 (SEOBNRv4PHM: 103.7
+16.6
−12.8) putting
them higher than any detected in O1/O2 Observing Runs as well as above several proposed
limits introduced by pair-instability SN (PISN) [188, 15]. Other notable high mass systems
with M ∼ 100M are: GW190701 (SEOBNRv4PHM: 95.1+11.9−9.6 ; NRSur7dq4 all modes:
93.1+10.8−8.8 and GW190929 (SEOBNRv4PHM: 90.4
+20.7
−14.3). While many of the mass ratios pre-
sented here peak towards more unequal mass systems, they are still consistent with equal
mass mergers. If higher order modes are important for a given candidate, the mass ratio is
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one of the parameters most effected. For a more detail discussion on the impact of higher
order modes, see Section 4.2.4. The odd-numbered figures between Figures 4.8-4.34 show the
distributions for the different source frame mass parameters.
The least massive binary is GW190425 (SEOBNRv4T_surrogate low spin: 3.3+0.06−0.05,
high spin: 3.3+0.2−0.07; TEOBResumS low spin: 3.3
+0.06
−0.05, high spin: 3.3
+0.2
−0.08). Given the inferred
individual masses of the system, it is most likely a binary neutron star although the tidal
constraints do not rule out a binary black hole or neutron star-black hole binary. Similar to
GW170817[103], the source masses presented here are consistent with masses of known neutron
stars. However, the total mass is greater than that of other binary neutron star systems de-
tected. Figures 4.2 and 4.5 shows the mass parameters of the low and high spin priors. In both
scenarios, the orange and blue represent the results done with RIFT using the non-precessing
models SEOBNRv4T_surrogate and TEOBResumS and the green represents the re-
sults done with LALInference using IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ. For the low spin
prior limit, the EOB results produce similar results presented in the GW190425 discovery pa-
per [189] including both precessing IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ and non-precessing
IMRPhenomD_NRTidal_ROQ (Not shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.5). When allowing for
larger spins, the IMRPhenomD_NRTidal_ROQ and EOB have modest differences with
the individual masses. Since there is more flexibility and configurations with the higher spin
limitation with the precessing model IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ, there is more sup-
port for larger/smaller m1/m2 mass values. Similarly we see largely consistent results between
the different models for the low spin limit; however, we see the precessing model produce a
more asymmetric distribution compare to the nonprecessing models when allowing for higher
spin configurations.
4.2.2 Spins
As in previous chapters, we focus on constraining the mass-weighted aligned spin (the effective
spin) χeff . The even-numbered figures between Figures 4.9-4.35 includes the effective spin dis-
tributions for the different candidates. Most of the binaries have spin magnitudes consistent
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with zero within uncertainties; however, some candidates can be constrained away from zero.
At a 90% credibility, we find in decreasing (based off the SEOBNRv4PHM result) median
effective spin: GW190517 (SEOBNRv4PHM: 0.56+0.19−0.18; NRSur7dq4 (all modes): 0.50
+0.18
−0.19),
GW190719 (SEOBNRv4PHM: 0.38+0.27−0.33), GW190620 (SEOBNRv4PHM: 0.37
+0.21
−0.24; NR-
Sur7dq4 (all modes): 0.31+0.21−0.24), GW190519 (SEOBNRv4PHM: 0.35
+0.19
−0.24; NRSur7dq4 (all
modes): 0.32+0.18−0.21), GW190706 (SEOBNRv4PHM: 0.32
+0.25
−0.30; NRSur7dq4 (all modes): 0.33
+0.24
−0.29),
and GW190828j (SEOBNRv4PHM: 0.22+0.14−0.16; NRSur7dq4 (all modes): 0.18
+0.13
−0.16). While we
find no system among the events I analyzed is confidently χeff < 0, the system with the most
negative median effective spin was GW190701 (SEOBNRv4PHM: −0.04+0.23−0.30; NRSur7dq4
(all modes): −0.08+0.22−0.27).
To estimate the precession of a given system, the even-numbered between Figures 4.9-
4.35 also include results showing the effective precession spin χp [46]. For most of these
posterior distributions, the results are similar to the assumed prior. To quantify any evidence
of precession, I calculate a Bayes Factors in favor of precession for all the candidates presented
in Table 4.2. In the same vein as the χp distributions being similar to the prior, most of the
Bayes Factors are consistent with 1 (neither favoring precessing nor non-precessing systems).
GW190521g and GW190828` gives some mild evidence of precession with corresponding Bayes
Factors of 4.38 and 2.28 respectively.
4.2.3 Distance and θjn
The most distant candidates are most likely GW190909 (SEOBNRv4PHM: dL = 4.87+3.71−2.55)
and GW190706 (SEOBNRv4PHM: dL = 4.78+2.26−1.82; NRSur7dq4: dL = 5.55
+2.55
−2.47). These
along with other events are larger than anything detected from O2 [15]. The nearest event
was GW190425 where using SEOBNRv4T_surrogate yields a distance of 0.16+0.069−0.073 (low
spin) and 0.17+0.076−0.075 (high spin) and TEOBResumS yields a distance of 0.16
+0.068
−0.073 (low spin)
and 0.17+0.074−0.075 (high spin). This is 4 times farther away than the binary neutron star system
GW170817 found in O2 [15]. While the individual distance values may not be as interesting,
the effects of HOMs on the distance (and therefore the source frame masses) distribution
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can be significant. In my analyses, HOMs have affected the distance distributions to varying
degrees, see Figures 4.9-4.35
Most of the events presented here have a bimodal θjn distribution that are likely face on
orientations but include a non-zero probability of being edge on as well. While GW190701 is
also likely face on, Figure 4.23 shows that it favors a particular orientation (i.e. non-bimodal).
When including HOMs in the analysis, Figure 4.13 shows GW190519 favors more edge on
orientations. To a lesser degree, Figure 4.21 shows GW190630 more confidently allows for
edge on cases. See Section 4.2.4 for more details about the impact of HOMs.
4.2.4 Impact of higher order modes
Figure 4.36 shows the results of four events (GW190519, GW190602, GW190706, and GW190929)
where the impact of HOMs was most dramatic. In the figure, I use two models which in-
clude some number of HOMs (SEOBNRv4PHM and NRSur7dq4; see Section 1.2 for details
on which modes are included) and one model which only include the dominant (2,2) mode
(SEOBNRv4P). The most significant impact was on GW190519. When including HOMs,
the parameters inferred favored more asymmetric mass ratios and thus a higher source-frame
primary mass, edge on orientations, lower spins, and smaller distances. To quantify this the
information gained when including HOMs, I calculated a Bayes Factors∼ 15. As seen in Fig-
ures 4.20;4.21 and Figures 4.30;4.31, HOMs also have a noticeable impact on the analyses for
GW190630 and GW190828`.
4.2.5 Impact of waveform systematics
Similar to calculations in Section 3.4.3.4 with Eq. 3.4.7, we can calculated the JSD to quan-
tify waveform systematics between different results (see Section 3.4.3.4 for more details). The
largest JSD for the events presented here between the two (2,2) only models: IMRPhe-
nomPv2 and SEOBNRv4P is 0.103 for the χeff for GW190521r. This is illustrated in Figure
4.37 where the green and orange distributions are representing the SEOBNRv4P and IM-
RPhenomPv2 results respectively. Here SEOBNRv4P prefers more positive effective spin;
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however, both SEOBNRv4P and IMRPhenomPv2 are still consistent with χeff = 0 config-
urations. There are also more minor differences in mass ratio and luminosity distance. While
the other events include various degrees of differences between the models, there is always
substantial overlap between the different models posteriors (that include a similar amount of
modes). While there is visible systematic waveform differences present in the posteriors, they
are still secondary to statistical effects.
4.2.6 Analysis of GW190521g
In this section, we emphasize the analysis done for GW190521g. Figure 4.1 shows the de-
tector frame masses for not only SEOBNRv4PHM and NRSur7dq4 but also analyses that
directly compares NR waveforms to the data and a combined-grind NR+NRSur7dq4 result
(see Section 2.4.1 for more details). This event has the largest masses ever detected with a





Sur7dq4, and 276.3+41.2−32.6 (SEOBNRv4PHM) as well as mass ratios with slightly unequal




−0.26 (NRSur7dq4), and 0.75
+0.22
−0.34
(SEOBNRv4PHM). While the components of the spins aligned with the orbital angular mo-
mentum are centered around zero, there seems to be support for high transverse spins. Table
4.2 shows the Bayes Factor calculated when including precession to be ∼ 4.38. As seen in
Figure 4.1, NR has support for noticeable lower transverse spin configurations compared to
the other parameters. This is most likely due to the sparse number of NR simulations with
high transverse spins. For a more detailed description of parameters recovered, see Table 4.4
as well as [185, 6]
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Figure 4.1: GW190521g Binary Black Hole System: This figure shows corner plots of
both mass and spin parameters from different analyses of GW190521g. The results include
models SEOBNRv4PHM (red), NRSur7dq4 (black) with all available modes, NR (green)
including all `max ≤ 4, and a combined grid of of the latter two results NR+NRSur7dq4
all done with RIFT. There are noticeable differences between different waveforms. NR has
support for lower transverse spin magnitude configurations. This is most likely due to the fact
that there are not as many NR simulations with high transverse spins. See Section 4.2.6 for a
more detailed description.
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Event Model msource1 (M) msource2 (M) M source(M) Msource(M) q χeff DL(Gpc)






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.1: Median and 90% confidence intervals on source parameters of all binary black hole
O3a events discussed in Ch. 4.
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Table 4.2: Bayes Factors between higher order modes vs non-higher mode as well as between
precession vs non-precession results. The (*) denotes the Bayes Factor calculated using NR-
Sur7dq4 analyses instead of between SEOBNRv4P and SEOBNRv4PHM.
Model Spin Limit msource1 (M) msource2 (M) M source(M) Msource(M) q χeff DL(Gpc) λ1 λ2 Λ̃












































































Table 4.3: Median and 90% confidence intervals on source parameters of GW190425 discussed
in Ch. 4.
Event Model mdet1 (M) mdet2 (M) Mdet(M) Mdet(M) q χeff χp




















































Table 4.4: Median and 90% confidence intervals on source parameters of GW190521g discussed
in Section 4.2.6.
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Figure 4.2: GW190425 binary neutron star candidate with a low spin prior I: This
figure shows panels of the 1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters
from the different analyses of GW190425 using a low spin prior limit (χi,z ∈ [−0.05, 0.05]).
The results include models TEOBResumS (blue) and SEOBNRv4T_surrogate (orange)
done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ (green) done with LALInference.
The results are largely consistent across all waveforms.
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Figure 4.3: GW190425 binary neutron star candidate with a low spin prior II:
This figure shows panels of the tidal parameters from the different analyses of GW190425
using a low spin prior limit (χi,z ∈ [−0.05, 0.05]). The results include models TEO-
BResumS (blue) and SEOBNRv4T_surrogate (orange) done with RIFT and IMRPhe-
nomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ (green) done with LALInference. The results are largely consis-
tent across all waveforms.
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Figure 4.4: GW190425 binary neutron star candidate with a low spin prior III:
This figure shows panels of the 1D marginal distributions for the χeff , luminosity distance
(dL), and θjn parameters from the different analyses of GW190425 using a low spin prior
limit (χi,z ∈ [−0.05, 0.05]). The results include models TEOBResumS (blue) and SEOB-
NRv4T_surrogate (orange) done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ
(green) done with LALInference. The results are largely consistent across all waveforms.
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Figure 4.5: GW190425 binary neutron star candidate with a high spin prior I: This
figure shows panels of the 1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from
the different analyses of GW190425 using a highest possible spin limit. The results include
models TEOBResumS (blue) and SEOBNRv4T_surrogate (orange) done with RIFT
and IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ (green) done with LALInference. The EOB models
peak closer to equal mass systems and omit a second peak at lower mass ratios compared to
the IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ result.
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Figure 4.6: GW190425 Potential Binary Neutron Star System with a high spin
prior II: This figure shows panels of the tidal parameters from the different analyses of
GW190425 using a highest possible spin limit. The results include models TEOBRe-
sumS (blue) and SEOBNRv4T_surrogate (orange) done with RIFT and IMRPhe-
nomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ (green) done with LALInference. The EOB models omit a sec-
ondary peak at higher Λ̃ compared to the IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ result. Note
SEOBNRv4T_surrogate can only generate waveforms λi ≤ 5000.
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Figure 4.7: GW190425 Binary Neutron Star System with a high spin prior III: This
figure shows panels of the 1D marginal distributions for the χeff , luminosity distance (dL), and
θjn parameters from the different analyses of GW190425 using a highest possible spin limit.
The results include models TEOBResumS (blue) and SEOBNRv4T_surrogate (orange)
done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal_ROQ (green) done with LALInference.
The EOB models have a smaller secondary peak toward positive χeff ; luminosity distance and
θjn distributions are largely the same between waveforms.
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Figure 4.8: GW190513 Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the different analyses of
GW190513. The results include models SEOBNRv4PHM (blue) and SEOBNRv4P (green)
done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference.
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Figure 4.9: GW190513 Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of the
spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses of GW190513. The results include
models SEOBNRv4PHM (blue) with all available modes and SEOBNRv4P (green) done
with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference. Noticeable differences
between the two waveform families; marginal differences in posteriors that includes and omits
higher order modes.
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Figure 4.10: GW190517 Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the different analyses
of GW190517. The results include models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and
SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2
(orange) done with LALInference. Marginal differences between different waveforms.
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Figure 4.11: GW190517 Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of the
spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses of GW190517. The results include
models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all
available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference.
Marginal differences between different waveforms.
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Figure 4.12: GW190519 Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the different analyses
of GW190519. The results include models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and
SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2
(orange) done with LALInference. Significant differences between different waveform families;
significant differences when including and omit higher order modes. See Figure 4.36 for a more
detailed comparison of the HOMs.
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Figure 4.13: GW190519 Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of the
spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses of GW190519. The results include
models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all
available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference.
Significant differences between different waveform families; significant differences when includ-
ing and omit higher order modes. See Figure 4.36 for a more detailed comparison of the
HOMs.
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Figure 4.14: GW190521r Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the different analyses
of GW190521r. The results include models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and
SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2
(orange) done with LALInference. Noticeable differences between the different waveforms.
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Figure 4.15: GW190521r Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of the
spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses of GW190521r. The results include
models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all
available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference.
Noticeable differences between the different waveforms.
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Figure 4.16: GW190602 Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the different analyses
of GW190602. The results include models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and
SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2
(orange) done with LALInference. Significant differences between different waveform families;
significant differences when including and omitting higher order modes. See Figure 4.36 for a
more detailed comparison of the HOMs.
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Figure 4.17: GW190602 Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of the
spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses of GW190602. The results include
models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all
available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference.
Significant differences between different waveform families; significant differences when includ-
ing and omitting higher order modes. See Figure 4.36 for a more detailed comparison of the
HOMs.
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Figure 4.18: GW190620 Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the different analyses
of GW190620. The results include models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and
SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2
(orange) done with LALInference. Marginal differences between different waveform families.
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Figure 4.19: GW190620 Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of the
spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses of GW190620. The results include
models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all
available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference.
Marginal differences between different waveform families.
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Figure 4.20: GW190630 Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the different analyses
of GW190630. The results include models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and
SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2
(orange) done with LALInference. Noticeable differences when including and omitting higher
order modes.
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Figure 4.21: GW190630 Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of the
spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses of GW190630. The results include
models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all
available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference.
Marginal differences between different waveform families.
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Figure 4.22: GW190701 Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the different analyses
of GW190701. The results include models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and
SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2
(orange) done with LALInference. Marginal differences when including and omitting higher
order modes.
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Figure 4.23: GW190701 Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of the
spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses of GW190701. The results include
models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all
available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference.
Marginal differences when including and omitting higher order modes.
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Figure 4.24: GW190706 Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the different analyses
of GW190706. The results include models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and
SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2
(orange) done with LALInference. Noticeable differences between different waveforms; notice-
able differences when including and omitting higher order modes. See Figure 4.36 for a more
detailed comparison of the HOMs.
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Figure 4.25: GW190706 Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of the
spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses of GW190706. The results include
models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all
available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference.
Noticeable differences between different waveforms; noticeable differences when including and
omitting higher order modes. See Figure 4.36 for a more detailed comparison of the HOMs.
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Figure 4.26: GW190719 Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the different analyses of
GW190719. The results include models SEOBNRv4PHM (blue) with all available modes and
SEOBNRv4P (green) done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInfer-
ence. Marginal differences between different waveforms; marginal differences when including
and omitting higher order modes.
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Figure 4.27: GW190719 Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of the
spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses of GW190719. The results include
models SEOBNRv4PHM (blue) with all available modes and SEOBNRv4P (green) done
with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference. Marginal differences
between different waveforms; marginal differences when including and omitting higher order
modes.
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Figure 4.28: GW190828j Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the different analyses
of GW190828j. The results include models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and
SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2
(orange) done with LALInference. Marginal differences between different waveforms; marginal
differences when including and omitting higher order modes.
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Figure 4.29: GW190828j Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of the
spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses of GW190828j. The results include
models NRSur7dq4 (blue) with all available modes and SEOBNRv4PHM (green) with all
available modes done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference.
Marginal differences between different waveforms; marginal differences when including and
omitting higher order modes.
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Figure 4.30: GW190828` Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the different analy-
ses of GW190828`. The results include models SEOBNRv4PHM (blue) with all available
modes and SEOBNRv4P (green) done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with
LALInference. Marginal differences between different waveforms; noticeable differences when
including and omitting higher order modes.
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Figure 4.31: GW190828` Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of the
spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses of GW190828`. The results include
models SEOBNRv4PHM (blue) with all available modes and SEOBNRv4P (green) done
with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference. Noticeable differences
between different waveforms; noticeable differences when including and omitting higher order
modes.
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Figure 4.32: GW190909 Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the different analyses of
GW190909. The results include models SEOBNRv4PHM (blue) with all available modes and
SEOBNRv4P (green) done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInfer-
ence. Marginal differences between different waveforms; noticeable differences when including
and omitting higher order modes.
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Figure 4.33: GW190909 Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses
of GW190909. The results include models SEOBNRv4PHM (blue) with all available modes
and SEOBNRv4P (green) done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LAL-
Inference. Noticeable differences between different waveforms; noticeable differences when
including and omitting higher order modes.
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Figure 4.34: GW190929 Binary Black Hole System I: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the source frame mass parameters from the different analyses of
GW190929. The results include models SEOBNRv4PHM (blue) with all available modes and
SEOBNRv4P (green) done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInfer-
ence. Marginal differences between different waveforms; noticeable differences when including
and omitting higher order modes. See Figure 4.36 for a more detailed comparison of the
HOMs.
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Figure 4.35: GW190929 Binary Black Hole System II: This figure shows panels of the
1D marginal distributions for the spins, θjn, and dL parameters from the different analyses
of GW190929. The results include models SEOBNRv4PHM (blue) with all available modes
and SEOBNRv4P (green) done with RIFT and IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LAL-
Inference. Noticeable differences between different waveforms; noticeable differences when
including and omitting higher order modes. See Figure 4.36 for a more detailed comparison
of the HOMs.
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Figure 4.36: Impact of Higher Order Modes: This figure shows the panels of the 1D
marginal distributions for the mass ratio, χeff , dL, and Msource(M) parameters from the
events that had the most dramatic difference when including higher order modes (GW190519,
GW190602, GW190706, and GW190929). In all panels, SEOBNRv4PHM, SEOBNRv4P
and NRSur7dq4 are the dashed, solid, and dotted lines respectively. To get a more quantifiable
answer on the information gained when including higher order modes. see the Bayes Factors
in Table 4.2 (see [7] for a similar plot).
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Figure 4.37: Wavform Systematics on GW190521r: This figure shows the χeff , q, and dL
distributions from the different analyses of GW190521r. The results include models SEOB-
NRv4PHM (blue) with all available modes and SEOBNRv4P (green) done with RIFT and
IMRPhenomPv2 (orange) done with LALInference. The JSD between IMRPhenomPv2
and SEOBNRv4P χeff distributions is 0.103.
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Conclusions
In this chapter, I summarize the main three subjects of this dissertation: (i) the introduction
and validation of a new parameter inference algorithm: RIFT (Section 5.1), (ii) the evaluation
of the impact of waveform systematics and HOMs in both synthetic and real GW data (Section
5.2), and (iii) the analyses of real O3a GW data (Section 5.3). We discuss the past and future
impact of the field in Section 5.4 and briefly discuss planned future work in Section 5.5.
5.1 RIFT
In Chapter 2, we have introduced and validated RIFT, a strategy to iteratively produce high-
precision posterior distributions of binary parameters for a wide variety of candidate compact
binary coalescences. We demonstrated through anecdotal and systematic examples how this
method could employ costly and even heterogeneous approximations. As concrete illustrations
of its utility, we have employed computationally taxing models, which require up to one hour
per waveform evaluation, to infer parameters of synthetic binary neutron star systems; We
demonstrated this approach reproduces the results of other inference strategies, when employ-
ing the same approximations, and provided proof-of-concept demonstrations of new strategies
to identify, assess, and remedy systematic errors which our method uniquely enables.
While RIFT does not have the very mature feature set provided by LI, including marginal-
ization over calibration error, this approach is compatible with these extensions, and can
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exist simultaneously with other approaches within future parameter inference strategies for
gravitational wave sources.
The tools demonstrated in this work are actively being generalized. For example, the
gaussian process interpolation strategy can and has been trivially applied to the (fixed) grid
provided by numerical relativity simulations, generalizing prior work [9, 129]. Our strategy
can also be trivially employed to construct posterior distributions that mix approximations,
using different approaches in different parts of parameter space, with the boundaries differ-
entiating between approximations chosen post-facto and with essentially negligible additional
computational cost, besides post-processing. Finally, in this work we demonstrated reliable
posterior inferences using only O(104) physically distinct realizations of GW radiation from a
coalescing binary, even for the most complex and high-dimensional binary configurations. As
each of the several thousand NR simulations of coalescing binaries can be scaled to arbitrary
binary masses, we expect the application RIFT to NR simulations will enable inferences for
generic high-mass binary black holes.
While RIFT produced results with dramatically smaller wall-clock time, the investiga-
tions performed in this work had overall CPU costs comparable to or even in excess of a
corresponding LI analysis with low-cost waveform models. In the future, when overall compu-
tational efficiency becomes a more important constraint on our investigations, we will describe
optimizations to this strategy which reduce our overall computational burden.
5.2 Significance of waveform and higher order mode systematics
Waveform and HOM systematics significantly impact your ability to infer parameters of GW
sources. Using RIFT and other tools, we have been able to make statements about the severity
of these systematics when inferring parameters of both synthetic and real sources. In Section
3.2 we first demonstrated via an inner product, which maximizes over t, φorb, and φJL, of
two commonly used waveform models (IMRPhenomPv2 and SEOBNRv3) generated with
identical parameters can often be significantly different from one another. These differences
are most evident for systems that are strongly precessing BBHs. When looking at sources
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with lower masses and therefore longer signal durations, we found that the waveforms had a
greater opportunity to dephase leading to a lower match. To understand how these differences
affect the parameter inference, we generated fake sources using both SEOBNRv3 and NR and
performed PE with IMRPhenomPv2. While we did find some bias in the inference results,
the error we measure in the mismatch did not always manifest itself in the inference. While the
inference bias was not always the most extreme, these waveform differences will increasingly
affect the inference as the sources become more extreme.
Section 3.3 was part of a larger work that focused on developing new NR simulations from
the PE using semi-analytical models. While these simulations agree well with each other,
the agreement between the NR simulations and the models were orders of magnitude worse.
To illustrate this, we calculated the marginalize log likelihood between the data and each of
these new simulations simulation as well as with the models with identical parameters. We
found that the marginalize likelihood calculated with NR largely agree between the difference
NR codes up to Monte Carlo and fitting error; however, we also found that these likelihood
values are substantially lower than the likelihoods computed using the models. Since the
likelihood surface is nearly flat near the peak, small differences are amplified in parameter
space and insures that any offsets reflect a small change in the likelihood. Alternatively, we
chose 5 already existing simulations that produced likelihood values near the peak. We again
calculated the likelihood between the data and the models at these new parameters. We again
found substantial differences between the NR and model likelihood values; however, here we
found the NR likelihoods to be larger. This suggests that the NR and models favor different
parts of parameter space and the process used to determine the NR follow up points was not
efficient in find the most likely parameters. This work is an example of waveform differences
affecting the inferred parameters. These differences might seem minor due to the amplitude
of GW170104; however, the effect on the PE will only amplify as louder signals are detected.
In Section 3.4, we used a recently developed NR hybrid surrogate model to thoroughly
investigate the impact of HOMs when inferring the parameters of a source. For this study, we
use high mass sources with a wide range of mass ratios and spins similar to the sources thought
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to be detected by current LVC sensitivities. Previous studies [144, 143, 150, 156, 145, 190,
142, 136, 191, 167, 129, 192] have also explored this question in various approximate contexts;
however, here we perform a fully Bayesian three-detector analysis. As expect, we found that
HOMs play an important part in accurately inferring the parameters with non-zero spins and
q > 1 as well as source that had SNR ≥ 30. Surprisingly, we found that HOMs can noticeably
change the recover posteriors even for a low amplitude signal from the simplest source (zero
spin; equal mass). Generally HOMs become more important as the source increases in mass
ratio and decreases in χeff . Consistent with [144], we found little to no bias for systems that
had large positive spin. Conversely, we found the analyses that omit HOMs were consistently
biased away from the true parameters. This can have a significant effect on other analyses
such as population inference or tests of general relativity. Any of these analyses that involve
high, asymmetric masses will need to appreciate the potentially large waveform systematics
that could bias their result. These could lead to inaccurate population inference as well as
seemingly failed test of general relativity, see Section 3.4.4.3 and 3.20.
In Section 3.5, we inferred the parameters of the loudest trigger from LIGO’s 2015-2017,
GW170502, using RIFT with NR surrogate models that include many HOMs. While changes
the posterior distributions dramatically, we demonstrated that the impact of HOMs can be
noticed even in the analysis for marginal triggers. Using these more sophisticated NR surrogate
models, we found the primary and secondary masses to be ∼ 90M and ∼ 60M respectively.
We found HOMs have a small but noticeable impact on the inference of the inclination,
distance, and mass ratio. When including HOMs, the distance distribution shifts toward
larger distance while inclinations are more constrained around face on orientations. The mass
ratio peaks closer to unity when including the HOMs. As the sensitivity of the detectors
increase, these small but noticeable differences caused by the inclusion of HOMs will increase
for louder GW170502-like sources.
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In Chapter 4, I analyze 15 binary black holes candidates and 1 binary neutron star candi-
date. I not only analyzed these events with standard dominant mode-only models, but also
models that contain HOMs. I was able to infer all the parameters of the GW source as well
as make statements about the importance of waveform and HOMs systematics. The most
massive source that was detected was GW190521g with a detector frame total mass Mdet





270.9+23.5−25.9. Regardless of which analyses one looks at, these total masses put this event higher
than any detected in O1/O2 Observing Runs [15]. The least massive binary is GW190425
(SEOBNRv4T_surrogate low spin: 3.3+0.06−0.05, high spin: 3.3
+0.2
−0.07; TEOBResumS low spin:
3.3+0.06−0.05, high spin: 3.3
+0.2
−0.08). While these masses imply that this event is most likely a binary
neutron star, the tidal parameters inferred do not rule out the possibility of this event being
a low-mass binary black hole or neutron star-black hole binary.
I found that most events were consistent with a effective spin χeff of zero within uncertain-
ties; however, some candidates can be constrained away from zero. The event with the largest
positive median effective spin was GW190517 with SEOBNRv4PHM: 0.56+0.19−0.18; NRSur7dq4
(all modes): 0.50+0.18−0.19. While no system among the events I analyzed can confidently be con-
strained to χeff < 0, the system with the most negative median effective spin was GW190701
(SEOBNRv4PHM: −0.04+0.23−0.30; NRSur7dq4 (all modes): −0.08
+0.22
−0.27). To quantify any ev-
idence of precession, I calculated the Bayes Factors between precessing vs non-precessing
systems. Most of the Bayes Factors were consistent with 1 (neither favoring precessing nor
non-precessing systems); however, there was evidence of mild precession for GW190521g and
GW190828` with a corresponding Bayes Factors of 4.38 and 2.28.
The inclusion of HOMs affected all events to varying degrees of severity. The most sig-
nificant effect can be seen in the distributions of GW190519. When including HOMs, the
parameters inferred favored more asymmetric mass ratios and thus a higher source-frame pri-
mary mass, edge on orientations, lower spins, and smaller distances. To quantify this the
information gained when including HOMs, we calculated a Bayes Factor∼ 15. To a lesser
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extent, HOMs excludes more systems with extreme asymmetric and near equal mass ratios
for GW190706 and GW190929. Conversely when including the HOMs, GW190602 is more
confidently constrained to closer to equal mass systems. While there is visible systematic
waveform differences present in the posteriors, they are still secondary to statistical effects.
5.4 Impact of the Field
RIFT was originally developed to resolve the need of fast and accurate PE for the many GW
sources expected to appear. Since the very first detection, RIFT has been used to analyze
real data. In [9] a version of RIFT was used to analyze GW150914 using waveforms gener-
ated NR simulations. In this analysis, the mass ratio was better constrained when including
HOMs. This analysis was the first time NR waveforms including HOMs were used to analyze
a real GW event. RIFT was also used to validate inferences about GW170608, again via
directly comparing GW data to numerical relativity simulations [193]. RIFT also appeared
multiple times in the O2 Catalog paper: (i) it was used to reanalyze the binary neutron star
merger GW170817 with two more sophisticated models, (ii) it was used a precessing analysis
for GW170814, (iii) and it was used to make statements about HM modes, again via directly
comparing GW data to numerical relativity simulations[15] (As an aside, RIFT was also used
for many unpublished PE investigations with model-based inference, which validated the pre-
cessing analyses for most events in O2). RIFT was also used in a study to reanalyze the most
massive binary black hole from O2: GW170729 [174]. RIFT contributed to the analysis of
GW190521g that will be published soon in [185, 6] (also see Chapter 4). In this paper, RIFT
was an essential contributor to the PE reported as well as statements about the evidence of
precession and HOMs. Similarly in the very near future, the results from the first half of
O3a will be published in [7]. RIFT was used to perform all the analyses with HOMs as well
as analyses with more costly models. Because these models contain the most physics, RIFT
results will usually be presented as the principal science result for every event in the O3a
catalog. In addition, by providing both analyses with and without HOMs, RIFT was essential
ingredient into investigations of the effects of HOMs as well as waveform systematics. While
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it has been used to varying degrees to analyze real GW data, RIFT continues to be the go-to
PE tool when analyzing events with more costly waveforms that include HOMs.
Besides being a major PE code within the LVC, the code can be used in other studies as
well. RIFT is currently being used to make statements about binary evolution by evaluating
the GW data against models that predict the parameters of the source. The code is also
currently being used in multi-messenger inference where the results from the GW analysis
is compared to different light curves [194]. The code has also been used by [195] to do a
test of general relativity using NR simulations. While other studies do similar test with
different tools [171, 196, 197], RIFT allows for a wider range of waveform models to be used.
Because waveform systematics could mimic the effect of a breakdown of general relativity, it
is important to use a full suite of techniques to analyze GW data when testing the validity of
general relativity.
With the ever increasing sensitivities of the LIGO-Virgo observatories, we are fast ap-
proaching a period where the waveform systematics will be the dominant source of errors.
As waveform models get ever more sophisticated, it is likely that the computational cost of
evaluating these models will also increase. RIFT is in an prime position to further our un-
derstanding of these waveform systematics and to attempt to resolve them by utilizing all
waveforms available regardless of the computational costs.
5.5 Future Work
Continuing the work presented in Section 3.5 and Chapter 4, I plan to continue to analyze real
GW signals detected by the LVC. As waveform models become more sophisticated, they will
most likely also become more computationally expensive. At the same time, the sensitivity
of the LVC detectors constantly being improved and therefore can detect more sources with
louder signals. Because of the speed and utility of RIFT, it can play a vital role in analyzing
the monumental number of events with the most state-of-the-art sophisticated models available
at a given time. Similar to previous work [18] and Section 4.2.6, I plan to continue to analyze
signals by directly comparing to NR waveforms. New simulations are always being produced;
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further breakthroughs in NR will allow for faster run timescales and the ability to explore the
extreme parts of parameter space. This will allow our (fixed) NR grid to expand into more
exotic parts of parameter space and in turn allow for analysis of extreme sources with only
NR waveforms. As was shown in Section 3.3, models and NR waveforms can favor different
parts of parameter space for a given event. Due to this, I hope to reanalyze the known GW
detections only by comparing to NR waveforms. I can then attempt to make statements on
the impact waveform and HOMs systematics by comparing to other model-based analyses.
As the masses of a source decrease, the length of the waveform required for PE needs to
increase. Due to the restrictions of performing a NR simulation, most simulations include 10s
of cycles before merger. At a certain point in mass, the length of the signal will be greater than
the NR waveform simulation. If we are to have any hope in analyzing low mass events with
NR waveforms, we will have to hybridize the merger of our NR waveforms with the inspiral of
a model. These hybrids have the benefit of both (i) having an accurate merger-ringdown and
(ii) being able to have an arbitrary long inspiral. However, these hybrid waveforms will need to
accurately incorporate the precession and HOMs of a given NR waveform. The methodology
of this was recently published in [198]. Building off of this work, I plan to incorporate this
framework into RIFT to allow for on-the-fly hybridization of a given NR waveform. Besides
validating that the PE recovered from using the hybrid waveforms are accurate, I plan to
investigate hybrids involving the inspirals from different models. Moving forward, this will
guarantee we have the most accurate hybrid possible when analyzing low mass sources.
Building off the work in [18, 3], Chapter 2, and Section 3.3, I plan on developing and
validating an algorithm that suggests new NR simulations for a given analysis of an event. Once
the grid of likelihood points are evaluated, we construct the continuous likelihood distribution
by interpolating the points in the relevant parameters via a Gaussian Process Regression
(Remember Section 2.1.3). One additional feature of the Gaussian process, besides outputting
an interpolated distribution, is it outputs an error estimate to said interpolation. One might
naively think that the NR follow up simulation should be run where the highest error is
estimated; however, this can turn out to be in an irrelevant part of parameter space for the
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given event being analyzed. Instead I plan to produce NR follow up suggestions based on
both places where the error to the fit is high as well as taking into account the parameter
space where the likelihood is high for a given event. It will be critical to the study to figure
out how much weight should be given to the error and to the likelihood. Once successfully
implemented and validated, we can suggest NR follow up points based off of analyses done
with NR and models and compare these new simulations (similar to the study in Section 3.3)
Continuing with the work presented in Section 3.2 and 3.4, I plan on expanding studies
of waveform systematics and HOMs. Many of the analyses done in 3.2 used state-of-the-art
models at the time of the work but have now become eclipsed by newer models that include
more information about the signal (See Section 1.2 for examples of these newer models). I plan
to use similar tools to study the systematics between these newer, more complete models. With
the inclusion of RIFT in this future study, I will be able to obtained a more complete analysis
that is not hindered by unrealistic run timescales. I also plan to continue our synthetic studies
of the effects of HOMs. Specifically, I plan on expanding our results presented in Section 3.4
to include precession. The release of new, precessing NR surrogate models will allow us to
investigate the impact of HOMs when measuring the individual spins as well as precession.
As the next era of GW astronomy approaches, new observatories such as the Laser Inter-
ferometer Space Antenna (LISA) [199] plan to come online. This space-based GW observatory
will allow for detections of GWs with different frequencies and therefore sources. While the
waveforms for PE needed for LISA are similar to the ones used by the LVC, the accuracy
needed for the waveforms are significantly larger; therefore, studies like the ones presented in
this dissertation will be essential to understanding the systematics introduced while analyzing
LISA sources.
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